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TO “KEEP YOUR
*

head cool” is not difficult at this
season, but the rest of that good advice
“and yonr feet warm,” is more of an
undertaking, unless yon are the possessor of one of onr Hot Water Bottles.
We frequently hear it said: “They have
borrowed mine all over the neighborhood since there has been so much sickness.” Why not have one of your own,
cosi so
so as not to Borrow; tney uon
much as they did once, and' it is impossible to foresee the exact moment
when its nse will be required to ease
some ache or pain.
The hot flatiron, wrapped in a newspaper, may accomplish the same result, but there is the delay of heating
it and besides it is out of date.
Don’t yon need another lung protector now that actual winter is with ns.
We have filled in the assortment once
more on account the cold snap that has
arrived.
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INSURANCE.
BOW & PINKHAM.
35 Exchange St.
for
Leading

Agents

Companies.

Sterling Dow,
H. N. PINKHAM.

INSURANCE CO. OF NORTH AMERICA
Of Philadelphia, Penn.
Incorporated 1794. Commenced Business 1792

H. H. HAY & SON,

Greville E. Fryer,
Secretary.
Capital Paid Up in Cash, S3,OOO,000.
ASSETS, Dee. 31,1891.

Charles Platt,
President.

Middle Street.

jan30Sthpdtf
FIRST, LAST AND ALL THE TIME.

C.°m4 309.000.0C
Rep^\KehderS. .thfi.
m0rtgage
2,547,398.7c
L0(^ti^slb°nd..and.
Stocks and bonds owned by the

company, market value
Loans secured by collaterals....
Cash iu the company’s principal
office and in hank..
Interest aue and accrued.
rremlums in due course of collec-

Indiana Republicans Are in Favor of the
President.

142,700.0C

Indianapolis, January 29.—The Republican state central committee meet-

712W‘P
27,bdo.i«.
274,016.2;

Other properties.

tiie admitted
assets of the company at their
actual value.$9,278,220.01
LIABILITIES. Dec. 31, 189h

Aggregate of all

\

Nwl8”0UDt.0f.UnPaid..l0SSeS-anS
re-into

Harrison as a candidate for a second
term, and he has the solid support of the
state committee, as one enthusiastic administration man expressed it, “first,

483,366.OC

Aliilunt

safely
required
3,549,811.o'
sure all outstanding risks.
All other demands against the
I9,5b7.i.

company, viz: comnlissions, etc.
Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus....
paid up in cash..
Capital

o-rw-1 all

locf

4,052,744.0.
3,000,000.01
actually
Surplus beyond capital. 2,225,47o.rf,

timP.”

THE WEATHER.
Rain and Cooler.

Aggregate amount of liabilities_
including net surplus.$9,278,220.01

Washington, January 29.—[8 p. m.]—
The following is the forecast of the wear

DOW & rlNKEAJf, Agents,
Portland, Me
35 Exchange Street,
eodlmsn
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Chili’s

Nothing to Ar-

Leaves

Chill Offers Reparation—

bitrate Until

Montt Said To Be

Preparing

to Leave.

At the
Washington, January
Cabinet meeting today, the Chilian mat29.

—

It was decided that
Minister Egan should be instructed to
minister of
say to Senor Pereira, Chilian
ter was discussed.

foreign affairs, that his reply to the note
of Secretary Blaine of the 21st indicated
a desire on the part of the Chilian government to satisfy the United States of
its feelings of regret over the assault up-

on the
sailors of the Baltimore in ValAs to the Matta note and the
paraiso.
request for the recall of Minister Egan,
the latter will be directed to say that

Chili’s

was

answer

Ivr^xvr* Vlvr.

entirely satisfactory.
4-1'. Ck TTn \ f.Pfl St.Ht.PH

OOCO

will leave the matter of reparation to the
sufferers by the assault to Chili to in'ti-

according to her sense of justice and
right, and, with a salute to the United
the incident will be considStates flag
ered closed by this government. Until
Chili makes some offer of reparation, of
course there is nothing to arbitrate, as no
B
points of difference exist.
At the cabinet meeting the contents of
a dispatch from Minister Egan received
yesterday were made known. It is said
Mr. Egan confirmed the story reported
from Santiago that members of the Chilian government stated that Senor Montt,
Chilian minister atWashington, had misled his government by advices he dispatched to them which had the effect of
seriously compromising the government
in their dealings with the controversy.
A report was current tonight that Senor
ate

intimated his intention of

leaving Washington.

:

ther for New England:

Kain; cooler;

va-

London, January 29.—The sarcastic
appeared in this morning1 s

articles which

papers relative

to

President Harrison’s

sentative of Dalzell’s agency. Accordto the report of this interview, as cabled to London, Warner said lie had it
from indisputable authority that Mr.
rMiJlion mini-wtor
had informed Secretary Blaine and President Harrison on Saturday last that an apology
would be tendered by Chili. Minister
Montt, as the Dalzell despatch said, saw
President Harrison personally on the
matter, as he feared the information regarding Chili’s message, which he had
previously given Mr. Blaine, would not

ing

reach the President.

riable winds.
I,oral

:the voyage of the scows.

Weather Keport.

Pobtland, Me, January 29,1892.

Experience

A Novel

Out

on

the

Stormy

Atlantic.
8 A.

M.j8

P.

M.

Barometer.129.835 29.878
Thermometer.122.0 32.
25.
Dew Point.16.
75.
Humidity. 76.
NE
Wind.N

Velocity...8

12

Weather.LtSnw Cloudy
Mean daily tiier.. .23.0[Max. vel wind. 14 N
Maximum ther... 32.0 Total precip.T
Minimum ther
14.0|
...

T—Denotes trace.

The

following

are

the observations

of

Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, January 29, takthe

CATARRH,
DYSPEPSIA,

at 8 p. if,, 75th meridian time, the observations tor each station being given in
this order:
Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the weather:
en

SUUSTBOKE CUBED!
We will give
Manufacturer of

$500.00

to

Bostdn, 34°, SE, cloudy; New York, 38°,
cloudless; Philadelphia, 42°, SW,
cloudless; Washington, 4s°, E, cloudy;
Albany, 38°, calm, cloudy; Buffalo, 38°,
W, cloudy; Detroit, 32°, W, snow;
Chicago, 32°, W, cloudless; St. Paul, 32°,
W, cloudless; St. Vincent, 24°, W,
cloudless; Huron, So. Dak. 34°, W,
cloudless; Bismarck, 34°, E, cloudless; Jacksonvlle, 60°, SW, cloudless.
NE,

the

Sarsapaany
rilla that can show such a cure.
We wait
Which one will try'?
AN ANSWER.

Pleasant St.,

Hallowell, Me., July 28, ’91.
Cana Sarsaparilla Co.,
Gentlemen:—I have had the ft*
TARR1I for over ten years as badly as
it. All
TBJB K? any man could have
S Irf iu these years I was troubled with
to be
had
so
I
so
much
DYSPEPSIA,
very careful what I eat.
In addition to the above, five years ago
I had a SEVERE HEYSTROKE.
T p„nd about. CANA’S SARSAPARII,to try
LA, and de |fe|in termmedthree
it.
Alter l%B ffifl EU* taking
SARSAPARILLA
bottles ol DANA’S
I was COMPLETELY
both the CATARRH and BYSPEP
SSA. and all the lasting effects ol my

BRIEFLY TOLD.

SARSAPARILLA
ing as I have been.

Governor McKinley is ill, suffering
from neuralgia of the stomach.
Senator and Mrs. Hale gave a dinnei
last night in honor of President and Mrs.
Harrison.

Tlio Supreme Court of Colorado has
granted a stay in the Graves case, and
the Doctor will be released on bail.
Succi, the faster, has abandoned his
attempt to go without food for 52 days.
He had fasted to within a few hours of
44

^P“tf^;LEY.
’91.
Me*

July 28,
Hallowele,
I can heartilv vouch lor the absolute
truth ol the aboveten©

Small pox is spreading rapidly among
500 Chinese in
quarantine at Angel
Island, San Francisco. They were landed

j? ||

timomah^ N0EL gTEyES) Merchant.
Maine.

from the steamer Rio

Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast,

■

Free Silver in

Creede.

Creede, Col., January 29.—Messrs
Croff, Webb and Dornette made a tre J
mendous strike here yesterday in th
■

Sack Pot claim of

ore

silver.

The beam

ing yields 220 ounces of silver to th
ton. Mining men are wild with excite
ment. The population of Creede tw
weeks ago was 2000; today it is 3500 am
two trains a day are swelling that num
I
but few houses in th
place and 75 cents is the price charged fo
a place on the floor to sleep on, each per
Th i
son to furnish his own blankets.
side tracks are filled with Pullman sice)
ers and struggles for berths are of dail r
It is expected that the popr
occurence.
lation of the town will reach 25,000 b f
Ala',- X.

her.

There

are

miles from the
story of how

out

on
re-

to sea and were 100

coast, tell an interesting
they passed their time

while floating about the broad Atlantic.
John Johnson, who was on No. 3, gave
the following story of the experience of
“When the Nichols left us, each scow
had down its anchor and 45 fathoms of
chain out. No. 16 was anchored in front
Every time she lifted to a sea she drag-3
The anchor of No.
ged her anchor.
held for a while, and then the chain cable parted and out both sqows started
for the open sea. Every time No. 16 lifted on a wave it seemed as if she were
coming down on top of us. Once the two
scows did come together, and No. 16 was
so badly smashed that she will have to
The scows proved
do into the dry dock.
Our principal fear
excellent sea boats.
was that they would break in two, as
had a
they are merely pontoons. We and
live cent loaf of bread on No. 3,
on No.
they had half a pound of oatmeal
16. This was our only food, and it was

pretty short rations. We expected to be
picked up sooner or later and determined
We had plenty
to make the best of it.
of tobacco, and that was a great consolaWe

Janeiro, January

20th when there -were two cases on
board.
The Western farmers, especially those
in Kansas and Nebraska, are refusing to
sell their grain.
They are dissatisfied
with the present prices and will hold
their grain until it rises.
Additional advices from the Mexican
border confirm the report that Garza lias
crossed into Mexico with 5000 well-armed
He has another
mounted Mexicans.
band in the Santa Rosa mountain country of 1500 to 1S09 armed men.
Assemblyman Foley of New York, has
introduced in the assembly the so-called
It gives the
liquor dealers’ excise bill.
board of excise power to license all night
houses where dances are held, and give a
special license for bails for the sale of
liquor after midnight

into the little hold and

went

kept the hatch fastened down, going on
deck occasionally to see if any vessel
wos

in

sierht.

It
in

wrs

bitter cold, and
of our tobacco,

spite
Yesterday morning
and here W€
Luckenback,
we sighted
are and glad enough to be here.
Tuesday night,
was a

dismal

one.

the

BUSINESS MEN SPEAK.
The

the National

Resolutions Adopted by
Board of Trade.

days.

It is said in Washington that many
Democratic congressmen would refuse to
go into caucus on the silver question if
the result was to be binding.

to any person suffer-

BJ

cently drifted

tion.

SU3f STROKE VANISHED.
I am 74 years ■*>as A “a*1 old, and
man
now am a well 8 BTSi'te. B
amain. I heartily recommend DANA’S

York, January 29.—The men
department scows, which

New

the street

the men on the scows:

Weather Observations.

Aroostook Company Makes
City

an

the

Offer.

Washington, January 29.—The National Board of Trade today adopted an
address to Congress urging the passage
The resolutions
of the Torrey bill.
tc
were adopted by the hoard relating
the interstate commerce act:

first—That corporations, as well as
their agents and employes, shall be made
indictable.
Second—That the reports and findings
of the commission shall have the force
and effect of reports of masters of chanin Federal courts in case of subse_

,.

cery

quent judicial proceedings.

Third—To empower the Interstate
Commerce Commission to employ competent and permanent counsel.
A resolution was adopted urging on the
President the wisdom of filling vacancies
commission
on the interstate commerce
by appointment of trained transporters
or capable merchants or manufacturers.
A resolution was adopted favoring an

international conference for tlio adjustment of a fixed ratio between- gold anri
silver, stating that until

an

international

_(class

Democrats

osition of the Bangor & Aroostook Railfor a lease of the
road

Bangor
The proposition is
&
to the effect that the Aroostook company
rental of a sum equal to
pay an annual
the earnings of the road at present, while
Company
Piscataquis road.

Aroostook road is building from
Brownville Junction to Caribou, the time
not to exceed five years. If the earnings
of the Piscataquis road during that time
exceed the usual earnings, the amount in

is to he expended in improvements of the Piscataquis road. A t the
end of live years, the Aroostook road is
to acquire the Piscataquis road, paying
full interest on the bonded(indebtedness
of the Piscataquis road to the city of
Bangor. A committee from the Aroostook road is in conference with a committee from the city government in reThe matter
gard to the proposition.
will be submitted to the city government
next
the
for action at
meeting.

matter

I LICE THREE CENTS.

I

Right.

pass a free coinage bill.”
Mr. Dingley—“I understood the gentleman to be so reported. Will the gentleman please state what he did say?”
Mr. Springer—“I stated that a free
coinage bill would not become a law during the present Congress.”
Mr. Springer moved to strike from the
it always in
rules the provision
order to call up for consideration a report from the committee on rules, and
preventing dilatory motions being made
pending such consideration.
Mr. Enloe of Tennessee preferred that
the business of the House be regulated
by a committee on the order of business,
but if that could not be done, he was in
The rules
favor of the proposed rule.
of the 50th Congress

WAR BETWEEN THE FACTIONS OF
THE FAITHFUL STILL IVAGED.

The Two

Wings of the

Flap Together—Mills
and

Party
Men

Committee

Means

Will

Not

the

Ways

Oppose

the

on

Speaker’s Friends—A Caucus on the
Tariff May Yet Be Held-Yesterday in

Were

There

was

of the 51st

Do

Nothing

There was a lot of bad in
them too. But he wanted to incorporate the good in them in the code that

laughter.]

the House.

[Special to the Press.]
Washington, January 29.—Still the
two wings of the Democratic party do
not flap together. The action of Messrs.
McMillin, Turner and Wilson today in
voting at the conference of the Democratic members of the ways and means committee in favor of a general revision of

would govern the 52nd Congress.
Mr. Breckinridge of Kentucky thought
that all talk about filibuster amounted to
nothing but a scarecrow. As a rule, the
filibuster was a first rate fellow. Fifteen
years ago he prevented a force bill from
[This allubeing put upon the South.
sion to Randall was greeted with apThe filibuster also defeated the
H.Tl

man

BrenJia,

looking.

finer

Wilkes, Bed

Hawk. Harold Light and Griffin

are

also

bills will be introduced
and coal on the free list.
These are the two things, above all others, in which his district is vitally interested, and, should he support measures
with that end in view, his Congressional
career would be closed with the expira-

is afraid that

placing iron

ore

tion of his present term of service. His
district is very close under the most favorable circumstances, and, with free coal
and iron as part of the Democratic policy, it would he hopeless for him to try
and carry it. Mr. Wilson would accept
c__i

_

.1

:.-

the Sunnvsicle stables.
In a General Tariff Bill
For the most popular horseman, or
stock owner, Appleton Webb, secretary because lie could then claim that he surof the Maine Trotting Association, is se- rendered something to gain a compenlected, and it is with much enjoyment sating advantage and also because there
the spectators see him coming down the
be no possible chance of a general
street leading the crowd with his Reso- would
lute 2.2d, a great horse in a scrub race as bill receiving the serious attention of the
well as on the track.
Pickering and Senate. But with these separate bills it
TiOthair, Jr., are also from the Mountain is quite another matter.
Stock Farm with records within the
After the abuse aimed at the “Reed
charmed circle. When you hear a rules” in the last Congress, it seems
out
voice
“git-along
singing
mighty
strange that the Democrats should find
there,” which may be heard from one anything in them which they consider
end of the street to the other, its safe to worthy to pattern after. Yet the debate
say Charles Gilman is coming, holding on the rules in the House during the
tlie reins over General Hancock, 2.32-J- or last two days has brought prominently
Lester 2.30. Often Mr. Gilman’s wife is forth the curious fact that
found in another cutter endeavoring to
Mr. Reed’s Plan
outstrip the aforesaid horses with tha,
beautiful little filly, “Extreme,” which to prevent filibustering and to enable a
is showing a great deal of speed. Amos
majority to do business and be responsiPillsbury, Esq., master mechanic at the ble, rather than to allow an irresponsiMaine Central car shops, is another great
meets the
lover of a good team; and although not ble minority to be in control,
so commonly seen driving is usually repcordial approval of the Democratic leadresented by his man with Louis P., 2.24. ers. Mr. Bynum of Indiana, one of the
Charles Phillips of the lumber firm of Democratic leaders of the present ConG. A. Phillips <fc Son, occasionally brings
gress, has proposed an amendment to the
out his horse C. M. P., 2.27, and takes rules
designed to correct this evil and toEdwards
the
first.
rank among
Guy
day Bourke Cochran of'New York made
the
in
driver
“the best
professional
a strong speech warning the House oi
state” usually arrives on the field with the necessity of adopting a rule which
Van Helmont, 2.27, which he has in
would make filibustering an impossibiltraining, and successfully drove to this ity. It actually seems as if the Demorecord last season. Fred Pollard has the crats were at last coming to their Senses,
counterpart of this animal in adaughIntroduced by Mr. Heed.
ter of Daisy Helmont, which can readiMr. Reed has introduced a bill authorly show a 2.40 gait. Others who are,seen
in the crowd with perhaps less famous
izing the Secretary of War to convey tc
horses are Judge H. W. Stewart, “Jim”
John Horne, school district No. 12 of Kittery a portioi

from

Pray, Charlie Mathews,
Walter Reynolds, John D. Anthony, who
by tlie way is the possessor of Nelson,
Jr., for which lie is said to have refused
$10,000 and many others.
Thomas Lord Determined to

Die.

Gardiner, January 29.—Thomas F.
Farmingdale committed suicide

Lord of
at

his residence

that town last

on

night by cutting

..T_._J.1_

.,1

Bowman street in
his throat

,_—i_TT~

McClary military reservatior
exchange for other land.

of the Fort
in

BICKERING OVER THE CODE.
Mr.

Enloe Discovers that ihe Reed Rule!

bUUaj piUCCCUCU
ation of the report on the

committee

oi

pending amendment being one
attempted suicide in the same manner offered by Mr. Hempliill of South Caro
some nine years ago. The cause was supwithdrawing from the jurisdictiai
posed to be ill health; his age about 4.1. lina,
committee the apHe was a carpenter by trade and unmar- of the appropriation
the support of the Dis
ried. He leaves a sister who lived with propriations for
ti-ict of Columbia. Mr. Sayres of Texas
him.
Court Adjourns at Saco.
opposed Mr. Hemphill’s proposition
While he was speaking, he was frequetBiddefokd, January 29.—The York ly interrupted by Mr. Hemphill and Mrcounty supreme court has adjourned Heard of Missouri, but there was sc
after being in session twenty working much confusion in the hall that then
The
days. The total cost of the term was voices did not reach ten yards. to cal
about $3300.
Speaker was finally compelled
to aid in the
Fire in Aburn.
upon the sergeant-at-arms
of some degree of quiet
Alburn, January 29.—The dwelling preservation
After debate the amendment was re
owned by Dr. N. J. Wedgwood, and oc- jected.
Mr. Deforest of Connecticut inveighec
cupied by Tascus Atwood, was nearly
in- against the rules of the last Congress ant
Loss
fire
today.
$1200;
destroyed by
the decisions made under them. He ap
sured.
proved of the proposed code and de
The Knox County Ice Crop.
claretl that if a free coinage bill was
the
to
Press,]
[Special
passed by this Congress, it would not gc
Rockland, January 29—The past week out with the stamp of the endorsemenl
one
in
for icemen
has been an excellent
of the Democratic party upon it.
Mr. Dingley of Maine, said the gentle
this vicinity, many of whom will begin
men from Illinois [Mr. Springer] in i
operations Monday morning. At Chickspeech delivered in New York, had de
awaukee Lake the ice is over a foot thick, clared that this House could not pass ;
also understood tha1
except in some places, and very clear. free silver bill. He
from Texas [Mr. Lan
Thorndike & Ilix will put a crew on the the gentleman
ham] had withdrawn his amendment giv
coming week.
ing the committee on coinage, weight; ;
Bonney’s Foss,
29.—A barn beJanuary
WiNTiinor,
longing to W. F. Bonney of Readfleld
was consumed by fire yesterday, at about
5.30 o’clock.
twro

hogs and

were

Three horses,
a

seven

cows,

large quantity of hay

also burned.

the

leave to report at any time
on assurance of the gentleman from Mis
souri [Mr. Bland] that it was unneees
to be
sary. There seemed

and

measures

Some

left to future determination.
Mr. Bryan of Nebraska, offered a resolution declaring it to be the sense of the
Democratic members of the committee
that its policy with regard to the tariff
legislation in the 52d Congress should be
one of revision by separate measure instead of a general revision of the whole
system. This was carried by a vote of
Those voting in favor of it were
7 to :i.

Misunderstanding; Somewhere

and he wished to call the attention of tin
gentleman from Illinois to the matter.

VATICAN ANI)

Q URINAL.

Reported that Secretary Blaine Will
Congress the Italian Claims—

It Is

Send to

Will Not

Italian

lxy

Au-

Court—Tlxe Pope

thority to Testify iix

Recognize the Right of

the

Civil Power.

Rome, January 29.—It is stated the
Italian
ton

a

government

Washingthat, according

has sent to

list of the families

claim, are entitled to compensation for the loss of relatives by the
lynching at New Orleans, and that Secretary Blaine has promised the Italian government to submit the matter to Congress
with the expectation of favorable action.
The amount of compensation in each
to the Italian

is to be left to

case

American gov-

the

ernment.
On February 3 next the civil tribunal
of Koine will hear a cause in which Cardinals Dampolla, Binanchi and others
have been summoned by the Italian Attorney General as witnesses, not in the
usual manner, by an officer of the court,
but through the diplomatic channel of
the minister of foreign affairs. In the
Vatican, where the matter has caused
quite a sensation, the Pope is in
accord with the report of the commission of cardinals charged to examine
the subject and has decided not to admit,
under any form whatever, that the Italian civil authority can notify acts of any
The cardinals
nature to the Holy See.
have decided that they are not cited and
will not appear before the t.ibunal. The
case is novel and much curiosity is felt
as to how it will terminate.
SPANISH AMAZONSWomen Cheer the Strikers at
Make Murderous

Bilbao and

Threats.

ance

liicts.

French War

Ships at Alexandria.

Five
Alexandria,
January 29.
French warships have arrived here.
—

OBITUARY.
Death of

Auburn’s

Centennarian.

Lewiston, January 29.—Charles P.
Montgomery, Whiting, Shirley, Cochran, MeKenny, the oldest citizen of Auburn
new memand
Springer,
Stevens, Bryan
His age was 100 years,
The negative died yesterday.
bers of the committee.
3 months and 25 days. He was bom in
votes were cast by Messrs. McMillin,
Portland and has lived for many years in
Turner and Wilson, who were members that
portion of Auburn known as Old
Conof the committee in the previous
Danville. The cause of death as set
been
gress. The general policy having
forth in the physician’s certificate was
determined upon all the; members pres- old
a fair degree of
age. He has enjoyed
conclusion
the
to
abide
ent agreed
by
health in his declining years and his long
reached.
life was so lived as to gain him the reof West Virginia, said
Mr. Wilson
and esteem of all.
latei- that the majority of tlie committee spect
When the Board of Registration made
would act in harmony and Messrs, Mc- its canvas a few weeks ago, Mr. McKenMillin and Turner of Georgia subsequenthis name, reny gave Registrar Kellilier
ly concurred in this statement.
at the time that he should want
marking
The Democrats today decided to hold
election in the
next Friday evening
the policy of the Democratic
the silver question.
a caucus

The

to settle

party

on

Charges Against Judge Woods.

Washington, January 29.—The Senate

not in session today, so the committee on judiciary had unlimited time to
conduc t Its secret hearing into the charges
preferred against Judge Woods of Indiana by Senator Voorhees, and in opposition to favorable action on his nomination to be judge of the fifth judicial circuit court. The charges have been hanging fire for several weeks, owing to the
absence of Senator Voorhees in Indiana
and his illness since his return to Washington. The committee met several times
to hear the charges made, but each time
He
Senator Voorhees failed to appear.
finally made his charges in writing. He
was not present at the hearing today but
his colleague, Senator Turpie, represented
him. The session was devoted to heara number of witnesses from Indiana
was

oil Lilt?

Hie

SUUJOUl

UltlrLUOl

read and then the answer of
Woods
Judge Woods denying the allegations
against his official conduct was placed in
evidence.
The Pension list.

Washington, January 29.—The following Maine pensions have been granted

today:

ORIGINAL.

Roswell Mureh.

Wm. J. Smith,

INCREASE.

Barney McDonnell,
Dennis Buckley.

John Coffren,
Edward Haskell,

to vote at the municipal
spring. It had been planned to provide
a comfortable team with four horses to
bring the venerable voter to the polls.
born
was
Mr.
McKenney.
October 3d, 1791. at Cape Elizabeth, Me.,
then a part of Massachusetts, and in 1800
moved to Old Danville where he has
since lived.
William

REISSUE.

Sawyer.

January 29.—William
Sawyer of Bar Mills, a retired lumber
dealer and merchant, well known in this
section of the state, died today, aged 84.
Ho was sick ten days with the grippe.
He leaves a son and daughter.
Biddefoud,

Obituary Notes.

Right Hon. Sir John Lambert is dead
in London aged 77. He took a deep interest in the condition of tho working
important
people and prepared many the
betterParliamentary bills looking to
classes.
the
ment of
poorer
Ex-Postmaster Julius M. Corbitt of
.-Hex/-!

VJA

charges preferred against Judge
were

tuc XlUUUVi

CURIOUS CONFLICT BETWEEN THE

Madkid, January 29.—The continuof the strike at Bilbao is chiefly due
to liis constituents
to women inciting the strikers not to
The Raid on the McKinley Bill.
yield. Forty women, headed by working
girls, waving knives and shouting
29.—The
DemWashington, January
the strike,” marched
for
“Hurrah
and
means
the
of
ocratic majority
ways
committee by formal action this morning through the streets of Ardoneda today,
adopted the Springer policy and decided threatening the property of mine owners.
to attack the McKinley tariff by various
the mines and
bills. Upon this policy the Democratic The gendarmes guarding
threatened with
members of the committee decided to act iron works were openly
death. The mine owners refuse to make
as a unit. Nothing was said about which
....’
feature of the present law COllCeBBlUUB,
particular
will will, but. they anticipate serious concl-.rvnl/'l
firct ot+'irilrorl and this will ho.

ing

Were Not All Bad.

Washington, January 29.—The House

rules,

W. F.

Another Report Concerning the Sew
Orleans MurderS.

Cardinals Summoned

Rules.

something good in the rules
[Applause and
Congress.

Breeders’ Association

Here are found George A. Alden, Eastern
manager of the Maine. Central road with
his favorite mare, Miss Ledo, 2.27 or
Fred Boone, while his driver speeds his
stable companion Banquo, 2.35. C. H.
Nelson will trot out a dozen different animals in an afternoon. Nelson,the famous
stallion, with his record of 2.10 attracts
the greatest share of attention,while Dictator Chief is thought by many to be the

■

making

the tariff at this session and against the plause.]
bill.
programme of attacking the educational
Springer
England
AfAnl-nn
/if
A loTvirno
is
bill
in
detail,'
signifiIts
highly
laws.
McKinley
Changes
amendment providing for the appointand
Turner
Messrs. McMillin,
cant.
ment of a committee on order of busi10 to be
Boston, January 29.—At a meeting of Wilson were members of the committee ness to consist of 15 members,
which shall have leave to rein, the two last Congresses and are strong Democrats,
the
which
port at any time, and of
urn la
TMlOtr TPni’PfSPnt tllft Mills
Horse Breeders today several changes in
shall be ex-officio chairman.
Speaker
as
the
natural
Mills
sentiment and regard
Mr. Cochran of New York said that
the constitution were adopted, the prinleader of the House rather than SpringIf a Majority Could Not Control
cipal being that the management of the er. Of course, it is officially given out
association shall be entrusted to a board that while
they voted against
then parliamena representative body,
of
a
of directors consisting
president,
Mr. Springer’s Proposition,
two race presidents from each New Engtary institutions were without excuse
land state; and a treasurer who elect the they will agree with whatever the major- for existence. He believed that in the
The offer from the
remaining officers.
This dec- history of this country there had been
ity of the committee desire.
New England Horse Breeder Company
In a measure they just one occasion on which filibustering
no one.
to keep a horse registry subject to tho laration fools
abapproval of a committee of censors to be will, but only to a limited degree. Their was excusable and defensible, if notbeen
had
That
appointed by the association, was re- assent will be half hearted and luke- solutely justifiable.
discredthat had been
when a
ferred to the board of directors with full warm and not
thorough. Already there ited hadmajority
attempted in its expiring mopower to act.
is talk of having a caucus called to settle
at
blow
a
strike
to
ments
the tariff policy of the majority wliieh
WATERVILLE TROTTERS.
the liberties of the
[Apcountry.
satisare
not
Mills
men
the
that
shows
plause on the Republican side.] If
lied.
was to preserve parliamentary
Silver Street is a Gay Place These Winter
There is an additional reason, apart Congress
there must be absolute obeDays.
from his loyalty to Mills why Mr. Wilson government,
dience by the minority to the will of the
of West Virginia opposes the Springer
majority, when that will was properly
[Special to the Press.]
programme of separate tariff bills, ana it ascertained. He did not think filibusterhow
show’s
29.—Few
Waterville, January
places
ing was a proper parliamentary weapon,
Insincere Democratic Professions,
but if the House deliberately put that
in this state or even New England, can
Mr. Wilson weapon into his hand, would he be loyal
boast of so many fine pieces of horse- of tariff reform really are.
if he did not use it?
Horse

New

THfi

statement that this

to Realize that

Mr. Reed Was

excess

OWNERS OF FLYERS.

Beginning

mail

Mr. Springer—“I did not make the
House would not

LIGHT IN DARKNESS.

Bangor, Me., January 29.—The Whig
will, tomorrow morning, publish a prop-

flesh as Waterville. Silver street is the
great rendezvous for trotters on a fine day.

Siondon Papers Still At It,

ing yesterday was preceded by a confer- disclaimer of having official knowledge
the issuing
ence of leading
Republicans from all of Chili’s backdown prior to based
on
of his ultimatum, were chiefly
of
The
state.
of
the
expressions
parts
an interview had in Washington with
those who talked both in the meeting Mr. John DeWitt Warner, member of
and outside, were favorable to President Congress for New York city, by a repre-

bb4,yol.l.

..

Directed

JSgan

Satisfaction

Our

Apology—That

Montt had

-.

,

Express

Milk St.,

JGS

PRESSED READY FOR WEAR,
R/aa

Cigars

CIGAR GO., Mfrs.,

IRWIN

The New

1892.

BANGOR’S ROAD.

the
Chilian Affair by the

of the

Cabinet—Minister

made throughout.
Coupled with
the above fact, we employ none but the
most skilled workmen to make this
famous brand of cigars.
Why, then,
smoke other and inferior goods when
you can get this superior article at the
All dealers.
same price.

—

■ v vi

LED HIS GOVEKNMENT.

are

-OR-

Ma

MONTT AGAIN SAID TO HAVE MIS-

Discussion

NOTICES.

-AND

Controversy Will End When Chili
Pays the Compliment.

IRWIN

Garments Cleansed
3

TO BUY

PRESS.__

o-t-

.-nliin.A

n.t:

nnon.

Ti'ri-

of consumption. He was a leading
man in Lisbon in many ways and a son
of Horace Corbett, the one time woolen

day,

manufacturer.
Tli© Failures of

a

Week.

Hew Yoiik, January 29.—The failures

in the last seven days reported to Dun
and Russell number for the United
week
States 25J. For the
last year the figures represent 275 failBradsti’eets
ures in the United States.
the United
say the business failures in
States this week number 240.

corresponding

Chas. M. Webster.
ORIGINAL,WIDOWS, ETC.
Elizabeth Gordon.
The

Coming Encampment.

Lewiston, January 29.—Burnside Post
preparing to give the Maine
G. A. K. Encampment good entertainment next week. Wednesday evening by
request of Assistant Adjutant General
Milliken of Portland, Commander Watson made the following appointments for
Officer of the day, N. B. Lord;
duty:
officer of the guard, C. H. Cummings;
W. S. Band, Wilguards, E. H. Sawyer,
liam Lunt, N. C. Field, George Jones,
and J. C. Harlow. Arrangements are being made for a big campfire in Auburn
Hall the last night of the State Eucampof Auburn is

ment.
__

A Blaze ill

Searsport.

POWDER

Searsport, January 29.—The house
Absolutely Pure.
and stable of C. C. Hamilton at Searsport
Highest 0
A cream of tartar baking powder.
were burned at 1.30 o’clock this morning.
U. S. Govern?
in
leavening
strengtln-Xafesf
on
and
all
insurance
Loss $1500;
buildings
ment.i'ooii lle^ovh
effects, $1100.

SUNDAY SERVICES.

X«-CTX3XjXO SKA-XjiES

10^—Tlie Sail Loft meetings are held at No. 6
•Central Wharf every Sunday morning, commem
Strangers and others are
cine at 10.30 a. m.
cordially invited to be present. All are welcome.
tgp- The Portland Liberal Fraternity meets in

SIDE-WHEEL PASSESGER STEAMER
“PLOHIDA.”
THE BALT. MOKE STEAM PACKET CO.
sell, by public auction, at the COLUMBIAN
DRY-DOCK COMIKON 'WORKS AND
PANY'S DOCK, BALTIMORE, their SideWheel Steamer'‘FLORIDA,” 1200 tons gross
measurement, on WEDNESDAY, February 17,
Terms and full de1892. at 1 o’clock P. M.
scription mailed, or Steamer shown on application to
D. J. HIT,!,.. Sunt. Balto. Steam Packet Co.,
or WM. SEEMULLER & CO., Aucts..
11 So. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.
will

janl8,20,23,25,30,Iebl,6,8.13,15

BA5LEY &

F. O.

GO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
C. W.ALLEN
dtf

BAILEY.

F. O

mar 14-

j7r. ubby’s
OpeningSale
COTTON
an

fin

m

Mystic Hall, 457 1-2 Congress street, at 10.30
a. m.
Subject, Which is of most interest to
humanity, this world or the next?
j»“Tlie Progressive Literary Union will meet
in science Half corner of Temple and Congress
streets, entrance on Temple street. At 2J-10 p.
m.. the Kev. J. A. Maguesson, of Windham,
will give the opening address.
Subject—
“Does Science sustain the Biblical account of
Mrs. Murray, a fine elocuthe Universe?”
tionist, will give a reading. Mrs. C. H. Jewell,
and other ladies will take a part in the meeting.
Seats free; all are welcome.
All Souls Church (Universalist), Deering
—Her. O. F. Safford. D. D., pastor.
Preaching
at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12.15 p. m.;
at
7
m.
people’s
meeting
p.
young

Abyssinian Church—Service of worship
with preaching at 3 p. m. Sunday school at 4.30
p. in. Sunday school concert at 7.30 p. m.
Bethel Church. No. 283 Fore street, near
Custom House, Rev. Francis Southworth,
pastor. Services at 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7 p. m.
Services Tuesday and Friday evenings at 7.30
Seats
p. m. All from sea and land invited.
free.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church—Kev. Matt S.
9.30 a. in., Young men’s
Hughes, pastor.

league;

m., young ladies’league; 10.30
by the pastor; 1.30 p. m., Sunday
sermon liy pastor; 6 p. m. Epworthleague meeting; 6 p. m., junior Epwortli
league; 7.30 p. m., general praise and prayer
m.,

a.

9.45 a.
sermon

school; 3 p. m..

service. All are welcome.
Clark Memorial M. E. Church, Woodfords—Kev. H. Hewitt, pastor.
Sunday school
at 1.30 p.m.; preaching service at 2.30 p. m.
by the pastor. Subject—“Crossing the Threshold.” Prayer and praise service at 7p. m.
Congress Square. Church (First Universalist.) Rev. Dr. Blanchard, pastor. Service,
10.30 a.m. Rev. J. L. Marsh, of Saco, will

Sunday school

officiate.

12

m.

Church of the Messiah—Rev. G.
pastor. Sermon by pastor at 10.30 a.
p. m. a public meeting conducted

T.

Keirn,
At 7

iu.

by the
Young People’s Christian Uniou. Morning and
evening service in observance of young people’s
day.
LONUKESS OT. IY1. L. LMUitUt.—-EU5V.
Frost, pastor. 10.30 a. m., sermon to

ELEGANT LINE 8F NEW GOODS
front flie best manufacturers

OPENED TODAY.
TO BE SOLD AT

We have made arrangements to do a
very large business in our COTTON
this
UNDERWEAR DEPARTMENT
To distribute the quantity of
season.
it
will
be
we
have
contracted
for,
goods
necessary for our prices to be very close
to those of the MANUFACTURER.

THE

ALL

NEWEST

STYLES

shape and iinish, finely made of the
best materials.
in

NIGHT-ROBES
WITH HIGH SHOULDERS, prices
and up.

50c

25c and up.
25c and up.
21c and up.

Drawers
Shirts
Corset Covers

All Odd Lots of every kind of Cotton

TTncln-nnmoii OTlfl

oil

nV

A11T»

XT 1

rrlv

Night Robes

with Low Shoulders,
closed out at very low prices.

pAot

to be

An examination of the stock solicited.
Always pleased to show our goods.

young

by

gress street—Eev. John C. Perkins, pastor. Services at 10.30 a.m. and 7.30 p. in.
First Presbyterian Church, corner Park
and Pleasant Streets—Bev. W. Courtiand Robinson, pastor. Sunday school at 2 p. m.; Ordination of elders, with sermon at 3 p. m. Rev. A.
All seats
H. Wright will preach at 7.30 p. m.
free.
First Baptist Church—Bev. W. S. Ayres,
pastor. Sermon at 10.30 a. m. by the pastor.
Sunday School at 12 m. W. C. T. U. meeting at
m.

Holds meetFirst Spiritual Society
ings in Mystic Hall, 457 1-2 Congress
Ivettie
m.
Mrs.
and
7.30
at
2.30
p.
street,
Harding, of Somerville, test medium "will be
—

present.

Free Street, Baptist Church—Rev. B.
L. Whitman, pastor. Preaching service at 10.30
a. m. and 7.30 p. m., by Rev. W. HI
Spencer,
D. D., of Waterville.
Sunday school at 12 m.
Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meeting at 6.15 p. m.
Friend’s Church—Oak street, near ConServices at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
gress.
Sabbath school at close of morning service. All
are welcome.
Seats free.
Free Church. Western Avenue, DeeringSiinday school at 2 p. m; service of worship,
with sermon at 3 p. m.. text. 2d Peter, 3:18;
theme—“How to Grow.” Y. P. S. C. E. meeting at 6.30 p. m., topic—“Christ Died for You.”
Gospel service at 7.30 p. m.; subject, "Our
Responsibility for Others.” Prayer and testimony meeting at 8.30 p. m. Seats free.
Gospel Mission—Rev. S. F. Pearson, pastor.
Sunday school and pastor’s Bible class at
I. 30 p. m. Preaching by the pastor at 3 p. m.
Service of song at 7 p. m. Temperance meeting
it 7.30 p. in. All are welcome.
High Street Church—Rev. W. H. Fenn,
D.D., pastor. Morning service at 10.30; Sunlay school at 12 m; evening service at 7.30;
lecture by the pastor, subject:
“Latimer, the

Martyr.”

Ilsley Hall, East Deering—Preaching by
the pastor. Rev. H. Hewitt, at 10.30 a. m.;
Sunday school at 2 p. m. Prayer and praise
SfM'vilTA lit. 7 TT_ Til.

New
street.
a. in.

m.

New
High
Divine worship and preaching at 10.30
Rev. J. B. Spiers. Sunday school at 12

Jerusalem

hy

Church

—

Street M. E. Church—Rev. John F.
Dlymer, pastor. 10.30 a. m.. subject. “A satisPine

Sunday school; 6.30 p. m.,
Epworth League prayer meeting. 7.30 p. in.,
last throw.”
“The
Devil’s
subject,
Preble Chapel—Sunday school at 2 p.m.,
Preaching by the pastor at 3 p. m. A young
people's meeting, to he addressed by two or
lied life.”

Conanpe^ Street.
jan29dtf

12

in.,

three young ladies, will be held at 7 p. in., subject, “The thought of God.” A cordial invitation to the public.
St. Lawrence Street Church—Rev. A.
H. Wright, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m.
by Rev. J. G. Merrill, D. D. Sunday school at
I. 30 p. in. Choral service at 7 p. in., with gospel address by Rev. W. C. Robinson of the
Park street Presbyterian church.
Subject,
•What shall I do?” Prayer meeting at 8 p. m.
State
streetLuke’s Cathedral
St.
Clergy, Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Bishop;
Rev, C. Morton Sills, D. D., Canon. Services—
Morning prayer, Sermon and Holy Communion
it 10.30 a. m.; Sunday school catechising at 3
p. m.; evening prayer (choral) with sermon at
—

\

Pure golden oil from ball of snow,
And simple suet of Beef—doth go
To make up Golden COTTOLENB
Of cooking art the royal queen.

7.30 p.

m.

St. Paul’s Church (Protestant Episcopal)
Corner of Congress and Locust Streets.—Rev.
J. F. George of the Diocese of Conneticut will
rftteiate. Services at 10.30 a.m. and 7.30 p. m.
Sunday school at noon.
St. Stephens Church—(Protestant Episcopal) Congress St., head of State. Rev. Dr.
Dalton, rector. Morning service at 10.30 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 m. All are welcome.
Second Advent Church—Congress Place,
P.ev. E. P. Woodward, pastor. Prayer meeting

Sunday

school at 1.30 p.m.
Preaching by the pastor at 3 and 7.30 p. m„
subject at 7.30: “The Mistakes of Jesus,” a
sequel to the discourse of last Suuday evening
10.30

it

ConwEiE
Is the new cooking material for all
kinds of frying and shortening, to
take the place of lard.

Testimonials from

HF.PBICK.

AMY BARNES,
Mrs. F. A. BENSON,
Mrs. S. T. RORER

MARGARET WISTER,
and all the prominent teachers of cooking in this country.
Order it from your grocer.
Manufactured cnly by

N. K. FAIRBANK & CO.
CHICAGO, and
5 Central Wharf, Boston.

STT&wnrmlycT

p8

in review of Dr. Blanchard. Seats free.
Second Parish Congregational Church
Congress street, cor. Pearl street—Rev. J. G.
Merrill, pastor. Preaching service at 10.30 a.
m., by Rev. A. H, Wright, in exchange with
pastor. 3 p. m., pastor will give the sequel to
last Sunday’s sermon; subject, “Crossing the
7 p.m., social service, led by
Threshold.”
pastor. Sunday school at 1.45 p. m.
State Street Church—Preaching at 10.30
i. m. and 7.30 p. m. by Prof. L. L. Paine, of
Bangor. Sunday school at 12 m. The annual
lolleetion for the Widows’ Wood Society will be
;aken at the morning service.
Union Hall, 143 Free street
Sunday
school at 1.15 p. m. F W. Blackmer. the well
mown evangelist, will speak at 2.30 p. m., subect: “Jehovah’s appointment with the nation.”
All are welcome.
West Congregational Church—Congress
Rev. James A. Anderson, pastor.
street.
Praachine service at 10.30 a. ni.; vesper service
it 7 p. m.; Sunday scnooi at close ot morning
service. A cordial welcome to strangers.
West End M. E. Church—Sunday school
1.30 p. m.; preaching at 3 p. m. by Kev. T. F,
Jones; young people’s meeting 6 p. m.; general
prayer meeting 7 p. m.. conducted by Kev. M.
B. Pratt.
Williston Church—Corner Thomas and
Carroll streets, Rev. Dwight M. Pratt, pastor.
Preaching at 10.30 a., ni., theme of sermon:
Ihe first song in history.
Sunday school after
morning service. Evening service of sermon
md song at 7.30, Subject: Genesis—its con;ents and importance.
Wood fords Congregational Church—
Rev. Edwin P. Wilson, pastor. Morning service
it 10.30, preaching by the pastor. Sunday
school at close of morning service; Christian
workers at 3 p. m.; evening service at 7 p. in.;
prayer meeting Tuesday at 7.30; Y. P. S. 0. E.
netting Friday at 7.30 p. m. A cordial welloine to all.
Vaughan Street Church—Sunday school
it 1.30 p.m. ITeaching at 3 p. in. by Kev. C.
E. Cate.
Young people’s meeting at (1 p. m.
Prayer and praise service at 7 p. in.
—

CATHARINE OWEN,
MARION HARLAND,
EMMA P. EWING,
ELIZA R. PARKER,
CHRISTINE TERHUNE

se

a.m.

GRATEFIJI.-COMFORTING.

lESl^lPSPS GOOO.E&,
BREAKFAST.

Bowdoiu College.
The

a thorough
knowledge of the natural
which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of
the line properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps lias provided our breakfast tables with a
delicately flavored beverage which may save us
many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong
enough to resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around
us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
by
point, we may escape many a fatal shaft
keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood
and a properly nourished frame.”—“Civil Ser-

"By

laws

vice Gazette.”
Made simply

milk.

Sold

with boiling water or
only in half pound tins, 'y Grocers,‘labelled

thus:
CO., Homoeopathic
fob7S&T&wly
Chemists, London, Eng.
JAMES EPFS &

day

served at Bowdoin
A

colleges was obThursday last.

of prayer for

meeting

on

of the Y. M. C. A. was held

a.
at
9.45
their rooms
m.,
ind an address was delivered by Dr.
Dunnells of Bath in Lower Memorial hall
it 10.30. In the evening an address was
^ivon before the Y. M. C. A. by H. II.
in

Noyes of the class of ’91, now in Andover
Theological Seminary.
P. C. Newbegin, ’91, of the M. I. T.,
visited the college this week.
The medical school opens next week.
Ihe opening address will be delivered by

Dr. Smith, professor in physiology.

Interest

The

by Corres

Gathered

ed

pondents of the Press.

An

C.

B.

Cummings

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

General Manager Not To Be AppointUntil After Mr. Furher’s Funeral

Interesting Incident

CHARING IIP SAH

in Mr. Furber’s

Life.

Norway.
& Sons are

doing

1

The directors of the Boston & Maine
Railroad do not propose to take any
steps about filling
the office left vacant
°
by the demise of General Manager FurThe name
ber until ofter the funeral.
of Superintendent D. W. Sanborn has
utmos t been
mentioned in railroad circles for
ly enlarged is being pushed to its
a
definite
capacity giving enployment to larg
temporary
manager, but nothing
number of hands.
It is inwill be done for a day or turn.
i s
grippe,
The prevailing epidemic,
evei i'
mored in railroad circles that Vice Presdoing its best in our midst to visit
in the several dc
ident Tucker of the Maine Central, Mr.
person. The teachers
es
partments of the village schools are
Sanborn, or General Manager Charles
schools
the
periencing its effect upon
Howard of the Mew York & New Engi
fror
worked
hard
The physicians are
land will be most likely to succeed Mr.
morning till night.
Otis Jones Jr., of Boston, is spendin
Furber permanently.
L. Elle.
a few days visiting his aunt,
The name of Lucien Tuttle, formerly
this
in
village.
Frost,
of the
The Norway Shoe Co. are closing ou t general passenger and ticket agent
Th
Eastern is mentioned. Mr. Tuttle is now
their stock of boots and shoes.
store will probably be sold to pa-rtie
general manager of the New York, Mew
who desire to open a dry goods estal
Haven & Hartford. Another man talked
lishment.
Herman L. Horne and several other 3 of is ex-Superintendent Mellen, formerly
from this vicinity have gone to Chatta
of the Boston & Lowell, now with a
nooga, Tenn., on business.
Western road.
Mrs. BordemTurner, of Waldoboro i 3
Manager Furber was a man who did
at the Beals house taking care of he r
3 nothing by halves.
with
th
sick
Last summer Mr.
are
who
daughters,
extensive business this season tha
r
ever before.
They have a large uumbe
of double and single teams hauling tnr
mills
ber, cord wood and bolts to the ol
pin ;
They will put in a large quantity
c
timber and possibly enlarge their bo.
recew
department. The pan-cake shop
more

246

eT

LARRABEE,

GREAT

SALE

SALES.
100 dozen Fringed Doylies

Blaine, who was journeying to Maine unNorway Tamiing Company ar
der trying circumstances, requested a
fitting up the old paste shop on Marsto
friend to go to Mr. Furber and ask him
street for a leather finishing room. Th'
machinery is now nearly all in place an' 1 if he, Mr. Blaine, might have a car at
work will commence in the near future
; taclied to the 7 o’clock train, and one in
The citizens are patiently awaiting th
wrT-.Jrtl. Ln
T_O-V-r'TnTT+Prl
The

fill

r

in a few days.
to be as good as

Th 3

___ill

ice

house

quality promises
before.

eve 1

Bridgton.
Rev. Leroy S. Bean, of South Wind
ham, lias been engaged to deliver hi
popular lecture “The Devil in Black am [
White” at the Methodist church o: i

Tuesday evening, February 16. Bridgtoj
people who have heard Mr. Bean, speal c
of him in terms of unqualified praise
and those who have not heard him cai [
hardly afford to lose the opportunity.

The concert by the Imperial Quartette
of Boston, at Central Hall, which wa
advertised for Wednesday evening wa
postponed to Friday evening on accoun
Qf the Quartette having failed to mak )
comiections.
The family of Mr. Douglass wind
was burned out in the fire Monday, had ;
as
the buildin:
very narrow escape,
saugh fire in the lower part and the;
were nearly suffocated by the smok
aroused. As it was the; ;
before

J

being

Freeport.
FREEPORT.

Capt. FI. B. Soule is at home agai 1
after his long absence.
H. A. Waite returned last week fror 1
his western trip.
jraui ana

Luawuer ouuib

wt'ut

usvk

their studies at Hebron Aeadehry,

the response; “that’s the way I have evMr. Furber
done.” And so it was.

t

Mon

NEW

rfflicted with bad colds.
Mrs.

Win.

grippe

in thi 5

persons

an

Johnson, who received

1

oaralytic shock two weeks ago seemed t •
be slowly improving, but is still in a seri
3us

An unusual amount of sickness pre
rails among our people here, both oh (
md young, just at present. Two of ou
rged citizens, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Blaii
lave very recently died within a lev r
lays of each other, of pneumonia, on' •
buried on Friday of last week am 1j
;he other on Monday of the present.
Just across the way from their home
mother lady, Mrs. Cynthia Robinson
vife of Prescott Robinson, died on Wed
lesday of the same disease, and Mr. Rob
nson, at the present writing, is also ver1

seing

11.

Mrs. True Warren, who has been ver r
is now able to be up and around th' s

11,

aouse.

Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Snow are still ii
Portland.
His school is discontinue! i
luring his absence.

Harpswell.
WEST HARPSWELL.

Severe colds are prevalent in town. J
lumber of people are very sick wit] 1
ung trouble.
We have had but a very few day
>f sleighing so far this winter.
A Young People’s Society for Christiai
Endeavor has been formed at West Harp
swell under the auspices of the Baptisi
:hurch. The society meets weekly ai
she parsonage.
Members of the Baptist church, witl
iiends from other socities met at tilt
larsonage last Saturday evening to givi 1
lieir pastor a call of welcome. Refresh
nents were served and
the evenjn;
1

1

During tlie last two months there ha
religious awakening among tin
people of Morrill’s Corner. Increase.' [
nterest has been shown in the Sunila;
ivening meetings at the Free Church, ani
it each meeting there have been som :
ivho have made profession for the firs h
time. Among those are men seventy o :
Mglity years old. An earnest and cordia 1
invitation to the meetings is extended ti »
>
■

ill.

in Trouble.

J.

B

Andrews was arrested today charge'
with attempted bribery. He wrote A1
Herman Houston offering him sour
money if the doctor secured a certain ap
pointment. Andrews came to Lynn si: :
An
years ago from Springvale, Me.
irews denied any wrong intent and ex
msed his action'by the claim that he un
ierstood that it was customary.
Las
summer he was publicly thrashed b;

<

Mrs. Lizzie F. Dodge, secretary of tin
Essex
Helping Hand Union, win
Maimed he had circulated malicious ru
mors concerning her.
Though she hsu [
called him a malpractician and declaret
she could prove the charge, Mrs. Dodg
was expelled from membership of tin
churcl
Washington street
Baptist

through Dr. Andrews’s

agency.

Wliy throw away your money for every ne\
sough syrup, when 25cents wilt buytUatstand
ird remedy Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.

Saturday.

m.

Eastman Bros. &
■»

Bancroft.
janSOlt

550,096.86

liens).

TYE’/'I

91

1Q01

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.$
Amount required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks.
All other demands against the
company, viz: commissions, etc.
Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus...
Capital actually paid up in cash..

93,717.20
632,215.66
13,146.50

Shirts, soiled hy
being in the window, at 39 cents each
regular 50 cent shirt.

25 Doz. Unlaundered

covered Eiderdown Pillows at
from $4, $4.50 and
$5 each.
500 pounds Old English woven Stationery at 15 cents a pound, marked from
20 silk

$2.50 each, marked

25 cents.
1000 boxes

400,881.84
Surplus beyond capital.
Aggregate amount of liabilities including net surplus. $1,839,961.20
jan20lawSwS

jan30dlaw3wS

10

cents,

Another addition of 100 pieces to our
great line of Ginghams at 124 cents a
yard. Our sale in these goods has
been enormous the past week.

dlaw3wS

Men’s Ulsters, sizes 33 to 44, $5 to $25.
The King Frieze, a Stalwart Ulster Bargain, $12,
sizes 33 to 46.
Boy’s Overcoats, sizes 30 to 44, $2.50 to $15. We
have altogether too many in these sizes and
offer exceptional values to close out some
small j_ots
Children’s Cape Overcoats, age 4 to 12, $1 to $10.
Boys’ Ulsters $3.75 to $15.
Boys’ Overcoats $2.50 and up.
February will show DOUBLE THE SALES in
Winter Overcoats at our store of any month this
Same Overcoats, Lower Prices,
Reason:
season.
Weather.
Better
Also in connection with our sale of Winter
Overcoats we put on sale 450 light and medium
weight Overcoats at the same greatly reduced
prices. We show a large variety of nice goods.
Great attractions are made for this sale. An opportunity not to be allowed to pass by. Come to
our store with $5, $10, $12 or $15 in your pocket
and see ITS GREAT BUYING POWER.
The air is full charged with trade,
rhe murmur of sales fills every aisle,
rhe Bargains in Overcoats are fulfilling
rheir destiny, and go spinning away from us to you.

One hair ton imported uastue noap iu
Usual price 20 cents.
cents a pound.

The balance of

our

One

Strictly

Price.

stock of Corticelli

Sewing Silk, colors and black,
cents a spool.
50 doz. Men’s 4 ply Collars at 5
each, slightly soiled.

at 5

cents

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,
>55 Middle
jan28

X. JOHN LITTLE k CO.

W. C. WARE, Manager.
_dtf

Street, Portland, Me.

“LA GRIPPE.”

dlt

jan30

B1MCABD S

J. R. LIBBY,

IOTEDp^OF

PIL1.S

SYIU7I*

Will Offer One More Lot of
the Famous

have been used with great success in cases of attacks; also during the
critical period of convalescence, when the patient is greatly debilitated and
liable to develop catarrh or pneumonia.

BLACK SILK WARP

BEANCABD’S preparations are unequalled as a tonic and an alterative
for fortifying the system and preventing a relapse.
Sold by Alb Druggists.

Henriettas
Reduced

At

These goods are manufactured expressfor Arnold, Constable & Co., who
have been working for years, testing
materials, color and finish, in order to
obtain the best goods possible for their
trade, and as the result, have
Black Silk Warp Henrietta
a
produced
which is guaranteed to be superior to
No other Henrietta
any in the world.
will prove so satisfactory or useful to
the wearer. Some ladies have had them
cleansed and made over for the third
fine retail

time without

any

apparent change

in

color or lustre.
We make these special sales, under
price, in order to introduce them very
extensively, knowing full well that every
sale we make will bring us continued
uatronaee and a very favorable recommendation of the goods to their friends.
for this sale will be as folThe

Samples

requested.

J. R. LIBBY,
St., Portland.““
Congress
0

jan2t>

FOUGERA

&

CO., Agents,

26,28 and 30 North William St., New York.

JanlSdlawSly

MEN’S
Her Goods a Specialty.
Stylish Overshoes
For your Long, Narrow, Slim Feet.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Dress.
MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Railroad Men,
farmers andMeehanics.
Keep your Feet Comfortable.
CHILDREN’S, MISSES’ AND LADIES'
Dress High Cut Overshoes.
SEASONABLE GOODS FOR ETERTBODI

tten’s

$2.00, $3.00,

and

YOUNG

$4.00

Shoes

MEN

Examine BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes.
BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes vs. all other
£3.00 Shoes. You please examine and

•eport.

prices

lows. which is about 25 cents per yard
under price; 83 cents, $1.00, $1.15, $1.25,
$1.35, $1.50, $1.62, $1.75, $2.00, $2.25. the
The numbers we would mention as
most popular and selling more freely
than any others, and extra value, are
those at $1.15, $1.25, $1.35, $1.50.
sent to any address in America when

E.

Prices.

ly

State of Maine.
Cumberland, ss.
m-AKEN this twenty-ninth dav of January, A.
J D. 3 892, on execution dated January 28
A. D. 1892, issued on a judgment rendered by
the Superior Court for the County of Ciunberland, at the term thereof begun and held on
the first Tuesday of December, A, 1). 1891. to
wit, on rue tuii ty-ursi, uay 01 rjecenmer, A. 1).
1891, in favor of Mary A. Cram of Deering, in
said County of Cumberland, against Charles E.
Jack of said Deering, for the sum of ninety-two
dollars and fifty cents, debt or damage, and
forty-three dollars and thirty cents costs of suit,
and will be sold at public auction at the Sheriff’s
office in the City Building in Portland in said
County, to the highest bidder, on the fifth day
of March, A. D. 1893, at three o’clock in the
afternoon, the following described real estate
and all the right, title and interest, which the
said Charles E. Jack lias in and to the same or
had on the twelfth day of December, A. D
1890, at eleven o’clock and fifty-five minutes in
the forenoon, the time when the same was
attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit—
A certain parcel of laud with the buildings
thereon, situated at Morrill’s Corner in Deering
(formerly Westbrook), and bounded as follows"
viz: Beginning at the southwest corner of land
now or formerly of Ellen Manley on Cedar
street (so Called); thence from said corner of said
Manley’s land North 42%° East by said Manley’s land eighteen (18) rods and live (5) links
to the Portland & Rochester Railroad: thence
Southerly by said Railroad twenty (20) rods
and four (4) links to a stake; thence South
81% ° West seventeen(17) rods and nine (9) links
to said Cedar street; thence North 814° West
on said Cedar street eight and one-half
(8Pt)
rods to the first mentioned bounds, containing
one acre and a half; intending by foregoing des"
eription to describe property conveyed by
Thomas A. Foster to James Jack by warranty
deed dated Oct. 15, A. D. 1867, and recorded in
the Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 357,
Page 193.
(liven under mv hand at Portland in said
County this 29th day of January, A. D. 1892.
LEANDEE E. CEAM. Sheriff.
_

for

5 cent handkerchief.

regular

ss.

a

Children’s Printed Handker-

chiefs 3 cents each or 4

Sale.

State of Maine,
Cumberland,
fJIAKEN this twenty-ninth day of January.
JL A. D. 1892, on execution dated January
28, A. D. 1892. issued on a judgment rendered
by the Superior Court, for the County of Cumberland, at the term thereof begun and held on
the first Tuesday of December. A. D. 1891, lo
wit, on the thirty-first day of December, A. D.
1891. in favor of the inhabitants of Deering, in
said County of Cumberland, agaiust Charles E.
Jack of said Deering, fpr the sum of fifty-five
dollars and seventy-seven cents, debt or damage, and forty-eight dollars and seventy-six
cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at public
auction, at the Sheriff’s office in the City Building,
in Portland in said County', to the highest bidder, on the fifth day of March, A. D. 1892. at
three o'clock and thirty minutes in the afternoon, the following described real estate, and
all the right, title and interest which the said
Charles E. Jack has in and to the same or had
on the twelftliday of December, A. D. 1890, at
eleven o’clock and fifty-five minutes in the forenoon, the time when the same was attached on
A certain
the writ in the same suit, to wit:
parcel of land with the buildings thereon sitin
Corner
Morrill’s
uated at
Deering (formerly
Westbrook) and bounded as follows, viz: Beginning at the southwest corner of land now or
formerly of Ellen Manley on Cedar street (so
corner of said Mancalled); thence from said
°
ley’s land north 42% east by said Manley’s
and
rods
five (5) links to the
land eighteen (18)
Portland & Rochester railroad; thence southrailroad
four
said
twenty (20) rods and
erly bv
°
(4) links to a stake; thence south 81% west
nine
rods
and
links
to
said
seventeen (17)
(9)
Cedar street; thence north 814° west on said
to
the
first
street
rods
mentioned
Cedar
8Mi
bounds, containing one acre and a half; intending
by foregoing description to describe property
conveyed by Thomas A. Foster to James Jack by
warranty deed dated October 15, A. D. 1867,
and recorded in the Cumberland Registry of
Deeds, Book 357, Page 193.
Given under my hand at Portland In said
County, this twenty-ninth day of January, A. D.
LEANDER E. CRAM. Sheriff.
1892.

at 25

100 reams Cream Note Paper at 4 cents
quire, worth 10 cents.
200 doz.

janoO

Antique Linen Stationery, 78

sheets paper and 78 envelopes
cents a box, worth 75 cents.

730,079.36
700,000.00

Sheriff’s Sale.

29.—Dr.

p.

There are hundreds and hundreds of men and
boys who have not yet bought their winter Overcoats or Ulsters for this season. To all these we
simply say NOW’S THE TIME.
We have 890 Winter Overcoats and Ulsters in
sizes for Men, Young Men and Boys with prices
crowded away down, and are to be sold,---That is,
bhe prices are so low for the good quality that
people see it at once and they are taken quickly.
Men’s Overcoats, sizes 33 to 44, prices $3.50 to

$25.00.

Stocks and bonds owned by company, market value. 1,072,134.96
Loans secured bv collaterals.
23,750.00
Cash in company’s principal office
and in bank.
103,123.87
Interest due and accrued.
16,123.00
Premiums in due course of colleetion.
65,732.51
Aggregate of ail admitted assets of the camnany.(at thenactual valus'Af.. .$1,839,961.20

T)pppi n c**.

Lyxx, Mass., January

Store closes at 6 o’clock

John C.French,
James A. Weston,.
President.
Secretary.
Capital Paid Up In Cash.*700,000.00
1891.
ASSETS, DEC. 81,
Real estate owned by company,
unincumbered.$
9,000.00
Loans on bond and mortgage (first

iassed very pleasantly.

Again

#

Incorporated in 1869. Commenced business in 1870.

Sheriff’s

Pownal.

Dr. Andrews

Winter Overcoats and Ulsters

500 yds. Stevens Crash, all
linen, 18 inches wide,
only 8 cents a yard.
pure

NEW HAMPSHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,

condition.

:ieen a

100 dozen All Lined Towels
cts. a dozen.

only 60

ADVERTISEMENTS,

T T A T>TT TTTDG

R. H. Dunham has just built a twelv 3
foot addition to his stable.
A small audience listened to an inter
rating temperance lecture by Pro)
Ciowau, at Diamond Hall, Saturday
There are a few cases of
aeighborhood, and many

OF

did whatever his hands found to do with
decision and thoroughness.

day.

svening.

upon anything I
the end,” was

it to

21 cts. a dozen.

MANCHESTER, New Hampshire.

bouse was burned with it. Another un
L
fortunate circumstance is the fact tha c
there was no insurance on the goods be
longing to the family.
The travelling hereabouts is very fur !
it the present time and is being improt
sd by all who have teaming to do.

SOUTH

start
see

er

\

barely escaped with clothing enougl
to cover them, and everything in thi

only

fi'om intrusion. Upon the request being
preferred, Mr. Furber left his busy oflice, and with cordial alacrity went down
to the railroad tracks and walked out into the heated confusion of waiting cars
until the beautiful “Sorrento” was found.
There he personally inspected it and subsequently gave orders for this conveyance to be properly prepared at all points
for a trip to Maine.
“You are taking an
almost unnecessary trouble in the matter, are you not, Mr. Furber?” was said.

“Well, when I
always want to

dtf

SATURDAY

grippe.

ml.

STREET.

MUDDLE

MANSON

■

new

—

ODD LOTS.
Great Bargain Week.

_

start of business in the tannery.

OF*

—

_

_

J'l.

converts by Miss Mayliew: 1.30 p. m., Sunday
Miss Mayhew on
school; 3 p. m., preaching
“Cross Bearing;” 7 p. m., revival service.
First Parish Church (Unitarian), Con-

7 p.

PRICES.

SPECIAL

o.

of

Items

BOSTON & MAINE.

TOWNS.

MAINE

AUCTION SALES.

MAGEE EMULSION CO.,
Lawrence,

Round the
UNION

Corner,

STATION,

;

481 Congress St.

j

Sign

decSl_

of

jan20

Mfrs.,

Mass; Toronto, Canada.

\V&S4w

Gold Boot.
eodtf

The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY vary in accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all circumstances.

Before placing yonr Life Instuance
In Companies outside the State of
Maine, send to the UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
pamphlets explanatory of its plans, and
for list of claims paid under the Maine
oct24eodtf
Non-Forfeiture Law.

MISCEEL ANEOU S.

WHO WILL BE CHOSEN.

FOR SCROFULA
scrofulous humor

Searching the Senate for Presidential

in the blood,

Candidates.

ulcers, catarrh, and
consumption,
use

Be Many Who Believe That the
Upper House Contains the Men Who
Will Be the Standard Bearers of the

There

Ayers Sarsaparilla
The most

Two

(Special Correspondence.]
Washington, Jan. 28.—Let us sit
down in the press gallery of the senate
chamber and see if we can discover the
next president of the United States on
:he door below.
Many Democrats and
not a few Republicans think it altogether likely this may be done. Nothing in Washington is more talked about
just now than the approaching presidential election. Not for years has there
been so much uncertainty as to the can-

economics!,
safe, speetiy, and
effective of all

blood-purifiers.
Has Cured Others
will

cure

Parties.

you.

!

Stan fora is very popular among tue
members of the new party, as he is
No man in tho
Wherever he is known.
senate is better liked by his fellow members than the millionaire from California, and it is the man and not the money
that attracts them. The fact is, and I
am glad to say it, money doesn’t count
for much after a man gets into the senit may help him get there, but it
ate.
will not win him a place. That he must
command by his abilities or his good
fellowship. Some of the poorest men in
the senate, so far as worldly riches go,
are among the most popular and influential.
For an example of this we have but to
(top across the aisle to the Democratic
Hide and consider Senator Carlisle. The
great Kentuckian is almost as poor as
the da}’laborer out on the street or down
in tlio senate basement; that is to say,
he has nothing but his salary to live on,
and the salary is barely sufficient to pay
his expenses and keep him out of debt,
to say nothing about laying aside for a
rainy day. The street oar driver is doing fully as well as this, and perhaps a
little better. There is no man in the
senate chamber whose opinions are more
highly respected on both sides than Carlisle’s, and this is due almost entirely to
his intellectuality. He is popular, but
not in the sense of being considered a
good fellow. The high position which
he holds is due to brains, and to nothing
else. Carlisle has the sort of mind
■which makes him as nearly infallible as
the human mind can be, and if he were
to be elected president no doubt exists
in

anv

MISCELLANEOUS.

rfS

THAT

CAW CURE THE OLD, DYSPEPTIC
SOLDIER.
Gentlemen :
I am an old soldier, and I have been
troubled with my stomach ever since I
came back from the army.
My trouble was
Headache, Distress after eating, Sour
Stomach, Heartburn, Bloating Spells,
and Dizziness: unable to sleep nights.
Some days I would have a good appetite and
would eat heartily; but a few minutes after
1 would wish that I had not eaten anything,
it would cause me such distress. Such was
life day and night until I used Groder’s
Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup. You can all
see from my photograph ana from my statement that I enjoy good health. I can now
work every day, and I recommend this
Syrup tc* everybody, but particularly to my
old comrades, as I know that thousands
are suffering just as I was.

Yours

respectfully.

Charles Knox,
Oakland, Maine.

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Read guaranty

We claim to cure Dysevery bottle.
Heartburn,
pepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Neryousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bleat,
Wind ou the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Beeluse it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from the
with

purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
Morphia. It is harmless to tne smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

or

THE GROOER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY,
WATEKVH.1E, MAINE.
TT.S&

w

_

and to his constituents—his friends think
he would make an ideal president. AlliIn
son find Sherman are great friends.
the Chicago convention of 1888 the Iowa
senator withdrew his name and requested his friends to rally to Sherman's support, If they had done so Sherman and
not Harrison would have been nominated.
Another Republican possibility is Cullom, of Illinois. Oullom’s state is likely
to go into the convention asking his
nomination. Four years ago he was
kept in the background by the popularity of Judge Gresham in Illinois, and
while he did not like it very well he
toted fair, as they say out in Illinois,
and did what he could to bring about
the nomination of the state's candidate.
Now Gresham is not a candidate and
Cullom is. Between the Illinois senator
and President Harrison no great love exists, and 1 shouldn’t be surprised to see
Illinois as strongly against Harrison as
it was four years ago, no matter whether
Cullom makes headway as a candidate
I know Mr. Cullom very well,
or not.
and he is one of the most charming of
men.
He is one of the many public
characters charged with insincerity and
indirection who are at heart simple
Cullom is like a good
and frank.

of Pond’s
Extract cannot take too much precaution to prevent substitution. Soma
druggists, trading on the popularity of
the great Family Remedy, attempt to
j>alm off other preparations, unscrupulously asserting them to be “the
”
“
”
or
same as
equal to Pond’s Extract, indifferent to the deceit practiced upon and disappointment thereby caused to the purchaser, so long
as larger profits accrue to themselves.
Always insist on having Pond’s Ex-

Intending purchasers

tract.
Take no other.
SOLD IN' BOTTLES ONLY ; NEVER
BY MEASURE. Quality uniform.

THE WONDER OF HEALING!
CURES CATARRH, RHEUMATISM, NEUBALGIA,SORE THROAT,PILES,WOUNDS,
BUSHS, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, AND
HEMORRHAGES OF ALL KINDS.

Aicpuivj

umjr

uj

xvnuo

laiuavi

w«j

NEW YOKE AED LONDON.
Bee our name or. every wrapper and label.

POI86S
EXTRA6T
It’s remarkable speciflo
action upon the affected parts
KjWa
*
gives it supreme control over
Piles, however severe.
Also for Burns, Scalds,
S™3®! Eruptions, Salt Bheurn &c.
Testimonials from ali classes
.pa
prove its efficacy. Price 50c.
Sold by all Druggists or sent by mail
on receipt of price. Put up only by
_

POKE'S EXTIACr C0.s 7S SthAve., IT. X.
TT&BHrmtf&wcw64

nov7

f;

^
Scientific

Preparation-

Sufferers from Rheumatism,

Neuralgia, Sciatica, etc. ,want
trifling —no quackery.

no

rid farmer on the prairies of his state—
homely in expression, strong in his sym-

For these tormen's of humanity Ath-lo-pho-ros is a genuine specific. It originated in regular and successful medical practice.
Many physicians prescribe it. By direct, simple and
scientific action it drives poisonous acids out of the
blood and the system. It invigorates muscles and
limbers joints. It reaches liver and kidneys, cleanses
them from irritating substances, stops manufacture
of poisonous acids and restores the organs to health
and

regularity.

matism and

That is,

Ath-lo-pho-ros

cures

pathies, open in his manners, possessing
more practical sense than desire to appear learned or great.
Senator Stanford is thought by many
to be a presidential possibility. The
theory is that if made the Republican

Rheu-

kindred diseases.-B. C. A. Pingree,

Norway, Maine,writes: “Jhave taken Ath-lo-pho-ros
the
jdr Rheumatism successfully, and have caused
sale of more than 50 bottles.”-$1 per bottle. AH
Druggists. The Athlophoros Co., New Haven, Conn.
Treatise on Rheumatism free. Write for it.
aulfi

S,Tu,Th;nrmcw6m

Book, Job and Card Printer,

i

candidate all the Farmers’ Alliance elements would support him and thereby
make his election certain. It would
seem odd to see the farmers, who have
50 much to say about the centralization
cf wealth, supporting the wealthiest
man in the senate and one of the richest
men of the world for president, hut

STREET.

Order Slate at Chandler’s Music Store 431

feboeodtf

Congress Street.

""gTwTboSs^-

-.A-ircrxj-

Gents”

Furnishings,

T© be dosed out in 30
regardless of cost.

'

days

Elm

Street,

GEORGE

181

Middle

Middle

191

Street.

a

from which tho excess of
oil has been removed, is

(loin

Pure
and it is Soluble.

Absolutely

at Xiaw,

Street,

No Chemicals
used iu its preparation. It has
more than three times the strength of
Cocoa mixed with Starch, Arrowroot
or Sugar, and is therefore far more
are

STATEMENT OF THE

OF

ALBANY,

Capital

We have

a

complete

line of these Standard Odors among which
the following:

are

YLANG, WHITE ROSE, JOCKEY CLUB, CASHMERE
LILY, WILD ROSE, VIOLET, HELIOTROPE, MAY
BLOSSOM, LILY OF THE VALLEY,
FRANGIPANNI, CLOVE PINK,
AND NEW MOWN HAY.

Aggregate

020

sets of

dec23

FRY

Congress Street.

an

Paid up in

of
the

all the admitted ascompany at flieir

—

Aggregate amount of liabilities

dtf

cluding

J. H.

in-

surplus..$351.157.42

net

WEBSTER, Agent,

5, First National Bank Building.
jar.23law3wS

Room

Holyoke Mutual Fire
OF

A,-3

“©WHEY” yoga

Ins. Go.

SALEM, MASS.

Statement, January 1, 1892.

Bisk,
$35,175,101.03.
CASH ASSETS.
Real Estate.$ 40,000.00
Mortgages. 114,750.00
Bonds, Stocks, etc. CC4.511.75
Amount at

undoubt-

are.

ington than wealth. Hill has behind
him the great state of New York, and is
not that enough to conjure with in politics or anything else? 1 will give you
the gossip of the day as it runs through
the press gallery, the senatorial cloak

€. If. GUPPY &

HIM! pglj

Interest accrued. etc.
Premiums due, gross.

9.710.4-3

781.19
9,033.49

Dash.

§838,730.80

LIABILITIES.

Reserved for reinsurance.§250,629.40

tiro
i—ELY'S CREAM 3ALM-Cl«anse»
and Inflammation,

fPpIL

m^sa^^apuMageB, Allays

ruin

well
Sold

Dontir.gent Assets.S300,009.61
20 per cent.
Dividends on policies for one year,
tiiree years, BO
live years,
70

EcuJ8y»WJ«J

fraders and Mechanics Insurance Co.
LOWELL, MASS.
Incorporated June 1848.

into the Nostrils.-II la Quickly AbmrML BHBBt'SWaiC*:*!
Iirnggiets or >)y inai'. ELY BBoiSmSS Warren St., H.T.pjgy v Q__j3c]

fig&tanragrf&ltSl Apply

STATEMENT

risk.SS32.858.192.00
teservedfor Ke-insuraiice. §247,804.13
'ommissions.
030.31
iurplus over all Liabilities. 398,9S5.15
Total Cash Assets. §647,479.59
lash. $ 88,995.59
Solids and Stocks. 118,017.50
Collateral Notes.. 485,053.80
lortgagesajid
nterest due and accrued.
0,729.45
Temiums Due, gross.
4,088.25

beautiful, more pleasing,
more appropriate, more greatly desired by WIFE or DAUGHTER than a
really good
more

FOB TIE NEW YEAR.

piA_isro p

I

§647,479.59
)epo^it Notes.§495,714.05

IMeHT CAM.

This Company Pays the

THURSTON'S

Office Station-!

PI AMO MOUSE
Supplies these in perfection.

HOST

ALSO ORGANS

great

GREAT

send for Catalogue.
TUNING TO ORDER.

Come and

$.

see

:

Having just received Timing Forks

from the

,

DEFECTIVE SIGHT.

Having three first-class tuners connected with
house, we are prepared to fill orders
promptly and guarantee satisfaction.

A WINTER

CALIFORNIA
Special Pullman Vestibuled Trains, including
Palace Sleeping and Dining Cars, will leave
Boston for California as follows:
February 11. Via Chicago and Santa'Fe.*
February 23. Via New Orleans and El Paso
(Mardi Gras TrU>)March 10. V}a Chicago and Santa Fe.
The tickets cover Every Expense of Travel
both wavs, and allow entire freedom while on
the Pacific Coast. They may be used returning
on Any Regular Train until July, with a
Choice of Four Different Routes, or with
any one of Nine Returning Parties under
Special Escort._
February 5 and May 6. Excursions to Washliigton. uiu romt uoiniort, ana incnwonu; renruary 5, March 11. April 1 and May 0, four par-

ties for trip to Washington only.
February 20. A party will leave New York
for a Tour Through Europe
bv Special Train.
February 23. Forty Days’ Tour through
Mexico, returning via El Paso, Santo Fe and

by the French line

Kansas

eodtf

STEAM ENGINES,
BOILERS, STEAM PIPE, PIPE

548 1-2

FITTINGS, VALVES,
SHAFTING,
HANGERS,
PULLEYS, LEATHER and
RUBBER BELTING, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c.

St.

eodtf

jan24

MACHINE WORK PRGMPLY
ORDERS SOLICITED.
DONE.

As an Insurance Company and as a
the
UNION
Institution.
Some
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is deserving of the support of
Maine Citizens.

BHASE & SON &C0.

Fairford Southern Pine Floor!!!".
This is

a

rift

sawn

flooring.

It

will not sliver

splinter and will out-last three ordinary

r
OOl'S.

394 Congress St.,
IVX3S.
POUTXiANX),

Every one who is building anil thinks of using
outliern pine should see it.
Write for particulars, or call on
S. H. & A. I!. DOTEN.
434 to 1)04 Fore and 279 Commercial Sts.
Sepl9eod0ms.Portland. Me.

eouJyv

A dividend of $8.00 per share has
been declared, payable Feb. 15,1802,
to Stockholders of record Feb. 1,1892.
GEORGE W. YORK,
1
Treasurer.
f
Okiw
jauai

Congress

CONSULTATION FREE.

junl‘J

Company.

accurately by

reetecl

A. M. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN

B1ESSEY & JONES,. 7 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.
Maine Central Railroad

City.

April 2fi. Spring Trip to Colorado, California. the Pacific Northwest, Alaska, the Yellowstone Park, etc.
Send for descriptive book, mentioning the
particular tour desired.
RAYMOND & WHITCOMB,
Washington St. (opposite School St),

296

The Tolicy plans of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, limited Fayment Life and Endowments.

jan2Sd3t

BOSTON.

AMERICAN HOUSE
BOSTON, MASS.
Under new Management. Both Amer'n & Europ'nPlans
Rooms $1.0G per

Police Examining Board.
regular quarterly meeting oi the Police
Examining Board will be held in the Comn on Council room, City
Building, Tuesday
e felling. February 2.
JOHN F. THOMPSON, Chairman.
Jl ,n22td
r

rHE

Day

and Upwards

Appointments anil Cuisine unexcelled, anil
every attraction tor both permanent and transient guests. Located in the commercial centre
of the city and provided with large sample
rooms for travelling men.
KEELER &

jand

TOCOCK, 1‘roprs.

lm

3337 IE3. B. IFLeecI.
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
No 399 1-2

Congress Street,

Portland.

For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, I will take them to make
a cure.

Dr. Reed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case lie
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
lias been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sunday from 9 a. m., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
ace and one stamp. SI.00.
mv22d9m

CITY OF PORTLAND.

“errors of refraction” of the
eyes which cause so many headaches. tired, weak and aching

our

__

GO,, Dorchester, Mass,

ALL TRAVELING EXPENSES INCLUDED.

All

AssociaSecretary’of the Piano Manufacturers’
tion, we are prepared to time pianos to the |» SEVERAL
International Pitch as adopted by the Association.

WEBSTER, Agent,

.1. II.

] foom 5, First National Bank Building:,
jan 2 3la w3\\S

VARIETY.

dec£G

Following

Dividends:

One-year Policies.30 per cent.
Three-year Policies.50
Five-year Policies.70

JDRING, SHORT ft HARMN.

THURSTON,

PIANO TUNING.

apr21

)n
>n
>n

or

8 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dtf
dec24
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

JAN. 1, 1892.

(mount at

eort&wly

GAN AUGHT
Be

by Grocers everywhere.

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

(MUTUAL)
=>£

marlS

for persons iu health.

W. BAKER &

AGENTS : Thomas II. Riley, Brunswick,
Vie.; Joseph 11. Webster, Portland, Me,, 1st
Vational Bank Bld’g, Room 5. Jn23dlaw3wS

rooms

'V,i:'150c.

as

?83S,780.86

eodtf

Janl 9

as

3,250.00

losses.

C©.,

F0UR SIXTY-THREE
CONGRESS STREET.

M©

economical, costing less than one cent
It is delicious, nourishing,
a cup.
strengthening, easily digested,
and admirably adapted for invalids

Cash, S200.000,

Total amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus... 94,952.23
200,000.00
Capital actually paid up in cash
Surplus beyond capital.
56,205.19

“Tlio’ short my stature, yet my smell extends
To Heaven itself and earth’s remotest ends.”

__

Co.,

V., DEC. 31, 1891.

actual value.$351,157.42
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1891.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.$ 16,390.00
Amount required to safely re-insure
all outstanding risks. 76,052.98
All other demands against the com2,509.25
pany, viz: commissions, etc.

We take pleasure in recommending these perfumes to our patrons feeling that they
will give entire satisfaction. They are put up in a handsome stoppered bottle con
tabling a half pint, for only $1.50 each, or sold by the ounce at 20 cents.

.~C.

N.

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1891.
Keal Estate owned by the company, unincumbered. $75,000.00
Loans on bond and mortgage tfirst
liens). 31,000.00
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value. 139,380.00
Loans secured hy collaterals.
3,900.00
Cash In the company’s principal
office and in bank.
00,253.68
5S2.83
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection
9,061.82
Kents.
1,079.09

YLANG

HI
I%LL

so

Breakfast
Cocoa

specialty.

Commerce Insurance

1

is

1. Baker & Co.’s

Harry Migliels Verrill.
Byron D. Verrill,
Portland, January 1,1892.
janldlm

dim

jan23

Corporations

Commissions.
119.90
luaranty capital. 100,000.00
over
all
liabilities.
484,787.50
Surplus

voters

year.

2nd. To act upon any other business that
may come before the meeting.
By order of the Directors.
W. P. KICK, President.
TRUE r. PIERCE, Secretary.

HOPKINS,
at 'Law,

Counsellors

Jnpaid

party

ensuing

"IsT D. *~H7Wl7 VE Rr7 LL,

Slave never tried one do so at
Well
once.
take our ebailees as to your
favorite brand in future.

me

THE

Maine.

Biddeford,

C.

of

Organization
au2G

If yosa

oi

Meeting of tlio Fort
Payne Investment Company.
stockholders of the Fort Payne Investment Company are hereby notified to meet
at the office of said company at. Fort Payne,
Alabama, on Wednesday. February 3 7. 1892,
at 2 o’clock p. m., to act upon the following
business:
1st. To elect a hoard of directors for the

Parties in want of Brass, Composition or
Phosphorus Bronze Castings should correspond
before ordering elsewhere. First class work at
reasonable prices.
dec31eod2m

FlI & CO..

S.

.

edly

that it tvill be necessary to nominate him
whether the party leaders want him or
not. These differences of opinion onlygo to show how uncertain is the game of
politics, and what a lively year we are
going to have of it in this land of ours.
In the rear row of seats we see a white
haired old man with a ruddy face and
the vigorous manners of a man of fifty.
He is General John M. Palmer, of Illinois, another presidential possibility,
seventy-four years old, a “man of the
people,” plain, blunt, honest as the sun,
with heaps of horse sense and a young
wife to whom he was wedded but four
Our good friends, the
or five years ago.
gossips, say General Palmer would be
the nominee if he were not so old, but
at once comes the remark that he is
eight years younger than Gladstone.
Tall, gaunt, with a flowing mustache
and fine manners. Senator McPherson,
of New Jersey, must also be considered
among the presidential possibilities. He
is the only rich Democrat who aspires
to the office, and he is not so very rich,
perhaps less than a million. There are
many other presidential possibilities in
the senate, many other butterflies of ambition who flit about the all consuming
candle, apparently unmindful of the
fact that in the history of this country
no man was ever elected president while
sitting in the United States senate.
Walter Wellman.

Annual Stockholders’

SOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.
85

appear to

and the hotel corridors in Washington concerning this man from New
York. It is that he has determined no
other New York man shall be the Democratic candidate for president, and that
if the support of the state of New York
be essential to the success of another he
has within his grasp the power to carry
out his plans; that he and his friend
Gorman understand each other thoroughly. and that if Hill cannot be nominated he will turn his following over to
the Marylander.
Further runs the gossip that in the
end the rivalries in New York will bo
used to show that it is not prudent to
nominate any citizen of that state at
this time, and hence Gorman must be
the man for 1892, with Hill to have his
inning four years later. This is interesting gossip, even if it is not based on positive information. Gossip for that matBht not all Democrats
ter rarely is.
subscribe to this view of the situation.
Man}- there are who say the popularity
of ex-President Cleveland among the

Amtiml meeting:.
Annual Meeting of the Maine Steam
A Ship Company, for the choice of officers
and the transaction of any other business that
mav legally come before them, will be held at
their office, Franklin Wharf, on WEDNESDAY,
the third day-of February, 1892, at 10 o’clock
a. m.
I’er Order,
HENRY FOX, Clerk.
January 21, 1892.
jan22dtd

FOUNDRY,

Counsellor

If you smoke

!

MEETINGS.

jan27d3t

BRASS

Annual

masses

^OINTMENT.
_

STOCK OE

H. E. M5LLS,
Plano Tuner.

A_____31

polite, stately, popular, immensely useful to the body of which he is a member |

TO THE PUBLIC

They

have formed an offensive and defensive
alliance.
They virtually elected the
speaker of the house, they sent the Democratic national convention to Chicago,
they are men with states and following
behind them who appear to be strong
enough to dictate the policy and namo
the candidates of their party. Judged
purely as personal forces and adroit
leaders, which is the only sense in which
we think of them from our perch in the
press gallery, this trio is worthy our admiration. Chief among them is Senator
Gorman, who is often spoken of as
a presidential possibility, and without
doubt the most astute man in the Democratic party today; another is Senator
Brice, of Ohio, and the third Senator
Hill, of New York. The last named is
also a presidential possibility. Within
a few months he has rapidly come to the
front. In the Capitol men and women
flock to the senate chamber to see him.
He is one of the lions of the hour.
Senator Hill is a poor man, and his
case is another striking example of the
rule that power goes farther in Wash-

BERRY,

STEPHEN

NO. 37PLUM

one’s mind that he would be the

political manipulation.

didates of the two great parties. On the
Republican side there is a strong feeling
that the nominee will be Harrison or
Blaine, but many shrewd observers
think neither will be chosen. The ques
tion is at least sufficiently open to give
rise to no end of speculation and to not
a little maneuvering on the part of certain ambitious men and their friends.
Among Democrats even more uncertainty exists. A year or so ago but one
was talked of, and his nomination was
deemed inevitable. Now the availability of at least half a dozen great Democrats is daily discussed.
As we look down from the press gallery a large number of presidential possibilites come into view. First of all
we pause to look at “grand old John
Sherman,” tall, thin, silent, preoccupied,
well preserved. For thirty years a conspicuous public man and for fifteen
years a candidate for the presidency,
many still look upon him as a presidenBut that is because
tial possibility.
they do not know the truth. Senator
Sherman told one of his colleagues a few
days ago that he was forever done with
“It has unthe presidential ambition.
settled my life, distracted my attention
from other matters, subjected me to annoyance as mnch as 1 can permit it to
do,” said the senator; “I have absolutely
and forever put behind me the desire to
be president, and 1 shall round out my
career in the senate by serving the term
to which 1 have just been elected, if
providence spares my life so long, and
then I shall retire to private life.”
Near by is the well fed, well groomed,
sleek and smooth Allison, of Iowa. He
has been a candidate for the presidency,
and in certain contingencies will be one
again. He is an ideal senator—studious,

ANNUAL

mil K

dential possibility, though even his
friends admit that his chances are not
very bright.
In the senate are three men who stand
shoulder to shoulder in many matters of

knox, Oakland, Me.,

CLAIMS

BUSINESS CARDS.

er!

ENTIRE

most intellectual man who ever sat in
the White House. Carlisle is a presimi*. uhaxles

miscellaneous.

TO PRINTERS.
Committee on Rules and Orders will, until Saturday tlie 30th inst. at 5 o’clock p. in.
receive bids for printing, stitching and binding
in paper, one hundred copies or the Revised
Ordinances of tile City of Portland, about two
hundred pages, small pica. The bid to he per
size of the “Auditor’s Annual Report.”
itle and outside page to be counted.
The bidder must agree to keep the type standing for the use of tlie city, in order to facilitate
the printing of further revision.
Bids may be left at the City Clerk’s office,
directed to Charles R. Lewis, Chairman of Committee.
Jan27dtd
January 26th, 1S92.

THE

frge.

Boston

Nervine Institute.
Paralytic andBoston,

208 Tremont St.

'1

ass.

For the treatment of paralysis, deformities,
epilepsy, brain and nervous diseases in all their
forms. 'Tlie only paralytic institute in the United
States. Consultation and advice at tlie institute
free. Patients waited upon at their homes in
Circulars mailed lo any
Boston if desired.
address. Institute open daily from on. in.
to

o

p.

in.

augHdlawSly

is nereby offered by the Megantio Fisli and
Game Corporation lor information leading to
conviction of any party taking llsli or game on
tlie Megantio preserve in tin- close season.
.1. O. WOODRUFF, President
Attest; A. W. ROBINSON. Clerk.
aug23
dlawSly

PORTLAND DAILY

to empower the board to fix and determine the qualifications themselves, or to
add to or substract from the qualifica-

PRESS.

AND

MAINE STATE PEESS.

Yet when the
the statute.
Augusta Board made the filling out of
tions

Subscription Kates.

of

indispensable
application
to registration,
they virtually set up a new qualification
not recognized by the statutes. Judge
Libbcy’s name is left off the voting list simply and solely because he
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published would not fill up this application. That
all the
qualifications of
every Thursday, §2 per year; $1 for six months; he had

Daily (In advance) $6 per year; S3 for six
months; $1-50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the

a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of then'
papers changed as often as desired.

50 cents

Advertising Kates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 76 cents per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.

Hall square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
insertions or less
square each week. Three

$1.50 per square.
“A Square” is

space of the width of

a

a

column and one inch long.
Want, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adiisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at. resnilar rates.
Iii Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 37 Exchange Street,

Portland,

Me.__

PRESS.

Tim

SATURDAY, JAM.AltY
Mr. Cleveland’s

friends

30.

seem

to

be

bracing up a little. They are generally criticising Hill’s scheme for holding a February convention in Hew York state, and
of them have screwed their courage up enough to denounce Hill as an
enemy to his party. It is to be hoped
some

they have not found their courage
late, for the nomination of Hill would
be a disgrace to the country.
that
too

Springer has succeeded in getting
the endorsement of a majority of the
ways and means committee for his plan
of attacking the McKinley law by separate bills removing the duty from prominent articles like wool and salt. WhethMr.

plan will prove acceptable to a
majority of the Democrats in the House
er

the

Doubtless Mr.
Breckinridge will oppose it, and so also
will Mr. Mills if he does not continue in
remains to be

seen.

the sulks.

t

this

an

condition

the constitution and statutes the board
acknowledged to him, but because

would not fill up the
paper,
they refused to put his .name on
thus directly setting up a new qualihe

fication not
tion

recognized by

the

or

statutes.

the
To

constitu-

determine

whether

a man possesses the qualifications which the law lays down the board

has undoubtedly the right to ask him
certain questions, but when that question has been determined it does not have
the right to leave oil his name because
the determination may not have been
arrived at by some particular process.
Yet this is what the Augusta board has
Obviousdone in Judge Libbey’s case.
ly the Board has exceded its powers.
PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

Governor McKinley is at his desk at 7
o’clock in the morning.
oiuuewaii

XUI S.

O cmjivov/aa

AO

UAIUVA

treatment in Richmond for a troublesome
neuralgic affection.
Robert Louis Stevenson’s health is com-

TION BOARD.

reporter
reported
refusal to answer the questions of the
Augusta board of registration Judge
Libbey said:

Iu answer
question by
of the Auburn Gazette as to his
to a

‘•Tlie

statement

a

that I refused to

answer

questions put to me by the board of registration
touching mv right to vote in Augusta is absolutely untrue. I declined to sign a petition in
writing as a condition precedent to my right of
registering, but said to the board I was personally present- and ready to answer any question
which they desired to put If they had any doubt
in regard to my right to vote and I asked if they
had any doubt in regard to it.
■'The chairman said ‘none at all.’
"I was then asked if I would sign a petition.
I answered, no. unless you will show me some
authority in the statutes renuiring me to do so:
and thereupon I left. The statement published
at the time iu the Boston Herald and copied into other papers is the true statement of what
the occurrence was the day before the publica-

tIl-'lBeyond

this I positiuely decline to enter
into any newspaper controversy in regard to the
matter.”
The method of procedure of the Au-

gusta Board has been this: The board
prepared a printed circular, which was
in the form of an application for the
Board to place the name of the citizen

This
Lib-

to the newspaper press.
George Shiras, 2d, of

who seeks a divorce rather than the husband.
The Island of Madagascar has two distinct climates, two classes of natives and
two classes of fauna and flora. The island is about the size of France. Along
the coast it is tropical and malarious, and
the natives are darker and larger than in
the interior. The interior is a high table
land and mountainous. There the climate is cooler and the natives smaller and
lighter in color than on the coast. But
in the interior they are more intelligent
and they rule the island.
L. J. Kip, grandson of Bishop W. .M
Kip of the diocese of California, is to be
baptized into the Roman Catholic church
in San Francisco.

Mr.

Kip’s grandfather

the second bishop in America,
Bishop Williams of Connecticut being
his senior. Young Kip lias been bred a
ranks

as

down

by

the constitution and

the State.

It

statutes of

certainly was not intended

AMUSEMENTS.

Topsham.

an

Haines,

of

immense amount of controversy

Friday and Saturday Saturday Matinee,

over

JANUARY 29 and 30,

Justin Page Dramatic Co.

There were three caught
with tags on them, in the fall of 1*01.
Hone came up the brook to spawn, that
been
were tagged and Dr. Haines has
convinced they do not spawn every year.
Green Lake.

CYNTHIA;

A Belfast farmer, who had missed a
for months recently discoved the
animal in a neighbor’s flock, became
into the
very hot about it and sailed
beneighbor with various accusations, the
sides allowing that he would take
the
stray one immediately. Of course to
other man wanted a little something
five
say about the sheep. In less than
minutes the air was blue with threats of
law, etc, The sheep remained. A long
and hotly contested law suit will be the
result and it will cost each one several
flocks of sheep to pay for it.

sheep

OR

FLOWER

large

Hint

They

The third district convention for the
nomination of delegates to the Republican National Convention, and also a Presidential election will be held at Water-

going at a great sacrifice. Sow is your opportunity to
iurs at a low price.
Titey must be closed out.

plate, coin, medals

FEBRUARY 4, 5 and 6.

County Officers.

At the greatest discount you

of the Press:
has been given to the
attention
Early

The old Fuller homested at Hallowell
has been purchased by the Maine Central
Railroad, and will be removed, to make
room for a double track.
It is said that the company organized
railroad in
street
in 1886 to build a
Brunswick, have decided to begin the

work and that the

cars

will

soon

be run-

ever

saw,

and good first class Hats too.
Jan29dtf

CITY

matter of the

much
exchange
larger territory for a smaller one, but
much more fertile, lying on the southwest border of Colorado. It is only one
hundred and ten miles in length and iif.
teen in breadth. The eyes of the neighThese
boring white men are covetous.
men wish to persuade Congress to pass a
law by which they can make these poor
Indians move away. Foiled in their efforts to secure such legislation from the
their

to

Congress, they now renew their attempt. They have the ears of the conThey will present specious
gressmen.
arguments. They will utilize western
prejudice against the Indians. They do
not care much for the plighted faith of
the government.
last

The Women’s Maine Indian Association
joins the National Association in an appeal to the President and Congress in
behalf of

justice

Collars, Cuffs, Shirts and Braces at such a big discount you
buying if you see them.
NEGLIGEE SHIRTS

the assistance of

less

at

than half price

to

close

Congress

in

forwarding

the selfish plans of certain white men in
Colorado.
Henry Blanchard.

can’t

out

help

Thursday Evening, Feb. 4th,

(EXTRA.)

Two Performances of the

the

lot.

LILLIAN

35 Artists,

real
Wolf, at half price.
We have only four of them,
UMBRELLAS AND BAGS at the same discount as other goods.

We have only

a

to our new

large

Selected Chorus,

Orchestra of Ten

3VEXT£3XOXyVIha'S.
Principals in Ambrose
Charming Grand Opera
in English,

the following

and

short time to close this stock out and it must go before
we remove

DURELL

Company,

Opera
Thomas’s

store.

MICNON.
Miss Lillian Durell, Prima Donna; Dr.
G. Rob Clark (of the Buggies) Basso; Mr.
J. C. Bartlett, Tenor, Miss Lauella Wagner,
Soprano; Miss Mary Bosley, Contralto; Mr.
W. H. Dodd, Baritone; Mr. Alex Emslie,
Baritone; Mr. Leon Keach, Director.

Special Scenery, Elegant Costumes, Superb
Company, Beautiful Music.

Admission

Reserved Seats 50 and 75cts.

NOW AT 222 MIDDLE STREET, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL

35 cts. On sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
Half fare on M. C. R. R., G. T. Ry. and F. &
Late
R. R. R. to all holding "Opera” tickets.
trains on all above. Librettos on sale.

eodtr
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SPECIAL! popular
TICKET001* rs e
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SALEjjNTERTflINMENTS.
FINANCIAL.

FINANCIAL.

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,

BONDS.

FINANCIAL.

VHagD of Wsst Dili,
SIX PER GEST.

General Fund Bonds,

FEED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

Deposits

DUE JULY 15, 1911.
INTEREST JANUARY AND JULY.

in

Principal and Interest payable in Gold Coin
at the National Bank, New York City.
Beal value ot Taxable Property.. .$15,000,000
Assessed value of TaxableProperty 6,126,000
Total Indebtedness (including this
145,000
issue).
The Village of West Duluth becomes part of
Duluth
of
by
Legist
the City
January 1, 1894,
live Act of 1891.
The law under which these bonds were issued
has been passed upon by the Supreme Court of
the State of Minnesota.
The Constitution of Minnesota limits the indebtedness of Villages to 2 1-2 per cent, of
assessed valuation.
We recommend these bonds for investment.

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

WOODBURY I MOULTON,

Agents o£ the Cheque Bank, ‘Id,’

BANKEES,

FAHNESTOCK & C0.

Cor. Middle and

Exchange Sts.
dtf

jano
EDUCATIONAL.

of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
Cit'y of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s' due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. 11. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

Bankers,

Street, Portland,
Issue Letters of Credit, available In all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal
European Cities.
218 Middle

investment~securities.
LONDON.

dtf

SWAN &BARRETT,

•2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

BANKERS,

Supply selected investment bonds for cash or
in exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders for investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market.
Furnish information respecting bonds.

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dec21)(itf
—

jan6

Subject to Sale, Wo Offer;
MISS A. L. SAWYER,

TXZXS

—

Casco Nationa

Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6’s, due

Tableau O’Art, February lOtli.
A Parlor Match, March 10th.
Paul B. DuCliiallu, March 28tli,
Primrose & West.
Bostonians.

City

dtf

nov24

to

City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of Portland 6’s due 1907.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

Opera “Mignon,” February 3rd.

Subject
Sule,

our

jly25

Course tickets;!!

We Oiler,

Now is the time to purchase Course Tickets
tor last halt—six of the best entertainments.
Call at Stockbridge’s at once. Half fare and
late trains to all holding Course tickets.

jan20dlw

Teacher of Shorthand and

Typewriting

BROWN

BLOCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Send for

circular.

WALTZING CLASS
MONDAY EVENING.
ASSEMBLY
THURSDAY EVENING,
dtf
janlO

j. R. LIBBY’S
TO CLOSE OUT

French Corsets,
The C. P. a la Sirene,
The Q. B. a !a Spirite,
The P. M.,
The No. 4 Hundred,
The Celebrated

AND AN ODD

Teacher of the Violin

1908.
Arkansaw' Water Co., of Little Rock,
Ark., 6’s, due 1909.

Incorporated 1824.

Mortgage 6’s, due 1906,
Jamestown, N. ¥., Water Co. 6’s, due

Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora'
tions received on favorable terms.

Interest allowed

Johnstown, Pa., Passenger Railway
Co. First Mortgage 6’s, due 1910.

H. M. PAYSON & CO., Stephen R. Small,

or

ST.,

Tlmrston’s Piano House, 3 Free
Street Block, Portland.

aug27

febll

BANKERS,
33

janOdtf

Exchange Street.

—

CLASS

FIRST

d6m

5

Sissesses

ORCa-AMS
or

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
—

W.

declj

AT

Marshall R. Coding,
Cashier,

dtf

Street, Near City Hall.

are about
a stock of

—

l’lcase Call ami See Us.

P. HASTINGS’.
dtf

T>in1r

Pino

LOT^OF

Corsets,

nnrl CitYM

in

LARGE SIZES.
Black, White,

will ho.

r.lnsp.rl rmt

follows:
$1.50
$2.00 Quality at
$1.75
$2.50
“
“
$2.00
$3.00
These famous French Corsets are too
well known to need any comment, and
the above prices are simply to close out
what we have in stock.
The C. B. a la Spikite, a perfect copy
of the Popular French Corset that sells
for $2.50, wall be closed out at only $1.00.
The P. N. will be closed at 75c.

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.
|

dec21

They
The No. 4 Hundked at 39c.
have been considered a Great Bargain at
50c.
An Odd Lot, in sizes from 27 to 30,
worth from $1.00 to $1.75, all to be closed
at the One

the-

to add to our laundry business
Chinese and Japanese Fancy
Goods, and also a ohoice line of tea. All goods
are imported direct from China, and are of the
finest quality.
We shall be open for business Monday, December 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowest prices.

nj E
vv

Very Fancy

time

MIKADO
LAUNDRY,
Myrtle

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is now in the
forty-third year of it3 existence. It
lias already paid more than Twentylive Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and tlieir beneficiaries and
assets of more than Six
illiou Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

on

deposits.
President.

ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT

ME.,

P.

as

1905,

MISS E. W. THURSTON,

PUPIL OF EICHBERG,
will receive pupils September 1st,

Tlie C.

POHTLA.3M3D,

Sale

Corset

-OF-

Portland Water Co. 6’s, due 1899.
Portland Water Co, 4’s, due 1927.
Biddeford and Saco Water Co. 1st 5’s,
Knox County 6’s, due 1894.
Eastnort, Maine, Water Co. First
Mortgage 5’s. due 1918.
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Water Co.
First Mortgage 6’s, due 1901.
Mt. Vernon, Ind., Water Co. First

my29eodtf

__

AT GILBERT’S.

AOl/O*

for the Utes.

The noble ladies composing this organization are profoundly grieved to learn
of this second attempt to drive away the
Utes from their lately acquired homes.
They entreat the men in power to heed
their petition.
They implore the Senator and Congressmen of Maine to withstand the
unjust efforts now being made to gain

HALL.

Wednesday Evening, Feb. 3rd,
(IN THE POPULAR COURSE.)

Kennebec Republican.
Augusta, Jan. 29, 1892.

Government

wnnns.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Saturday Matinee,

To the Editor

land- It appears that in 1885 these Indiana were nfii'suaded bv the United States

■

3,

secure

28.

fulfilment.

w

and

thf

of

at

2

1,

February

■ « ■ w

are

but in

collection of

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,

UHDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

meeting will soon be held in Bangor,
at which the Bangor and Aroostook
Railroad will submit a proposition for
the purchase of Bongor’s interest in the
Bangor & Piscataquis Railroad,

E. Norton of Gardiner. Both have served
as deputies for a series of years, and
both have before been spoken of as candidates for the place.
Maj. G. T. Stevens, stepping down and
out from the fat office of Sheriff, now
seeks to oust Hon. H. S. Webster from
The
his position as Judge of Probate.
Republicans of Kennebec County have
not heretofore been in the habit of settincr aside an efficient officer simnlv for
the reason that an ex-county officer
wants his place.
For Register of Probate, Howard Owen
will receive the usages of his party in a
renomination. In every portion of the
county he is well known and popular,
and the voluntary offers of support he
has received from the leading citizens
attest to his great strength. The fact is,
he has served the public faithfully and
impartially, and his strongest supporters
are those who have had the most business
at the office. Mr. E. C. Barrows of Vassaiboro is also a candidate for the place,
not with the expectation of winning, but
only as an entering wedge for next
time.
There is a good-natured but lively contest over the position of County Attorney between F. E. Southard of Augusta,
W. C. Philbrook of Waterville, and Geo.
W. Heselton of Gardiner, all young lawyers of fine ability. It will be a straightforward square fight, with no acrimony
and without personalities.
Should the present able incumbent of
the position of County Commissioner,
Hon. Geo. H. Andrews, decline a re-election on account of ill health, no other
candidate is named for the place except
Samuel Smith of Litchfield.
For the offices of Clerk of Courts and
County Treasurer, the present incumbents, Col. W. S. Choate and Hon. Jas.
will be renominated
E.
Blanchard,
4
respectively! without opposition.
Let the reader bear in mind these predictions, as I have no doubt of their

FOREST.

THE

OF

Prices 15, 25, 35 and 50 cents.

A

Kennebec

Lessee and Manager.

G. E. LOTHROF,

the question whether land locked salmon
spawned each year or not, Dr. Haines
had fifty salmon weighed and tagged in
the fall of 1800 and the winter of 1891 at

ville, April

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

Ellsworth, takes
a great intc, 'est in fish culture, probably
on
few in the s\ «te being better posted
As there had been
the subject ti<an he.
Dr. W.

Justice for the Indians.
assisting his grandfather
he wars brought into close relations with To the Editor of the Press:
several Roman Catholic clergymen, inThe attention of the Women’s Maine
cluding Father Sasia, the head of the
Jesuits, on this coast. They converted Indian Association has been called to a
him, and now he proposes to make pub- renewed attempt to induce Congress to
lic profession of his new faith.
deprive the Indians in Colorado of their
Rv the will of General M. C.
Meiss a

lawyer,

signing it upon the voting list.
and other objects of historical interest is
application, or petition as Judge
presented to the National Museum of
bey styles it, contained numerous ques- Washington. Among these relics are a
tions relating to the
applicant’s age, seal
ring with intaglio portrait of Julius
his residence, whether married or single,
Caesar and antique stone; a large signet
residence of his family, &c. The appli- of bronze with stone engraved in incant was compelled to take one of these
taglio antique of Chiron and Achilles of
circulars, write his answers to the ques- iEneas; cabinet and collection of coins
tions upon it and then sign it on penalty
and medals, some of them antique, inif he refused of having his name left off cluding Alexander the Great, Philip of
the list. Judge Libbey refused to do Macedon, Julius Caesar, Augustus and
other Roman andGreek heads, Napoleon,
this, and therefore the Board decided not
Washington, and other medals; a silver
to put his name on the list. The ques- tureen or vase
given by the citizens of
tion naturally arises “Was this refusal on
Baltimore to Commodore John Rodgers
the
the part of the board justifiable? The after his defence of Baltimore from
attack of the British fleet, and a silver
statute under which the board is acting
General
tea kettle and lamp, presented
provides that the board “shall have the Meigs by the City of Washington on the
to
deterand
authority
exclusive power
occasion of the adoption of his project
mine the qualification of voters” and and report on which Washington aqueHis library, personal
duct
was built.
that they “shall perform all the duties
and real estate are ieft to his
property
officers
the
municipal
now exercised by
children.
of said cities in making, preparing, revisSTATE ITEMS OF INTEREST.
ing and correcting the list of voters
therein under chapter four of the Revised Statutes or any other statute relating thereto.” The meaning of the
phrase “to determine the qualifications
of voters” obviously is, to determine
whether or not the applicant for registration p assesses the qualifications laid

between Brunswick and

Republican nominees for
officers. As the county is Repubcounty
pletely restored, but he cannot yet leave lican by three thousand majority or more,
the South Seas without danger.
it is easily seen that a party nomination
Mrs. Harriet Lane Johnson, niece of
is equivalent to an election.
has
President Buchanan,
given $10,000
The county is now entitled to three
towards the purchase of “Wheatland,”
Hon.
Buchan's home, to be used as a park for members at the senatorial board.
A. M. Spear of Gardiner member of the
Lancaster city.
William J. Scanlan, the demented actor last Senate and one of the finest speakwho has been confined in the Blooming- ers on the floor, will be renominated by
dale insane asylum, is improving, and it acclamation.
This, in our opinion, will
is deemed possible that be maybe able to also be accorded to Mr. John F. Hill, of
return to his work on the stage..
Augusta, of the large publishing firm of
The Countess of Aberueen intends
Vickery & Hill, Two years service in
visiting Dublin in March for the purpose the lower branches, where he easily took
of organizing working committees and his
place among the careful and thinkmaking arrangements for the exhibition
legislators, with close study of
ing
at
the
World’s
work
women’s
ofjlrish
business affairs, has fitted him for effiFair in Chicago.
For the
Sir Julian and Lady Pauncefote, an- cient service in the Senate.
third Senator, the name of Hall C. Burnounces the Washington Post, have cancelled all social engagements for the leigh of Vassalboro, Elliott Wood of
and Martin L. Reynolds of
season, as they will take no part in any Winthrop,
It is too early to
During that Sidney, are named.
gayeties for six weeks.
period they will wear mourning for the determine which will develop the most
Duke of Clarence.
strength.
Miss Olive Risley Seward, adopted
For the important and lucrative posiH.
Seward
late
William
of
the
daughter
tion of Sheriff, there are two candidates,
and his private secretary during his
and well qualified,
journey around the world shortly before equally popular
his death, is now contributing frequently James Tibbetts of Belgrade, and Edgar

Pittsburg, is a
candidate for the United States Supreme
The full correspondence in the Chilian
bench to fill the vacancy caused by Jusease shows that the attitude of the
tice Bradley’s death. Mr. Shiras is sixty
Chilian government is entirely satisfactyears old, a graduate of Ohio University
the
for
Baltimore
The apology
and the Yale Law School, and is a wellory.
affair is ample, and the Matta note is known lawyer in Pittsburg.
Colonel Soufflot, once in the armies of
amply attoned for. There is no longer
a
hostile outcome. Napoleon, celebrated the 100th anniverof
any danger
affair
is sary of his hirth in Paris a few days ago.
the
that
effect
The
a comlikely to have upon our relations with In honor of the event he was made
of the Legion of Honor. As
the other South American States is a mander
long ago as 1813 Goionei »oumoi received
matter of some interest. If Chili’s rela- the cross of the
legion. He became an
had
been
tion with the other states
officer of the great society in 1843. Defriendly doubtless it would tend to do us spite his great age, he is still said to be
But Chili’s conduct has comparatively healthy.
some harm.
Of the 328,716 divorces granted in the
been such as to excite the hostility
United States for 20 years, 216,176 or 65.8
of a good many of her sister republics,
of the whole, were granted to
and therefore, we are inclined to think per cent
wives on their petitions for divorce from
that few of them will extend much
their husbands for the alleged fault of
sympathy to her, or feel called upon to the husbands being 34.2 per cent of the
on
her
States
criticize the United
whole number; that is to say, in the proaccount.
portion of nearly two to one it is the wife
JUDGE BIBBEY AND THE REGISTRA-

ning

d3m

Price,

50c.

Black Sateen Corsets,
superior at the price, 50c.
1 case

J. R.
]an22

very

LIBBY,

Congress St.

The Non Forfeitable and Incontestable features of the policies of the
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, places them in the
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liberality.

dtf

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
The

to abandon the theatrical business for the pulpit. George
Hanlon is one of the famous Hanlon
Brothers, acrobats, in “Voyage en
Suisse.” For a year past he has refused,
it is said, to accept his share of the receipts of the Sunday performances by
the company in which the brothers are

Rossini Concert,

Last evening, at Kotzsclimar Hall, another delightful concert was added to
the list of this season’s entertainments
by the Rossini Club, who, on this occasion, introduced a young lady of Portland ancestry to our citizens. A very
large and brilliant audience was present
on the occasion, and both the debutante
and the club had no occasion to complain of a lack of warmth in their reception.

Miss Leonora Von Stoseh is the granddaughter of the late Rev. Zenas Thompson, of Portland, daughter of the Countess Von Stoseh, of Belgium, and niece of
Mr. Zenas Thompson of this city. She
where her
was born in Washington,
mother married the Count Von Stoseh,
and is now 19 years of age. She received
her musical instruction at the Brussels
conservatory, seouring the first prize of
her year. She has but recently returned
fo her native country, and at the concerts where she has appeared, at New
has reYork, Boston and Philadelphia,
ceived from the leading musical journals
As she stepped to
the highest praise.
the front of the stage last evening, slie
created a favorable impression at the
A tall, graceful figure, a
first glance.
carriage, a walk that was a

interested.
This is what the Boston Journal said
“But
of Miss Von Stosch yesterday:
when a beautiful young lady moved
across the stage, carrying her violin, the
audience woke to a realization of the
fact that they were not in church, and
their pent-up feelings found vent in a
very cordial greeting to the charming
violinist, Miss Von Stosch, whose playing again aroused the enthusiasm of the
audience and won for the lady a recall.
The Mole Chamber Music Club gave a

nleasant concert last evening, in Association Hall. The programme was as follows: Kuhlau’s quintet, op. 5, in A for
Jute and strings; Beethoven’s sonata, op.
17, for horn and pianoforte; Onslow’s
quintet, op. 81 in F, for flute, oboe, clariMrs. Jennie K.
net, horn and bassoonMorrison, a contralto from Portland,

sang Jules Bordier’s “Pannichys,” with
oboe (Mr. Mueller) obligato, and Chadwick’s “Lament.”—[Boston Journal.
Mrs. Kendal was very humorous at the
meeting to arrange a benefit fair for the
Actors’ Fund.
“If you think that Mrs.

Cayvan and myself can
dance,” she declared, “or
that we can sing a comic trio, or do any
of these things which alas! we only try
in private life, I would be happy to do
it.”
Agnes Booth did not second the
offer, though she did take opportunity to
dignified
hint that she could do it if she would by
study for most women, a modesty of announcing that she “had acted and
selfdanced in the roughest mining camps of
manner in place of the two common
consciousness of public performers, a California.”
February 8th and 9th “The Devil’s
classic shaped head admirably set upon Mine” will be
given at Portland Theatre;
her shoulders, and a most intelligent 11th and 12tli, Whalen-Martell Specialty;
C.
face, all these attributes went to make 15-17, Ullie A-kerstrom; 19-20, George
0V10inrr
nf t.llfi 3,l’t,lRt
Staley; 22-23, Fav-Foster Gaiety CompaBooth,
dance

Miss
skirt

a

nrouAnPA

Portland can fairly claim for her own.
Miss Von Stosch’s numbers were a
ballade and polonaise of Vieuxtemps,
and Saras ate's “Gypsey Dances.” Her

ny; 24-20, Frank Mayo; 2Utn ana marcn
1st, Katie Emmett.
Next week at Portland Theatre, the
Paige company will appear in “Nick of
the Woods” and “Lucky Range.”
In the Stockbridge course: “Mignon”
February 3-4; Tableaux D’Art, 10; Parlor Match, March 10; DuChaillu, March
28: Primrose & West and Bostonians.
The musicale which occurred at Westbrook Seminary last evening, was exceedingly entertaining, being much appreciated by those who attended.
Madame Modjeska is accompanied on
her tour by her daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Ralph Modjeska and her pretty little

style is very simple, but it is permeated
throughout with true feeling. In listening to her one cannot realize she has so
recently left the school for the public
stage. Her playing is remarkably graceful, and her purity of tone remarkable.
The ballade was played with a wealth of
expression, and the Gypsey dances with
of
great dash and spirit, and a command
grandchild.
technique that was admirable. She was
Driving Accidents.
of
compelled by the determined applause
Yesterday afternoon, Mr. Frank Palher audience to respond after her second
mer started from his residence on Spring
number to an encore, and played a little
in his sleigh. His horse, a fine
air with much delicacy and feeling. street,
black one, took fright and ran at a tresilk
buff
a
wore
Stosch
Von
Miss
light
down Spring and turned
with white lace front, and light buff sasli. mendous pace
The members of the Rossini Club
to be
their

arc

make-up
programme and the rendering

congratulated

for the

of
of

We are informed
the various numbers.
that the club do not, as members of the
club, expect criticism, but they cannot
object to a tribute to the excellence of
their work, both' instrumentally and vocally, last evening. Nor can we refrain
from recalling the quiet dramatic force
and passion with which Miss Eiee sang

Neidlinger’s “Reveries,”

,

the

feeling

ex-

hibited by Miss Long in Macfarren’s
“Mountaineer’s Wife,” or the sparkle
and beauty of Miss Philbrook’s piano
rendering of the Fire Charm from “Di
She also accompanied the
Walkure.”
vocalists and Miss Von Stosch with great
She was encored, but declined
taste.
the encore, and was presented a bouquet.
This was the evening’s programme:
Piano Quartette—La Kegina di Saba.... Gounod
Mrs. Smith. Mrs. Denison. Miss Blanchard and Mrs. Thompson.
.Caraceiolo
Vocal Duet—From Far Away.
Misses Knight and Kicker.
....

}.Vieuxtemps

Violin Solo
Miss Leonora Von Stosch.
Vocal Solo—Reveries.Ueidliuger
Miss Rice.
Piano Duet—Air with variations.Otto Singer
Miss Blanchard and Mrs. A. M. Smith.
Vocal Solo—The Mountaineer's Wife........

.Macfarren

Miss Long.
Tiano Solo—Fire Charm, from Walkure.....

.Wagner

Miss Philbrook.
Vocal Solo—La Tentazione.Rotoli
Mrs. H. St. J. Smith.
Violin Solo—Gypsy Dances.Sarasate
Miss Leonora Von Stoseli.
Vocal Quartette—Love and Mirth.Max Vognch
Miss Knight, Miss Ricker, Miss Stockbridge and Miss Long.

Cynthia.
There was a good-sized audience in attendance at the theatre last evening, to
seethe old-time play of “Cynthia, or the
Flowers of the Forest.” The company
was not quite as well up in their parts as
could be desired, hut that will be remedied at the matinee and evening per-

Cheap

Paige
today.
travelling auctioneer, and Mrs.
Helen Marr Paige as Cynthia, were very
good. Miss Agnes Harrington as Starlight Bess did a very neat tambourine
dance, and Mr. Dadman as the Kinchen,
and Mr. Gardner as Hagar executed a
capital comic gypsey dance. The play
was very prettily staged.
Mr.

formances

John,

as

a

Durell Opera Company.

Lillian

The Lillian Durell Opera Company is
said to be one of the most complete organizations on the road. Miss Durell has
a fine soprano, well trained by Miss Clara
Hunger, the celebrated Chicago teacher,
Miss Wagner is
and a Portland girl.
said to possess a soprano of exceptional

quality
has

a

and

beauty.

Mary Bosley

contralto of great power, clearness
.1-,

ami

Miss

ncAi uni

vj.

-»

/-il_:.. Xl_"L._

mi.

u“uu'^

of the celebrated Ruggles street quarMr. Bartlett is one of Boston's

tette,

sweetest tenors, Messrs. Dood and Elmslie possess fine baritone voices. There is
an
a select chorus of thirty voices and
orchestra of ten pieces. Mr. Leon Reach,
Februso well known here, .is director.
for Portland
ary 3d and 4th are the dates
and Stockbridge has the tickets.
Paderewski.

February 29th and March 1st are the
Paderewski concert dates for Portland,
and those who wish choice seats should
dego to Stockbridge’s for them without
lay.

MOUNT BLUE ASSOCIATION.

Hanlon, lias decided

Mr. Palmer was thrown
out and stunned, and badly cut about the
The
head. He was taken to his home.
into Centre.

horse in

turning into
leg, and

and broke his

had to shoot him.

Notes.

for breach of contract will be tried some
«
time during the spring.

William Hanlon, the theatrical manager, announces that liis brother, George

street, fell
Sawyer

Mr. A. M.

The sleigh

brok-

was

driving yesterday morning with her daughter, Mrs.
H. E. Goold. After leaving Mrs. Goold
and starting toward home her horse became unmanageable, and running across
the vacant lot nearly in front of the jail,
overturned the sleigh, throwing Mrs.
Mrs. Leander E. Cram was

Cram out.
Fortunately, however, the
lady was uninjured and the horse ran directly to the jail stable.

Superior Court yesterday morning Mary Flaherty was tried before the
second jury for keeping a liquor nuis-

in her kitchen in tlie brick house at
and Centre
Pleasant
the corner of
streets. Verdict guilty.
C. A. True, assistant county attorney.
W. G. Chapman for defendant.
In the afternoon before the first jury
ance

V^l/IAJ
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on trial
for keeping a liquor nuisance at the botFranklin
17
bo.
tling establishment,
street. The evidence for the defense
was not concluded when court adjourned.
M. P. Frank is counsel for the respondents, and County Attorney Robinson represents the state.

William I). Johnson

Woman’s

Christian

were

put

Temperance

Union.

Fessenden is a woman of fine education
She
and of unusual platform power.
has become widely known, and is in
great request as a speaker. She has pronounced opinions on all the living issues
,f the day and states them with logical
clearness and convincing eloquence. All
interested in temperance are cordially

invited.__
Tlie

Judge

a

Witness.

Judge Gould was a witness in his own
court yesterday morning in a case charging Thomas A. Carey with being a vaga-

the occasion was the most enjoyable one
yet held by the good people of old
Franklin county who have made their
home in “the beautiful city by the sea.”
President M. A. Blanchard, assisted by
the other officers of the association, was
unremitting in attentions to the guests.

PORTLAND, January 30, 1892.

social, the company redining room, where, after
B. F.
grace had been said by Colonel
to the

paired

never

much

things.

seeing

of desirable

All

we

women

celebrate,” by Aug.

F.

Moulton,

of Maine,” by Miss Inez Blanch-

spoke briefly, after which
the business meeting was held, and these
officers for the ensuing year were electHunter also

Returning to

the

parlor, Miss Lizzie
Harry M. Nickerson

lowing

The Abilene National Bank, at Abilene, Kansas, is largely owned by Maine
citizens, and its president is Hon. Clark
Barker. These directors were elected at
C. H. Barker, J. S.
the annual meeting:

The Abilene Reflector says:
“The Abilene National has steadily increased in prosperity and standing since
until it ranks now
its organization,
among the best banking houses in Kansas.
Beal Estate Transfers.

following transfers of real
in this county have been recorded
registry of deeds:
Tlie

estate
at the

Portland—Rebekali K. Ketchum to Martha
$1,700.
FreeBort—John C. Gould to Enoch Y. Gould.
Bridgton—Freeman H. Brown et al to Clement P. Riggs.
Pownal—Fred N. Jordan to Mattie A. Wilson.
§500.
Frhnouth—Frank C. Dolley to Francis A. Libbv. $5000.
Cumberland—Kufus A. Soule to Mabel C.
Hill. $100.
Paxton.

Sunday evening the

fol-

Evening Hymn.Cooms
"I Sing of the Mighty Power of God”....

.Charles Ford

■'Go, It Is X”.Faure-Shelly
Offertory.Weber
Postlude.Haydn
The pastor will begin a series of sermons at both the morning and evening
services; these sermons not to be given
The
consecutively, but occasionally.
morning sermon will consider the first
song or oldest poem in history; the evening will treat of the Book of Genesis,its
contents and importance.

under the Falmouth Hotel.

In Nobleboro. Jan. 17, Isaac W. Meservey of
Jefferson and Miss Emma F. Dinsmore.
In West Sidney, Jan. 20, Edward L. Hersom
of Oakland and Hattie M. Ballard of West Sidney.

In Riverside, Jan. 23, Alfred W. Huston of
Damariscotta and Miss Mabel L. Bussell.
In Augusta. Jan, 26, Edwin A. Noble and
Miss Nellie Walker.
In Stetson, Jan. 20, Alonzo E. Emerson and
G. Hammons.

_

In Berlin. N. H., Jan. 28, by Rev. W. P. Merrill, J. H. Scammoii and Miss Aggie Carmichael,
both of Berlin.

DEATHS.

on

Sunday afternoon at 1 o’clock, at
'-a''.,

;v

Lynn, Mass., Jan. 9, Jacob Hoyt, aged 85
of Portland.
years 8 months 15 days,-formerly
In Phipsburg, Jan. 28, Mrs. Betsey Oliver,
sued 78 years 10 months.
In North Boothbay, Jan. 28, Mrs. Mary B.
Crooker, widow of the late Isaiah Crooker, aged
79 years 3 months.
Ill Arrowsie, Jan. 27, Bartholomew Perkins,
aged 88 years 10 months. Mrs. E. O.
Bean, of
In Hallowed, Jan. 22,
Readfield aged 74 years 9 months.
In Paris, Jan. 20, Cyrus Chipman, aged 84

Bev. F. W. Blaokmer, the well known
Union
speak in
evangelist, will
Hall, entrance 143 Free street, to

Hi Bridgton, Jan. 26, Carrie Mae. daughter of
Artemas M. and Mary O. Richardson, aged 18
years 9months.
In Bridgton. Jan. 27, Thomas Newcomb, formerly of Harrison, aged 88 years,
in Hiram, Mrs. Ludrick Clements, aged 85

yeinSHiram,
80

,,

82Iiye'south

from a

practical standpoint.

subject,

In

Warren,

Thompson,

strictly

cash and

no

goods

to

be returned.

usual.

up”

card, and they will be worth hunting for.
OWEN, MOORE & CO.
f

;

■;

1

Windsor, Richard H. Casey, aged 61

and at 7.30 p.

same

the “clear

,,

morrow, at 2.30 p. m., on “Bible Sanctification from a Theological Standpoint,”

the

are

merchandise to be included in
many other small lots of desirable
which we have not mentioned.
They will be marked with a big

Jan. 17, Mrs. Ivory Wentworth,

years.

yt’in Mt. Vernon, Jan. 18. Mrs. Rebecca Clough,
Jan. 15, Geo. B. Whiting.
akfa East' Wintlirop,
Mrs. Sarah Kellouh, aged
Jan.

m. on

as

said before,

are

Hiram, Jan. 16, Frank H. McCorrison,
aged 35 years.
In Vienna, Jan. 22, Alice A. Kimball, aged

37lnWest

as we

and the last of the odd lots

a

la

Sanctification.

giving a nint oi wnat was to De aone,
You were more than satisfied, so were

such

There

Rumford,'Jan. 20, Miss Sadie Martin, aged

aged

oesiaes

reduced from 6.00 to 2.00.
Six pairs Crepe Curtains original price 8.50Here’s a partial list of other items included &
we’li sell for 2.50.
One hundred and fifty Plush and Tapestry squares today’s selling:
Travelling Bags, 1-2 off.
for pillows, cushions or chair-seats have been selling foi
Shopping Bags, 1-2 off.
1.50 and 1.00—now marked 50c.
Wallets, 1-2 off.
All our upholstery Tapestries have been put out on
Plaques for painting, 1-2 off.
cut
ol
the
a table by themselves and
regardless
prices
Diaries, 1-2 off.
are
now
the
6.00
Fans, all kinds, 1-2 off.
value. For example—-the
2.00,
goods
Stationery in boxes, 1-2 off.
2.00 goods 62g. and the 2.25 goods 1.00—of course
Leather and celluloid photo frames, 1-2 off.
they are perfect in every way and are sold at tnese ridicuSilver nut picks, shoe horns, etc., 1-2 off.
lous figures for no fault.
Gold and Silver Jewelry 1-2 off.
One very old and fine Bocaro Rug-one of the
Men’s Neckties reduced from 75c. to twenty-five
has
tribes—which
been
rarest makes of the Persian
cents.
it
a
at
considered
we
marked 40.00 and
Piush Fan Boxes reduced from 1.17 to 50c.
bargain that,
Plush Work Boxes reduced from 1.50 to 75c.
will be sold today for 26.50. Size 4x8 feet.

MARRIAGES.

yein

little

iwvi

In

music will be rendered:

did

big value for so little money before. very heavy. Many of the lots mentioned were entirely
The Men’s Lounging Jackets, Bath Robes, etc. are closed out; of others a few are left for today. The
reduced to small sizes mostly but some good ones are 12 1-2 and 25c. boxes of Children’s stockings still
still to be had and there’s a straight saving of from $3 contain a good choice and every pair represents as big a
to $S on each one.
gain to you as it does a loss to us. A few dozens more
The Lace Department, Linens, Gotten Underwear, of the cashmere hose offered at ONE QUARTER the old
Hosiery and Basement Departments all have a fair show- priGe—think of that, 25c. FOR A REGULAR DOLLAR
ing of bargains, and here are a few other lots to be sold STOCKING.
today which did net get mentioned in our first announceA lot of fine English black Cashmere Stockings
ment.
with double knees, long warm and substantial—the best
to ibis country—is to be sold today
in the Draperies room, five pairs imported Cheniie foreign goods brought
at a great slump from the regular prices. For instance,
Curtains; an aliover Persian design were 6.00 today are the
largest size was 1.50 today’s price is 90c., each
3.00 the pair.
size costs differently but they are all reduced proportionTwo pairs blue and cream clouded Turcomans,
atfllv. It is a mat bargain.
heavy handsome curtains which were 12.50 are now
Three Boy’s Jersey Suits which have been 3.75 to
7 Rfl
to be sold today for 1.00 and 2M
!
Two pairs light Venetian Gheniie Curtains marked 7.50,
Six Women’s Silk Blouse Waists, slightly defaced,
down from 3.67 to 1.34.

so on—never

Abilene National Bank.

ms laie resiueuuo,

Williston Church.

At the service

prices

One lot grey and drab wool flannel blouses fit for
fair selection of the Men’s Underboys and girls—price was 1.50—today for 50c.
wear and the prices are half and less.
Remnants striped tennis cloth reduced from 62c. to
A dozen or so of the Siik Umbrellas at 1-2 regular 25c. a
yard.
prices are on the counter this morning and they’re quite
One lot of 7 hooks Suede Kid Gloves in tan, marked
as good and fully as desirable as any in the lot offered.
75c. formerly 1.25.
Six dollar ones for $3. Twelve dollar ones for $6 and
In the Hosiery departments yesterday’s selling was

entertained the company with several
songs, and after singing the old song,
“Auld Lang Syne,” the pleasant affair
was ended.

[Funeral

sale,

packages delivered promptly,

There’s still

knowing Judge
Thursday night,
In this city. Jam 29, Dora E., wife of Jabez
Gould,tried to obtain money from him by True,
aged 39 years.
his
caused
The
atternoon at 2
udge
j
[Funeral service on Sunday No.
persisent begging.
171 Oxford
at her late residence,
o’clock,
him
stand
the
arrest and took
against
Burial at convenience of the family.
street.
Maine, papers please copy.]
yesterday morning. The recorder sen- Farmington.
Ill Cape Elizabeth, Jan. 29, Ebeu T. Nutter,
tenced the man to sixtyjlays in jail but aged 76 years 10 months 7 days.
condi-

sacrifice of

good yet.

ed:
President—Geo. W. Norton.
Vice Presidents—T. A. Josselyn, B. M. East
man, Chas. H. Oldham.
Secretary—Mrs. Geo. F. French.
Treasurer—Wm. H. Averill.
Executive Committee—Arthur W. Merrill,
Aug. F. Moulton, A. A. Nickerson, Mrs. Warren W. Cole, Miss Lizzie A. Winslow.

Miss Sybil

which

our

One Antique Daghestan prayer rug, size 51x30
The Cloaks, Jackets and Coats are nearly all gone;
five or six left maybe, but all in small sizes fit for slend- inchess, very rich coloring—for 12.50 was 17.50.
A lot of Japanese art rugs at half the marked prices.
er women and girls of 12, 14 and 16 years. The
One three-fold bamboo screen was 10.00 will be
prices we’ve put on them are absurd but we want to be
rid of them all before night. On the Counters where sold for 5.00.
One lot of striped Seersucker, 54 inches wide, made
these goods were sold are a lot of Short Cloaks for
Babies and small children, which have been marked from for sash curtains but equally desirable for summer dresses
was 50c. is now 25c.
$5 and $6 down to $1 and $2.
Remnants of Satins, Surahs, India Silks and PlushA few dozens ot the men's Driving Gloves and Kid es, twenty-five cents a yard.
Mittens are left. They’ve been marked down from
One lot Ferris Waists and odd sizes in other corsets
the
and
cents
to
75
and
choosing’s -have been 1.00 and 1.50,-now 50c.
$1.75
$1.50

ard.
“Our Honorary Members,” by Mr. Edward S.
Everett.
Messrs. J. A. Linscott and J. M. S.

now

business year.
be continued till six

Sale” and the end of

oimuo,

order, and these toasts were then given
and responded to as below:
“The day

grand “Clearfng-up

believing always.
good was mutual. Today will see the finish of it all
merchandise catalogued in this column yesterday.

The terms of the

Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Stowers.
Miss Nellie M. Stowers.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Rogers.
H. M. Nickerson. M. D.
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Eastman.
Miss Carrie I. Eastman.
M. R. Eastman.
Mx-. and Mrs. J. B. Donnell.
Hon. Joseph A. Linscott.
Miss Isie M. Linscott.
Dr. and Mrs. O. B. Brann.
Mrs. H. M. Harris.
Fred A. Harris.
Miss Abbie F. Winslow.
Miss Lizzie A. Winslow.
At the conclusion of the supper President Blanchard called the assemblage to

Esq.
□“The

enormous

The newspaper telling
did the rest and seeing is

we, and the

Miss Carrie B. Norton.
Mrs. Nettie M. Knowles.
Arthur W. Merrill.
Albert S. Conant.
Mr. and Mrs. George Greenleaf.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. S. Hunter.
x

our

when the store closes and will be closed

Mrs. E. V. Spaulding.
Major and Mrs. A. A. Nickerson.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Averill.
Miss Lizzie M. Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. George F. French.

»»

of

day

yesterday began, will
o’clock tonight
Monday for stock-taking.
has
the
store
seen
such a knifing of values and
Never in the history of our business
such a continuous stream of buyers as was here yesterday. Our advertising promised
You expected great things and you found greater
but the realization was more,
The

ticed the following:
President M. A. Blanchard.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Leighton.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Josselyn.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Everett.
George W. Norton.
D. W. Dow.
Miss Carrie M. Wall.
Aug. F. Moulton, Esq.
Miss Inez A. Blanchard.
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Bean.
Mr. and Mrs. J, Putnam Stevens.
Mrs. S. E. Wheeler.
Miss N. G. Dolley.
Col. B. F. Eastman.

UUilU

is the last

THIS

supper
Eastman, an elaborate
was served in the best style of the Preble
house. Seated at the tables were nocourse

not

on

j_NEW ADVEKTISBaUMMM.

The weather
today is likely
t° he
rainy and colder.

After the usual

bond and idle person, tried before Recorder Tompson. It appears that Carey

suspended the execution or it,
tion that Carey leaves town.

_

The fourth annual meeting and dinner

Baptist church, Congress
street, Rev. Mr. Ayres, pastor, Mrs.
Have you visited the Merry Fire Sale?
Susan S Fessenden, president of the
You cannot afford to pass it. One of the
will
T.
W.
C.
Massachusetts
speak
U.,
Goods
greatest sacrifices in this ,city.
on temperance, under the auspices of the
and must be sold. Merry is
Portland Union, tomorrow evening. Mrs. slaughtered
In the First

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

of the Mount Blue Association was held
at the Preble House last evening, and

L. Parker.

BEFOKE JUDGE BONNEY.

In the

NEW

City Celebrate.

the

Hollinger, E. D. Humphrey, James Sarashan, Frederick Robie, A. K. Perry, F.

SUPERIOR COURT.

J/avlClJP. luuruuujv,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

County People Now Residing in

Franklin

M. Brown and Dr.

en.

Bible

Henry Irving is likely again to receive
an offer of knighthood.
The suit of Maida Craigen, formerly of
the Museum, against Margaret Mather

Centre

new

20,

Cushing, Jan. 19, Mrs. Elizabeth

aged 69 years.

a

•I

winch were framed to regulate the
conduct of these gallant officers who
were aiding and abetting the baron.
The officer of the -deck was summoned
to the conference. During the continued
use of champagne it was determined that
it was a solemn moral duty to stand by
the baron, and another bottle was opened.
Still the missing major came not. Time
was passing.
Something must be done,
so Lieutenant McKillen was sent for.
After being introduced to the baron
and hearing the case, the captain in) wined the lieutenant that our honor was
l.t stake and that he would have the
high privilege of acting as the baron’s
second, when, just at this juncture, Major Randall came on board.
With a flower in his buttonhole, his
coat thrown hack from his ample chest,
humming a popular air from the “Grand
Duchess” and apparently at peace with
all the world, the gallant fleet marine
officer stepped from the outer darkness
He was probupon the quarter deck.
ably the most peaceful warrior in the
world at that time. Correct in habits,
mild and gentle in demeanor, with a profound respect for regulations and a great
care not to break them, he seemed to he
the last person in the world to assist in a
duel.
Upon him pounced the officer of the
deck.
“Major,” said he, “prepare your mind
You will
for something very serious.

SHALL NOT BE PASSING AGAIN.”

war

To thy dear love my heart is much beholden.
Yet never more shall 1 be passing here;
Tlxe sands of time, albeit they say, are golden,
But running out so fast, so fast, my dear.
The clow

soon

dries upon the morning mead-

ows,

The midday sky so soon is overcast;
Then cometh afternoon with lengthening
shadows.
And soon the gates of starlight will be

passed.
Sitting tonight beside the smoldering embers.
The flickering firelight—like my fond desire—

(Hazed

up

a

moment;

now

bers,
’Twill soon be time to

my heart

cover

up the

remem-

fire.

Ah! well I mind me of thy dear caressing;
If love’s sweet story hath not all been told.
Send with the passing year a parting blessing
From thy heart’s treasury of pearl and gold.
If thou hast yet one gift in thy bestowing.
Send it upon the glad wing3 of today;
Thou see’st with what fleet steeps tlxe years are

going;
Like them,

we

never

more

shall pass this

way.

The king is dead, hear’st then the church bells
chiming?
Long live the king! With new hope to in-

spire;

But if for mo there’s naught but idle rhymingAh! well, *tis time to cover up the fire.
—Detroit Free Press.

require all your fortitude for a painful
and trying duty; one that you must perform for the honor and credit of the flag

of the South

fTThn fl-i o-chin

_.1

Brazil and Paraguay was progressing slowly, but as it affected many
interests of foreigners domiciled in both
countries, a large number of warships
tween

the Sonth American coast, and
the metropolis of Brazil was gay with
uniforms and tho constant festivities
consequent upon the presence of so
many strangers.
Th.e days of dueling were past. The
larger courtesy consequent upon better
education, and a more careful regard
for personal rights, had practically condemned it, and the naval and military
regulations of all nations threatened severe penalties for its exercise.
The night was calm, dark and starless,
and the Martingale lay listlessly at her
anchors off the plaza landing.
The officer of the deck lounged over
the capstan and thought of home and
longed for his interesting watch to be
The band had ceased its evening
over.
The
concert and had been dismissed.
charming strains of the old time “tattoo”
with fifes and drums had died away.
“Two bells” had been struck, and the
were on

J

Un

J

McKillen,
who was now out of the fight, took great
pleasure in helping the major with
friendly advice,while the steward opened
another bottle of champagne.
What passed through the pacific mind
duty

li i-rM

down.” Lights had been reported out,
and a perfect stillness succeeded the stir
made by 400 men, who had retired to
their hammocks.
“Boat ahoy!” sang out the quarter“Boat coming alongside, sir;
master.
can’t make out the answer.” The messenger boy with a lantern flew over the
gangway and down the ladder, and soon
a brisk, dapper little man came outboard
and presented himself to the officer of
the deck with a graceful salute.
“Sir,” said he, “permit me to introduce myself. I am Baron Knockoff, of
tlie Russian legation, and 1 have had a
persona! difficulty with a Brazilian gentleman on shore. X am going to shoot
W e have no Rushim in the morning.
sian ship in port, and relying upon the
friendship that exists between our nation and the United States, I have come
on board to ask one of your officers to
act as my second. Is Major Randall on

rrr\ no

up,

major

lr»n cr rl

1

Of*

i-nf.n

as

His
stolid
buttoned up awry and was unbrushed.
His usually resplendent shoes were unpolished, but drawing his form to its
he saluted the officer of the
full
deck in a military manner and deliberately said, “Sir, I have returned aboard.”
Making a half face to the left he proceeded to the hatch and carefully went
below.
His expectant messmates were in the
wardroom in force to hear the news.
Whether he was the bearer of tragic
words or whether of cheerful ones was
the question. The hero seated himself
at the table, and all gathered around.
After a moment of silence the major
spoke as follows: “If any of you fellows
want to fight a duel, call on me to act
for you. I can Jr! it right every time.”
“How was it, major?”
“How did it come out?”
“What did you do?”
Such questions came in fast. The
major pulled himself together, called
for a glass of water and said, “Sit down,
gentlemen, and 1 will tell you all about

height

Grasping the baron by the hand he
shook it warmly, delivered a brief address to him reciprocating his friendly
sentiments, and assured him that he
had come to the right place and at the
right time to get accommodated. Unfortunately the gallant major of marines
was on shore, but might return at any
moment. Something must be done tc
keep the baron amused for the present,
so the officer of the deck sang out:
“Orderly, ask the captain if I can see
him.”
Captain Tompion had eaten an ex
cellent dinner. The better part of three
bottles of claret had disappeared dowr
his throat, and lie was at peace with a!
the world. He belonged to the fighting
men of the “old navy.” and any hint oi
To bin
a fight was music to his ears.
appeared the officer of the deck, wit!
the little baron in tow.
“Sir,” said he, “I have great pleasure
in introducing to you Baron Knockoff
of the Russian diplomatic service. He
has had a personal difficulty with a Bra
ziliaii on shore, and as there are no Rus
sian officers here he has come on boarc
to ask one of ours to act as his second
I have assured him of our sympathy ane
assistance, and he desires to consult will
return of Major Ran
you and await the
rlail who ii on shore.”

it.”

“Messmates.”

-X'-

stant. Sha
g the baron warmly bj
the hand, he sang out: "Steward, a hot
Baron, be seated
tie of champagne.
Orderly, call the first lieutenant and tel
him that I wish to see him. Going lx i
>
shoot him in the morning, eh, baron
old
like
times
seems
this
Bless my soul,
indeed! Stand by you? Of course, wi
will, my boy. Have another glass o
■

wine. Steward, cigars.”
Lieutenant Lawrence, the first lieu

\

and the conference began.
The officer of the deck caught a stra;
messmate and sent him to the wardroon L
with the story, and soon an interested I
deck
group gathered on the quarter
court martia [
"Such punishment
inflicted on an;
may adjudge may be
or accept i
person in the navy who sends
as : 1,
a challenge to fight a duel or acts
second in a duel.”
This is the language of the articles o f
as a

o

they were about to
a boat came alongside, and the
stepped on deck.
countenance was solemn, almost
in its expression. His coat was

when, just

start,

geance.

eagerly awaiting developments.

Lieutenant

the country and not yet returned? Such
queries were discussed pro and con, and
still no major came. Breakfast passed.
Quarters, and no major. Lunch, and he
was still absent. Every boat was scanned
for a sight of his stalwart form and
genial face. At last it was resolved to
send a delegation on shore to look him

board?”
The officer of the deck woke up in an
instant! Here was some mischief out ol
the common line, and he could sceni
some fun in the air that would relieve
the tedium of his watch with a ven-

tenant, came up the hatch—tall, stern
erect as a eoldier—and passed into th<
cabin. The popping of corks ensued

in the case.

of the soldier no one knew at that time.
If ho mentally beheld a vision of a gory
field of battle, with one or possibly both
combatants stretched upon the grass
wounded or dead, if he thought of his
own arrest and trial before a court
martial, he gave no sign of his feelings.
On the contrary, like one waking from
a sleep, he suddenly exclaimed, “Baron,
I will act for you in this case with much
pleasure. 1 am quite at your service,”
and after each had shaken him solemnly
by the hand, they all took a drink.
It was getting late. The major, saying
nothing to any one, carefully arrayed
himself in his best uniform coat, and accompanied the baron on shore.
The next morning an intense but quiet
excitement pervaded the after part of the
ship. In low voices the officers discussed
the matter in all its bearings. Had the
duel come off and the major secreted
himself until he could evade the authorities on shore and escape to the ship? Had

UUftL'B V>
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the astonished soldier could utter a word
the deck officer rushed him into the
cabin.
“Oh, major, you are just in time. You
have just come very near to losing a
chance to distinguish yourself in a seriHave a glass of wine.”
ous matter.
So spoke Captain Tompion, while the
baron shook him effusively by the hand.
The matter in question was explained
to the major, while the captain and the
first lieutenant impressed upon him hi3

Atlantic squadron, was moored in the
beautiful harbor of Rio Janeiro. The
flag of Rear Admiral Sansompost flow
from the mizzen truck. The war be-

«
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he

began,

“judging

from my dilapidated appearance and
my somewhat interrupted speech, you
of
may imagine that I am the victim
grief, or of a hurried flight from a tragic
I beg to assure you that it is not
scene.
There is nothing the matter with
so.
that of the
me but conviviality, and
I hereby renew my
strangest kind.
offer to act as a second in any further
duels that may come our wav,’' and the
major loaned back in his chair and patted his swelling breast approvingly.
“I need noli tell you, gentlemen, that
when I started ashore last night with
the baron 1 could not see my way out
of what promised to be a very serious
scrape. After reaching the baron’s room,
over a bottle of champagne, he gave me
his case. It seems that at a ball the previous evening the Brazilian gentleman
ofspoken of by the baron had given him
fense by something that he had said, and
the baron was determined to demand
satisfaction. He was ready to fight at
I
daylight with either sword or pistol.
at once demanded that my principal
himself unreservedly into
should

put
hands, and he governed by any^arrangements that I should make. Fortunately I knew the Brazilian well, and
my

the baron insisted on haste in the
matter, 1 proceeded at once on my mission, although it was after midnight.
“I assumed a severe expression of
countenance, and summoned the Brazilian to a conference from his bed. He
as

received me very courteously, but exDressed some surnriss at so late a call.

“I said, ‘My dear sir, you have giver
great offense to my friend, Baron Xnockiiff, and he has desired me to demand
satisfaction of you.'
“The gentleman was greatly surprised,

ind said that he knew the baron very
his
well, and regarded him as one of
of
friends, and was utterly unconscious
at the time mentionoffense
him
giving
ad, and that tho baron was mistaken.
He said that he had no desire to fight
without cause, and that in this case he
saw no cause.

“I thought this was a good time to get
in a bluff. 1 can only say that it did not
work, i said with a frown, ‘Am I to
understand that you refuse to meet my
friend?'
“The result was not just what I anticipated. Tho Brazilian gentleman jumped
up and said:
‘You can tell Baron Knockoff that 1
shall shoot tho top of his head off if ho
gives me just cause, and that 1 won’t
stand any nonsense about it either.’
“Boys, 1 came near falling off my
chaii., and it took about half an hour to
off
pacify the fellow. At last ha cooled
and opened a small bottle.
“After some talk ho said he did not
know where to look for a second at that
time of the night, and at last ho asked
my advice in the matter.
‘You are a military man,’ said he,
‘and are accustomed to these affairs.
What do you advise?’
“1 answered that I thought that if he
■would write a note to the baron disclaiming any intention of giving offense
I could arrange the matter. He said:
I
‘That would look like an apology.
won’t apologize to any man that hauls
I would rather
me out of bed like this.
fight him.’
“I hastened to assure him that he had
mistaken my meaning.
‘Well,’ said he, ‘yon write out such
a note as you think I ought to send and
we will see how it looks.’
“So I wrote out a pacific note, expressing regret that the baron had taken
offense, and stating that none was in-

“Quite true, but then the policeman yonder
might run me in for breaking the taw;whereas,
take us

seeing
a

us

couple

converse together, lie win

of

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoraleures colds and coughs;
unequaled anodyne expectorant.

Hard.
on a bench In
Two men were
sitting together
one of the public
parks when a gentleman well
known for Ills philanthropic practices passed
them,
“That man played a mighty mean trick on me
yesterday.” said one of them.
‘■What did hedo?”
“Woke me out of a nice comfortable sleep to
tell me where i could get work.’ —Detroit Free
Press.

1
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J

—
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*

rul’d
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‘don’t be offended; let us talk this matter over.’ He read the note again, and
after some conversation he asked, ‘Major, you are a military man; if you were
in my place would you accept this note?’
“I can again assure you, brethren, that
I spoke with much feeling when I answered, ‘I certainly would.’
‘Then I will accept it,’ said the baron.
•We will go and get the gentleman up,
and shake hands over a bottle of wine.’
“We did so, and have been shaking
hands in the same condition ever since.
“So, gentlemen, bring all your duels
to me. I will be your second,” said the

major.

It was at once voted that for bravery
and diplomacy the major took the prize.
—i‘Commodore Rockwell, U. S. N., in

Harper’s Weekly.
WIT AND WISDOM.

land,

WANTED—A

Tit ANTED—An assistant bookkeeper in the
V T
Portland office of a manufacturing business.
Address Assistant, care Carrier No. 8,

Portland, Maine.28-1
WANTED—For general housework

GIBE
Apply at 40 PINE ST.28-1

WANTED—A
understands the business to take
first-class resort hotel.
of
a
management
with from §5,000 to 10,000 preferred.

management, no "endowments,” “partnership policies,” or any specula

sell the

attend to

can

a

WANTED—Position

ol

in one large

man

a

in want of trunks or
REYNOLDS, 556
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
you bottom prices;
evenings until 9.jaol3-3

MISCELLANEOUS.

to

price

highest

children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address letter or postal toS.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.augiotf
and

tha

the responsible parties
NOTICE—Will
can give
good deed of the Market Loi
foot for that lot of lane
the

■■■

INSTRUCTING
GENERAL

from $1000 to $15,-

buy
000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
NOTICE—Wanted
for ladies’ dresses, gents’
cash

A

a

notified in

required.

TO

A TRIAL FOR ONE MONTH COSTS

greatest
earth for Rheumatism and Neuralgia in
FOUND—I
their worst chronic forms; I suffered twelve
have

found the

cure 011

50 cts. IN ADVANCE.

years and tried every known remedy. SufferMISS E. 8.
ers write to me and enclose stamp.
jan9d&w2m»
ORR, East Harpswell, Me.

POUND—The
only place in the city where
1
you can get every description of gold,
silver and nickel plating done; we give special

1
;

aLteuuon io uieaimig,

leimn

mg

iuii,uiuaf

uuu

plated ware, hand plating on carnage
work, polishing, huffing, etc.; lowest prices
we
for fine work;
guarantee satisfaction,
STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Fore and
Union Sts.janl8tf
old

1

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

SAVINGS BANK BOOK LOST.

LET.—The entire floor, up two flights
A. F. Hill & Co.’s clothing store. Twi
flue corner rooms will be let separate or togeth
er.
Inquire of A. F. HILL & CO., 500 Oon-

required

writing,
Revised Statutes, Chapter 47. Section
WE livJohn
J. Hernan, Jr., of Portland, Me.

over

have been

notified in

as

97

112, by
that his Deposit Book, No. 47,837, is lost and
that he desires a duplicate hook issued to him.
MAINE SAVINGSBANK.
by Alpheus G. Rogers. Treasurer.
Portland, Me., Dec. 28,1891. jan2t)law3wF

street.__20-1

OK KENT—The spacious and w'ell locate!
store No. 241 Middle, now occupied b;
Chenery & Co., as a wholesale fancy good;
establishment; also a manufactory connectei
therewith. Frontage about 20 feet, depth 81
BENJAM1I
feet. Possession Feb. 1, 1892.
SHAW, 51 Vs Exchange street.janlO-tf

TO

30-1

28-1

30-1

LET—A small tenement of six rooms 01
Bechet street. Price §13 per month. Ap
ply at 87 MU.NJOY ST.29-1

Morning.

match, 2, 3,

cat

LOST—A

Kennebei
LET—Early in the spring
street, near P. & It. K. R. depot, room
of
room
40x70, wel
with steam power, size
lighted, high posted, fit for manufacturing o:
20x70
each
two
rooms
most any kind. Also
with power.
Address CHAS. BERTRAND
Box 203. Woodfords.30-1
0 LET—Three very desirable tenements
centrally located; Prices, $9, $10 and $1!
per month; also for sale Chouses near Unioi
Station. J. C. WOODMAN, 105 1-2 Exchangi
30-1
street.

gress

Envelopes to
261 Middle street.

with white throat and
striped
white underneath, whoever returns the
same to 209 STATE ST. will be rewarded.

on

privati

Maine in the

Middle street,

201

5 and 10 cents.

a

THE

PAGE’S,
10c. Valentines, 3c.; 15c. Valentines, 5c,;
FOUND—At
25c. Valentines, 10c; 50c. Novelties for Valentines, 31c. and 34c.

in

ern

By Alpheus G. Rogers. Treas.
Portland, Mo„ Jan. 29,1892. jau30dlaw3wS

25-1

LET, with

ALL

Paper Printed on a New, Fast, "Webb Perfecting Press, and Delivered All Over West-

required

MAINE SAVINGS BANK.

TO LET.

TO

as

Braey, that his Deposit Book No. 35,793 is lost
and that he desires a duplicate book issued to

C'1

to

FOR

SAYINGS BANK BOOK LOST.

a
on us.

board,
ROOM
family. Terms moderate. Reference;
Please address, A. W., at this office

READING

INTERESTING

Family Circle Every Day.

been
writing,
PICTURES! Those In want of
WE have
Revised Statutes, Chapter 47. Sectior
PICTURES!
good picture, for small amount of money 112, byJonathan Hanior,
Admr. Estate Geo. H.
by
Pictures framed
would do well to call

TO

AND

\

LOST AND FOUND.

per

with the plan of the same, cash on delivery o:
the deed if the price is accepted. To the City o:
Portland. PELEG BARKER, No. Ill Stati
27-1
street.

GIST._

DEPARTMENTS.

stenographer

as

persons
WANTED—All
hags to call at E. D.

CARD—Mr. John H. Grant is this day ad
mitted as a partner in our firm. HAS
KELL & JONES.
Portland, Me., January 1,1892.28-1

price

NEWS

and
who is
office accountant by young
bookkeeper;
an expert shorthand writer and
have also had some experience in newspaper
work. Best of references. Address Lock Box
25-1
16-16, Saco, Me.

history
the Dr. Graves. Sawtell and Ahny murders,
AGENTS
book

give me

FIRST-CLASS FINANCIAL A! MARINE

_26-1

Press Office.

Liberal terms to canvassers:
previous experience not requisite. Correspondence invited.
PROVIDENT AID SOCIETY,
Portland, Me._,ian20-S
features.

ail

business than he

part or all of his business or take new
capital in. Business established and goons in
demand.
Pays large profit. Address U-55,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
=======

FOR SALE.

LET—Very desirable rooms at 457 Cum
berlana street.18-4

mO BE LET—The elegant residence of thi ;
X late N. C. Sawyer, in Peering. is offerei
for lease for a term of years; possession givei
immediately. Inquire of E. A. NOYES, Treat
Public Library, 85 Exchange St.2-tf
0 LET—One or two flats in building No. 2:
Portland Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA. ( ;
oct7-tf
Hanfortli

street._

Both the Same.

the

one

B., Phess office.__26-1
more
WTANTED—A manufacturer having
wishes to

Reserve

COMPLETELY COVERED.

To the

dress A.
V v
sell

Fields

State

man to

28.37-1
hotel man who thoroughly

room

life
\\TANTED.—Agents wanted for reliable
tt
insurance, cheapest known; only 25 sin-

and

Local

GREEN ST.28-1

WANTED—An

AGENTS.

WANTED to

ADVAMGE, $7.00.

«

collect and
energetic
solicit. Good references w'anted. CHAS.
57
Exchange street,
STANSFIELD, Supt.,

“No,” said Briggs, “Ican’tplaypoker. When
I get a good hand I can’t help looking happy.”
“On such an occasion,” said Braggs, “i car
keep my face straight hy thinking of what mj
wife will have to say to me when I get home.”
—Indianapolis Journal.

profusely illustrated,

EM

Full and Complete Telegraphic News.

~\%TANTED—Two Scandinavian girls, would
like situations, would prefer places toVV
gether if possible, doing table and chamber
work, either city or country. Apply at rear of
103

tive

Daily

reference, ‘’CAPSICUM,” Press office, City.
’28-1

The verdict of the people is that Hall’s Hail
Eenewer cures grayness and baldness.

gle
iund. responsible

AT—:-:

PAID

MOT

bright American boy, of about

WANTED—A

zar.

since 1885.

r--—

_

Made
it.”
I
“Dear me! Why. this chair is awful!
couldn’t sit on it five minutes, I never sat on
such an uncomfortable tiling in my life!’’
••Exactly, madarne. That is just the idea.
You see, it is made for callers,”—Harper’s Ba-

total

Page

Six Dollars a Year if Paid In Advance.

18 years, to learn the apothecary’s busiA good chance, both for learning and
ness.
Address with
advancement for the right one.

“Mr.
Upholsterer, I would like to buy a nice
reception chair. Something new.”
“We have just the thing, madarne. Here it is.

assessments

Eight

family,

land, Me.28-1
girl for general housework.
Apply at once at DR. WHIDDEN’S, 033
28-1
street.
Congress

For Callers.

Plush goods and albums, skates and skatf
straps. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Con
gross streets._12-3
ACTION—Ladies beware of the many worth
less substitutes of Flora A. Jones’ famou;
Blush of Roses. Get the genuine article. Fric<
75 cents. Take no substitute. Y'OUR DRUG

Cl

a situation in Portcan come as one of the
the house or in the care of an
and where she can have a

to assist about
old or feeble person,
portion of her time to study. References given
Address Miss K., No. ah Brown street, Port-

it my duty to say a few words in regard
to Ely’s Cream Balm, and I do so entirely without solicitation. I have used it more or less
half a year, and have found it to he most admirable. I have suffered from catarrh of the worst
kind ever since I was a little boy and I neve:
hoped for cure, but Cream Balm seems to do
even that.
Many of my acquaintances have
used it with excellent results.—Oscar Ostrum,
45 Warren Ave., Chicago, 111.

An

young lady, 18

A

WANTED.—Situation.
years of age, wants
w'here she

ONLY (HESS

UTL

WANTED—To

I feci

pistols?’

the bearer of a communication to you
from your antagonist to which I beg
your earnest attention.’
“I handed him the note, which he read
with a frown on his face. He threw it
down on the table, and said: ‘The fellow
is trying to get out of this thing. I won’t
accept his note.’
“I at once arose and buttoned up my
coat.
‘Baron,’ said I with all the dignity I could assume, ‘I will remind yon
that you put yourself unreservedly in
in
my hands. In view of your remark
reference to this note I must at once
withdraw from this affair.’

statements tor merchants, lawyers
ees ; lind and correct errors in trial balances, or
No
any work pertaining to bookkeeping.
Address,
objection to working evenings.
I’.
O.
Box.
1775,30-1
BOOKKEEPER,
loan *10, *20. §30, §50, 8100
to *10,000, in city and vicinity, on furniture, pianos, organs, libraries,horses, carriages,
diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes and
pay off furniture leases. Business confidential.
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., 185
Middle street, room 0, second floor.20-1

an

Sells for 10 cents. Send 10 cents for sample
and terms.
JOHN J.
LANE, Publisher,
11-4
Laconia, N. H.

am

book-

competent double-entry
WANTED—A
keeper will post books, make bills and
and assign-

friends.—Fanfulla.

tended.
“The Brazilian read the note and said
he did not like it. At last he said,
‘Major, yon are a military man; if yon
were in my place would you sign that
note?’
“Boys, I meant all I said when I answered, ‘I certainly would.’
“So he signed the note, and after mutual expressions of good will, I returned
to the baron.
“I found him with a bottle of wine before him smoking a cigar. He jumped
up when I entered and said:
‘Well, major, which is it, swords or

‘Baron,’ said I deliberately, ‘I

WANTED.

tor

IDE SHTE PRESS

SALE—Household goods nearly new
sale Monday and
Tuesday. February
2nd, at 35 BROWN

FORwill be sold at 1st
private
dnd

STREET.__30-ia

OR SALE at cost I have a few imported
anti domestic overcoatings, suitings and
tc
trouserings left which I will sell at cost,
make room for Spring goods. Perfect fit or 11c
FEED W. GEOSSTUCK, 10 Free
money.

1,1
1

30-1

street.

_

Just reSALE—Molasses and Tea.
ceived a choice new Ponce, Porto Rice
molasses, first of the season; if you like line
that
goods we have it; also the fourth lot offlatter
famous 50c tea. We are receiving very
the
quality anc
ing testimony in regard to
strength of this tea. If you have not tried i1
H.
call for sample free. GEO.
LORD, 272 Congross street.__29-1
SALE—Or exchange for small house,
purchaser giving mortgage for differenee,
no cash required, a gentlemen’s brick residence,
every modern improvement, property valued al
$85()0, near High street; also two pieces ol
rented property that pay about 14 per cenl
W. P. CARR, Real Estate,
on investment.
29-1
Room 6, second floor, 185 Middle St.

FOK

>

AN UNRIVALLED FAMILY WEEKLY,

FOR

She—What is

way?
He—As

a

a

r mures—A uozen

men.—r..v:uange.

“40 Orange St., Brooklyn, N. Y., 1
Feb.

11,1890.

TheOld Standard FamllvMedicIne.
ft. regulates the bowels, assists digestion
and cures those diseases arising from a dis
ordered stomach or liver, such as: Const*
potion. Biliousness, Indigestion, Loss o
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN,
Price, 35c., 50c., and $1.00. At all druggists,
t-v-i

FROM MRS. HENRY WARD BEECHER

Pronrifltors.

Dr. J. F- TRUE & CO., Auburn, Maine
TT&S&wtl4

jylG

)

“I have used Allcock’s Plasters for some
years for myself and family, and, as far as able
for the many sufferers who come to us for as
sistance, and have found them a genuine relie:
for most of the aches and pains which flesh is
heir to. I have used Allcock’s Plaster:
for all kind of lameness and acute pain, and b]
frequent experiments, find that they can contro
many cases not noticed in your circulars.
“The above is the only testimonial I have eve:
given in favor of any plaster, and if my nami
has been used to recommend any other it i:
without my authority or sanction.”
Mrs. Henry Ward Beecher.
Guest—See here waiter; I ordered a youn;
duck and you have brought a tough old hen.
Colored waiter—No, sah, dat war a duck; bu
de duck egg was incubated by a lien, sah, aud
when de duck came out, he done gone assume
de proclivities of a ben, sail.—New Yorl
Witness.
Constitutional or scrofulous catarrh, sore eye:
etc., sureiy cured by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
in rags asked alms in a publie
thoroughfare. A gentleman gave him two soldi
and said:
“You might at least take off your liat whei
*
you beg,”
man

SALE—Horse seven years old, weigh5
In good condition; kind ii
every respect; will stand without hitching, anc
easy driver. Owner lias no use for her. and wil
sell horse, harness and sleigh for $110.00, oi
horse separate for $85.00. Can be seen at 20c
28-tf.
Franklin street.

10 51.

established

(nodding toward pretty girl with a
dozen men talking to her)—Yes, she’s deuced
pretty and smart and rich, but there are some
things about her I don’t like.
Tuxedo—Indeed? What are they?
I

SALE—One Traverse Runnel
29-1
ST.

THE SEWS OF THE WEEK COMPLETELY GIVES.

FOR925 pounds.

it is indisfrom what they call the

general thing

Fuldres

Pages filled with interesting and Valuable
Reading Matter.

PUNG
Pung at 269 COMMERCIAL

writer’s cramp, any-

tinguishable
pangs of hunger.—Life.

A poor

FOR

Twelve

;

Foul
SALE—And Storage To Let.
1
single second liand sleighs, some old comforts in plush and green cloth, prices from «li
to 335; 1 set light driving harnesses at a barsleigns al
gain : also storage for carriages and
FEItNALl) S
stable. «97 Congress street.

If You Read the MAINE STATE PRESS You
Will be Well informed on the Leading
Topics of the Day

SALE—One of tho
1'jlORjobbing
provision markets
of
located

IN

ITlOR

SAWYER.__fiS-1
wholesale
best

am

in the city o;
the prmcipa
on one
Boston, and
no
restrictions; new
streets; live year lease au<l
beef

refrigerator having
also horse
of reasons

a

capacity

of

one

car

and butcher’s wagon if wanted. Best
given for selling. Address i O. Bos

1(113, Portland.

STATE, NATION, FOREIGN COUNTRIES, and the WORLD OF ART and LITERATURE.

Me.___-1'1

SALE—Elegant tone Upright Cabinet
Grand Pianoforte, 7 1-3 octoves ; used but
six months: good as new; warrantee frommakei
of 7 years. Will he sold at a great sacrifice as
This is a genuine bar
owner is going away.
gain. Address C- this office._
SALE—At a great bargain, a moderr
Mansard roof house on corner lot; 11 rooms

THE BEST MARINE NEWSPAPER IN MAINE.

IVOR

1,101;
and cold water, bath

room, hot water heat
situated in
ing and a ll modern improvements;
near FortSnmnei
Hill,
best locality on Munjoy
Park. Inquire of A. C. LlBBYr, 42Vn Exchang(

If you are a Parmer you Want the Paper to Keep
You Posted on Prices of YOUR PRODUCTS.

hot

only
Or'sELF-PBESEItVATION-AMwand
on NERVOUS and

Gold Modal PRIZE ESSAY
PHYSICAL DEBIUTV)°f
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, OM all MlbEASES
and WEAKNESSES cf MAN* 1300pages,cloth,
only $1.00
gilt; 1-25 invalnabla preacripaona.
Iv mall, doable Bor.led. .descriptive Prospectus with endorsements STRFF1
SEND

$atMS.

r]f |L!now.

2°-1

St.

grocer, 291 Coil
for 12c qt., 40(
cress St sells Sniff-Kraut
gallon He challenges any dealer in the city tr
Sole agen
tho
for
money.
Tea
50c
match his
for Arabian Coffee._26-1
OR-SALE—The line residence. No. 41
Thomas street. Modern and first class ii
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY
Its appointments.
No. 243 Commercial street._janl2-tt

FOR

SALE—Whitney

the

No. WuT&sZ
«raediAef®£,
SALE—A two storied house,
and Monument streets.
Beaton, Maos.
IIOBSheridanMONUMENT
The Peabody Medical Institute has many
87
_

inn.

Herald.
tntora, but no equal.
The Science of Life, or Self Preserva ion, » a
^c*a<*
treasure more valuable than
MOyi
man, and learn tc
every WEAK tad NERVOUS
(Copyrighted.]
fcs STRONG •— Medical Remeio*
decs
sod&wly
—

the

house;

]7lOR

cornero:

Apply

a

STREET.__tE4_

kale:—At cost, rather than carry

ovei

■i
Trousen
,nv pall and YVlnter Woolens.
fron
from Su up, Suits from .?20 up. Overcoats
or
no
Good
fit
money
for cash only.
S20
F YV GROSSTUCK. 10 Free street. jan2-7

uii,

TWO DOLLARS a Year; ONE DOLLAR tor Six Months; FIFTY CENTS
for Three Months; and 25 Cents for Trial Subscription of Six Weeks.

C0„
Address, POSTLAND PUBLISHING
Street,
97 3E8:x:o:i3.£t:n.®e

PORTLAND,

....

MAINE.

Eock Island.. 9214
St. Louis & San Frau.
do ptd.
do 1st.
St. Paul. SO® s
do ptd.124y3
St. Paul, Minn. & Mann.113Va
St. Paul & Omaha. 40%

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Quotations

do

of Staple Products in the

Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy- Sterling
Exchange Quiet and Steady Government
and

Firm—Stocks Opened Weak; Closed

Quiet, but Firm at Fractional Declines
from first Prices.

do

Mexican.
Best & Belcher.

Horn Silver.
Con. Gala. & Va.

Ophir.

Michigan

Highest.

BO

49%

Lowest..

July.

May
101%
102%
101%
101%

Closing. 50
Friday’s quotations.

11 Vo

98%

Opening.101%
Highest.102%

99

983/g
98‘/s

Lowest.101%

Closing...102V8
.Tam

Feb.
49%
50%
49%
4934

BO
51

Lowest. 4934
Closing. 4934

Feb.

7VaC.

Eggs—Eastern extras @2Gc; fancy near-by
stock higher: firsts 25*—c; extra Vermont and
New Hampshire at—*26c; Western 25*260;
Michigan firsts 25c; held stock at 18" 20c;
limed 17*180. Jobbing prices are lc higher.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice
to
16*18e: fowls 13c; fair
good at 10*12; Western ary packed turkeys,
choice 14* —c; fowls 10*12c; chickens 13*
14o.

Beans—N Yk hand-sicked pea, 1 95@$2; marrow pea, $1 90*1 95; choice screen pea, 1 60*
170; hand-picked med. 1 85*1 90; choice yellow eyes, 1 85*1 90; California pea beans,2 20
@2 30; hand-picked. 2 30*2 40.
Seed—Timothy, 1 55*1 65;red top, 1 75@$2;
Western Jersey, 2 00*2 25; clover, 8*9c;Huu-

garian, 90c*$i.
Hay—Choice, 19$*19 50;
fair to to good at $15*917;

some fancy higher;
Eastern fine, $12*
4.
$14; poor to ordinary
Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at
1 37V2S1 50
bbl; choice Vt and northern N
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars 45 If hu;
rose 45c; Houlton Hebrous 50e; Aroostook Hebrons 45c.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 1 50*1 65; Maine
and N. H. choice Baldwies. i 65*1 75; Greetings 1 50*1 62 y» ; Kings $2*2 50.

48 L/4
49 V*

48%
49%

Chicago Cattle Market,

(By Telegraph)

CHICAGO,Jan. 29,1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 8000; shipments 3000; slow and
steadv tff shade lower; good to prime steers at
4 50*5 20; others at 3 00**4 25; stockers at
2 00*3 30; cows 1 40*2 85.
Hogs—receipts 30,000; shipments 12,000:
active ;opened 1 higher and closed 5*10 lower;
rough and common 4 2^*4 35 ;mixed and packers at 4 45*4 55; prime heavy and butchers’
weights 4 60*4 65; light 4 40*4 55.
Sheep—receipts 5000; shipments 600; unsettled; sheep steady; lambs lower;native ewes at
3 00*4 00; mixed at 4 60*5 00;wethers 5 00*
5 30; Westerns
Lambs 5 25*6 25.

May

49%
49%
49%
49%

May,

—

Domestic Marktes.

(By Telegraph.)

40

NEW YOEK,Jan,29,1892.—The Flour market-receipts 19,828 packages; exports 18,611
bblsand 8,961 sacks; dull and heavy; sales

41%

J.O.*

Jan.

Opening.

Lowest....

91

CORN.

May

41 yj
41

Opening.
Closing.38%
New York Stock and

Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
The

following

to-day’s closing quotations

of Government securities;
New 4’s
New 4’s

Jan. 27.

reg.116

Jan. 28
116

coup.116

United States 2s reg.100
Central Pacific lsts.106%
Denver & R. G. 1st.} 17
Erie 2ds.3 06%
Kansas Pacific Consols.109%
Oregon Nav. lsts.
Kansas Pacific lsts.107
Closing quotations of stocks:

Adams Express.148
American Express.117
Central Pacific. o4
Ches. & Ohio.- 2b
Chicago & Alton-.... --100
Chicago & Alton preferred-tbO
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.. 109%
Delaware til Hudson Canal Co.. 125%
Delaware. Laekawana 64 West..l4bVt
Denver & Bio Grande. 18%
Erie. 31%
Erie preferred. 72%
Illinois central.109%
Ind., Bloom 6i West.
Lake Erie & West. 22%
I.ake Shore.122%
Louis & Nash. 74%
Manhattan Elevated.llbVt
Michigan Central... 108%
9
Minn. & St. Louis.
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 20%
Missouri Pacific. 63%
New Jersey Central.1153/*
Northern Pacific common. 24
Northern Pacific pfd. 67%
Northwestern.118%
Northwestern pfd.145%
New York Central.115%
New York. Chicago & St- Louis. 20
do pfd. 78Vs
Ohio & Miss. 22 %
Ont. & Western. 19%
North American. 16%
Pacific Mail. 22%
Pullman Palace.187

Beading.41%

100
106
117

106%
109
11'
107 lf

closed lower and less active; No 2 at 50@51c
cfoi);No2 Wliite —c;
elev, 51@62e afloat,
No 3 at 48i548y3c; steamer mixed at 49:850%.
busli:
exports 187 bush;
Oats—receipts 72,775
sales 76.000 bush; opened higher, closing dull
and weaker ;No 3 at 35; White do 38c; No 2 at
35%®37c: White do at 38% 5 38% c; No 1 at
36%c ; do Wliite at 40e;Mixed Western at 35:8;
37e; White do 37%@42c; White State 87%@
42c; No 2 Chicago 30% .u 37c. Coffee—Eio firm
with fair demand; No 7 at 137s. Sugar—raw
quiet and steady; refined easier and quiet; outside quotations are those posted by the trust;
inside figures cover rebate; No 6 at 3 9-10,8
3 11-160 ;No 7 at 3 7-10 5 3 9-10c;No 8 at 3 % 3J
3%c; No 9 at 33/8(53%c; Nolo at 3 5-10@
3 7-16c;No 11 at 3% 53
c; No 12 at 3 3-16®
3 5-16c; No 13, 3 3-16@3 5-16; oft A
;
Mould A 4V8@4Vic; standard A at454y8c;
Confectioners’ A 37b@4c; eut loaf at SicZoVsc;
crushed at 5(3,5 c; powdered 4V8@4i4 c; granulated 4541* e; Cubes at 4 3-16(5 4 5-16c. Petroleum quiet and steady; .unitedat at 62c.
I'ork unchanged and quiet; Beef quiet; beef
hams dull; tierced beef quiet; cut meats firm
and fairly active; middles firm.
Lard about
steady and dull; Western steam closed 6 8272 ;
city steam 6 40; refined firm; Continent at 7 00
Butter is quiet and firm;
(37 20;SA770.
State dairy 18@26c; Western factory at 1 @
23%c; cnn at21!g32e; Elgin at 32; rolls 16@
21c.Cheese in moderate demand and flrmjState
—

148
1 J.7
d4
2b
10-'

160
110

12bV
145

17V
Sl%
72V
109V
22V
123V
b>

117V
100
9

21
64

116
24*'
68V 1
118ft
141

115V

at

20

78V !
2232
19V
16V
39V
187

413/

and quality.
Labrador herring 6 50 ©- bbl;
do 7 00: Nova Scotia do 87 50;

Newfoundland
Eastport $3Vi;

gal.; medicine oil
G5c; blaekfish oil 60c; menhaden oil 26c; livers
33c W

Liver do

dry do 816;
S3.

Cotton Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet and unchanged; sales 267 bales;
do
Gulf at 5V2C; good
at
5VaC;
ordinary uplands
ordinary stained at 4c/ac; middling uplands at
7VaC; do Gulf 7%c;do stained 7 1-16.
NEAV ORLEANS, Jan. 29, 1892.—The Cotton
market is easy; middling 7c.
CHARLESTON. Jan. 29,1892.—The Cotton
market is fil-m; middling 7c,
SAVANNAH, Jan. 29, 1892,-The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 6%e.
MOBILE, Jail. 9,1892.—Tile Cotton market
is quiet; middling 6ys c.
MEMPHIS. Jan. 29,1892—The Cotton marYORK, Jan. 29,

NEAV

1

market is

easy; nuuuuugs

/ c.

,

9@12%c; fancy 11%@12.

Freights to Liverpool weak and dull; grain
per steam 3L/2d.
CHlCAGO.Jan. 28,1892-Tlie Flour market
is steady and unchanged. Wheat closed easy
and lower; No 2 Spring wheat at 86%c; No 2
Eed89l/2C. t orn closed lower; No2at3S%c.
Oats lower; No 2 at 28%@29c; No 2 White -.

.15025 Char.

..

I .80@«|

I.

Co. .7 00®7
I.X..9 2509
Chj1'Terne.G 000 8

^ Antimony...

2 2502 60
OfflSi
Sheila'c ......sWo1

Portland & Rumford Falls Railway.

60
600 8 00

In

^ne-v-7 15%
Iodine'...... 3 750* f bolder%x%
Molasses.
Ipecac
l.ieone"' rt.. .'.150.20 Porto Paco.30040
I m ex" .....-34040 Barbadoes.32033
....8

IiidiEO

c®f

Nails.
OOjgfco t
Cask,cut,-1 90@2 00
ooite 60
60
2 16(^2 2*>
wire...
25&3
Peppt'.* 7...3
Naval Stores.
Winter"reen2 00^2 121
»bbl.
..a
6aft:« 76
Potass^r'mde..28033
<ill 1 orate.17^1.8|Ooa,i tai... .6 25a rt 50
Pitch.
001
.3
25
.2
85,^3
(jrvy/.s
Iodide
-3 O(,(0:t 5
Quicksilver,
Homo
3
oo®4 00
Quinine.31088
.39049
Rlieubarb. rt.75c®l 60

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

...

••$#25 Si/14011'

For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

P«PJ®tme,gal.

Oil;
Saltpetre.lOi.^10
Seima ...26030 Unseed.38043

Canary seed.... 40 4% Boiled.41 (a 40
Cardamons 1 0001 7J Sperm. 9001 00

•‘Castoria is so well adapted to children that
recommend it as superior to any prescription
II. A. Archer, M. D.,
known to me.”
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

■

I

®hj4 Whale.6o0b«
Bank.40^45
Sal.2Vs@3
Sulphur.3V403*. Shore.360,40
SuLar lead.20022 Poraie.360-10
White wax.. ..68100 Lar3.00070
Soda, by-carbS11/.

*
*
The use of Castoria is so universal and
a work
its merits so well known that it seems
it. Few are> tne
endorse
to
of supererogation
do not keep Castoria
who
families
intelligent
within easy reach.”
Carlos Martyn, D.D.,
New York City.
Church.
Late Pastor Bloomingdale Reformed

Vitrol blue... .8 i«10 Castor.1 2501 35
Vanilla,bean ..810018 Neatsfoot ,.90c@l 00

«*

Blame.26050

Duck.

Wheat at 7s

lld@7s ll%d; Mixed American
Cheese 57s 6d.

Portland Wholesale Mar ket.

■

....

....

3s..
Produce.
Cne Cran’s. 6 50®8 50
2 00®2 15
Pea Beans
Medium do.
Ger. med.. .1 75®2 10|
Yellow Eyes.l 75®2 00
Cal. Pea... .2 6e®2 75
Irish Potat’s 45® 50c
2 50®3 00
Sweets
■

....

Onions—Natives.2 65®2 75
14® 15c
Geese.
Chickens... 15®17ib
Fowls. 13® 14c
Turkeys.... 17® 18c
Apples,
No 1 Bald1

van

Oil.

Kerosene, Portland ref. pet... 6yj

Ligonia.6V3

Centennial.6y2
Pratt’s Astral.. 8y2
Devoe’s brilliant 8V2
Raisins.

Muscatel.... 1 60@2 00
London lay’r2 00®3 50
Ouuura lay’r.8 @9%
Valencia.
0V2®7
Sugar.
Ex-qual’ty fine
granulated... .47-16
Standard do... 4%
Extra C. 3%
..

Seed.

rrr/3'.o ADI On! Tnn

1 OA'/iO

AA

Timothy.. .1 55@1 60
8@ lOelClover.10 @14

ating.2 26@2
P'ib-.

50

Lemons.
.4 00@5 00
Palermo

Butter.

Creamery.28@30

Messina.... 4 00@4 75 Gilt Edge Vr’mt.27@29
Choice.20@21
Oranges.
Valensia—4 50@B 00 Good.19@20
.2 50®3 25 Store.18@19
Florida
Cheese.
Malager gpesO 50@8 00,
IN. Y. fct'ry.12 @13%
Eggs.
Eastern ext... .25@26 Vermont. .12 @13
Held.21@221 Sage.14 @14 V»
...

Limed.20@21

Leather.

Bread.

New York—

PiotSnp.7%@8
do sq.5%@6
5
Crackers
@6
....

Coal.

Cumherland.4 50@5
Acadia.
6
Chestnut....
Franklin. 7
6
Lehigh
..

00

Light.19@20
Mid weight... .21 @'22
Heavy.22@23
Slaughter.31@

2

Good d’mg.19@20
00 Am. calf.60@70
Lumber.
50
00 S’th pine.... $30@$40

Clear pineCoffee.
Rio, roasted... .10@21 Uppers.$58@60
do.29@30
Java
Select.$46@52
Coogerage.
Hhlid shooks & lidsMol. city. -1 80@1 90
SiiK.eouut’y 90c@
Country Mol.
hlidshooksl 15@1 20
hlid hdgml
32 in.
24@26
Spruce35in 20@22
Soft piue36 20@*22
...

Hardpne3

2
H oons 14 ft.
Hoops 13 ft.
Hoops 8ft.

25@30

Fine common. ,S38@4u

Spruce...®13@14
Hemlock.$11@12

Clayboards-

Spruce, X.S36@38

Clear.|34@35
2d clear.S2o®28

1..?15@20
Pine.$25@o0
Shingles—
X cedar.... 3 5 0@3 75
Xo

Clear cedar. 3 oo@J 25

XNol.....2 00@2

50
50

cedar..1 25@1
60
Spruce.1 25@1 2o
Cordage.
20@2
Laths,spce..2
Amer’n © ftlO%@ll
Lime-Cement.
Manilla_ 12@14
Lima,W csk. 1 00@1 06
Manilla holt
Cement.1 40@1 cO
@14
rope.
Matches.
Russia do.. 17@18
30
Sisal.914@10V4 Star .P1 gross
o9@4G
and.
Dingo.
Dyes.
I
Drugs
Meatls.
Acid Oxalic-1 '2® 14
Acid tart.40@42
CoppgrAmmonia.15@20 14@48 com... 00@19
19
Ashes, pot.... 6»4 @ 8 Polished copper.
35
Bals copabia.. .6r@70 14x48 planished.
2C
Bolts
Beeswax.35@40
6 Y M sheath....
Blch powders...
27
Borax.12@14 Y M Bolts..
Brimstone.
.2%@ 6 Bottoms.?8@JC
Cochineal.40'a;43 Ingot.13vS!l4
No 1

•-

..

Copperas.1
Cream
Ex

2

tartar.... 30^361

■

■

Sour

.— in mm

..

——

miii n

WiiiaintrnrTiiTTrr-irr'Tri

ii

.<iO@7U Pipe.U

ia6V2

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
FROM

TIME

FOR

Caracas.New York.. Laguayra Jan 30
Adirondack.. .New York..Kingston,&e Jan30
Santiago.New York.. Hav & Mex. Jan 30
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool .Jan 30
..

Allianca.New York.. Rio Janeiro. Jan 30
Ailer.New York. .Bremen... .Jan 30
Amsterdam.. .New York. .Rotterdam .Jan 30
New York.. Havre.Feb 2
La Bretagne
■grave.New York.. Bremen.... Feb 2
Majestic.New Yolk. .Liverpool. .Feb 3
City of Chicago New York.. Liverpoo 1.. Feb 3
Waeslaud_Now York.. Antwerp... Feb 3
City AlexandriaNew York.. Havana-Feb 3
Peimland.New York.. Antwerp... Feb 3
Marcia.New York. .Rio Janero Feb 3
Rugia.New York. -Hamburg .Feb 4
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool.. Feb 0
Aurania.New York. .Liverpool. .Feb 6
Ems__• New York.. Bremen.... Fab 6
City WashingtnNew York.. Hav&Mex.. Feb 6
Arizona .New York. .Liverpool. .Feb 6
Feb (5
Aurania-.. New York.. Liverpool
Ems.New York.. Bremen.... Feb 6
New York. Rotterdam .Feb 6
Werkendam
Allianca.New York. .Rio Janeiro Feb 6
Venezula.New York. .Laguayra .Feb 10
Cieniuegos... .New York. .Cienfuegos .Feb 11
Vigilaneia_New York. .Rio Janeiro Feb 13
Alane.New York. .Kingston .Feb 13
Athos.New Yrork. .Costa Rica .Feb 19
Valencia.New York. Laguayra .Feb 20
..

..

BRIDGEPORT—Ar 28th, sell Leora M Thur
low, Roberts. Norfolk.
,_
Slcl 27th, seh Kennebec,
FALL RIVER
Walls. New York.
Sid 28th, sell W O Snow, for Philadelphia.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 28th, seh M K Rawley,
Port

Royal.

Sid 28tli, sells Olive Branch, and Marcellus,

Sid 28th,
£0DUTCH°1SLAND HARBOR—
and Lulu Everett,

sells
Alfred Keen, Baker,
Sawyer,
adMcF
J
Lmdsey,
Rockland for New York; S
do for
den; John P Kelsey, and G M Bramard,
foi
Thomaston
do; Eliza Lavenseller, Keller,
do; Minnie C Tayler, Quinlan. Portland for do;
for
do;
Laina Cobh. Falkingham. Millbridge
T W Allen, Clark, Calais for do; Cora Louise,
Eugene Bordo,
Greenlaw, Boothbay for do;
Robinson, St George for Philadelphia.
S Allen, SodCarrie
seh
NEWPORT— In port,
erstrom, Portland for New York.
HIGHLAND LIGHT—Passed by 28th, sell
Dickey Bird, from Darien for Bath.
NOBSK A—Passed by 28th, seh Ella Erances,
N

VIN EYARI >H A VEN—In port 27th, sells Geo
E Dale, Telegraph, Zamora, Chas E Seare, Nellie F Sawyer, Elizabeth M Cook, Nelhe J Dius-

nlSALEM—Ar 26th, sell H H Chamberlain, from

Portland, (see Mem.)

if

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

I5IU IUI iVIlIV,

J'.-v,

J.„,

Arrangement.

Fall and Winter

On and after Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland. Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
ancl Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. g^Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.

je20-dtf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
—

LINE FOR

uu.-.u-.-u,-

lett, New York.
......
In port Dee 31, ship R E Thomas, Nichols, for
New York
Arat Talcahuano Jan 22d, barque John S
Emery, Wooster. New York.
Sid fm Havre Jan 22, ship Geo Stetson, Murphy, Baltimore.
Sid fm Liverpool Jan 20th, barque St James,
Burnham, New York.
Sid fm Departure Bay Jan 22d, barque Sea
King, for San Franciseo.
Ax at Pernambuco Jan 3, sch Benj Fabens,
Condon, Eio Janeiro.
Ar at St Thomas prev to Jan 19, brig Sullivan,
Hastings, from Terceira, WI.
Cld at Zaza Jan 16th, barque Henry Norwell,
Perry, New York.
Slit fm Cienfuegos 22d mst, brig J F Merry,
Bradley. New York via St Jago.
Ar at Caibarien Jan 22, sch Ella G Eells, Linnell, Pascagoula.
Sid fm Havana 23d, sch Martha T Thomas,
Smith, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Cardenas Jan 17th, barque Miranda,
Smith, Philadelphia; seh Carrie E Look, Look,
Mobile: 18th, Ariadne, Colby, Philadelphia;
22d, D D Haskell, Haskell, New York.
Old 18th, sells Sallie POn, West, for Mobile j

—

California, Japan, China, Central and South
America and Mexico,
foot of Canal street,

From New York, pier

Foreign Ports.

—

ancl all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobello and
on.
St. Andrews, N. B.

PP0RTSM<JUTH-Sld

28th, seh Cyrus Chamberlain, Rockland.
Sid seh Independence, Case, Philadelphia.
Below 28th, sells Metropolis, and Beniamin T
Crocker, from Deer Isle for Boston; Ebeu H
King. Eastport for New York.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 26th, sell Nettle B Dobbin,
from Boston for Jonesport.
Ar 28th. seh Celina, Murray, Baltimore for

FOR

—

M^lRUNTE NEWS
PORT OP PORTLAND.

jsortn ruver, iur d»u-riauumcu
mus of Panama.

via

mo

mm-

For Japan and China,
COLON.sails Saturday, Jan. 30, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA.sails Wednesday, Feb. 17, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
Agents.
apply to or address the General Eastern
*
E. A. ADAMS & CO
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO

Tin—

logwood.... 12 a/161 Straits.22^24

Gumarabic.. ,70@1 22 [English........23@25

—

from our correspondents.

WISCASSET, January 29—In port, steamer
Sagadahoc; schs City of Augusta, E C Allen,
Emma S Briggs, Lawrence Haines, Ira D Sturgis. Franklin. Boxer, Wm E Leggett, Pearl, D L
Sturgis, .las H Deputy, Millie Washburn, Newell B Hawes, and Niger, hauled up; below, schs
Douglas Hayues, and Hope Hayues, do.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar at Havre Jan 28, ship Cora, Ray, fm New
Orleaus.
Ski fm Trapani Jan 23, ship Annie M Small,
Howes, Gloucester.
Ar at Pernambuco Jan 7th, barque Herbert
Fuller, Nash, Cardiff.

Notice io Marriners.
Office U. S. Lighthouse Inspector, )
>
First District.
Portland. .Tan 29,1892. )
Notice is hereby given that the fog bell machinery at Half-wav Rock Light Station, Maine,
is disabled. It will be repaired as soon as possible.
By order of the L. II. Board,
Frank Wildes.
Commander, U. S. N„
Inspector 1st. L. H. Dist.
Memoranda.
Sell Lucy A Davis, Loriug, from New Orleans
for Baltimore, which put into Beaufort with loss
of sails, lias obtained new sails and proceeded
Jan 28th.
Boothbay Harbor, Jan 29—Sch Cehna, Murray, from Baltimore for Portland, arrived here
yesterday with loss of headgear. She will proCtJtJU

LU J. UXLltUUlILX LU vv

ui

a,

LUfc.

28—Sell M K Rawley, from
Providence,
Port Royal, SC, which arrived here tills afteroff. Long Island, was struck
2Gtli,
noon, reports,
hy a terrific gale, the waves sweeping over the
the
vessel was covered with
and
noon
hy
deck,
ice. The anchors were frozen fast to the bows,
foresail and foretopsail blown away. Put into
Wickford in the evening with crew thoroughly
exhausted. When she reached port the forcastle deck had eight inches ice on it.
London, Jan 28—Ship Anna Camp, Larsen,
from New York for Christiania, nas arrived at
Falmouth leaky.
Jan

Domestic Ports,
NEW YORK—Ar 28th, sch Ann Eliza, Medero, Baracoa 18 days; Greenleaf Johnson, Woodruff, Darien.
Old 28th, sch Annie Lord, Jordan, for Point-aPitre; Linaii C Kaminski, Woodbury, George-

town,

SC.

Passed Hell Gate 28tli, schs Edw Lameyer,
New York for Rockland; Jed Frye, do for Providence ; J G Pierson, do for New Bedford.
BOSTON—Ar 28th, sch Helen H Benedict,
Crockett, Norfolk.
Below, seh Nettie Cushing.
Cld 28th, barque Willard Mudgett, Crocker,
Buenos Ayres; sell J E Du Bignou, Turner, for
Belfast and Beaufort.
Sid 28th, sch Palestine.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 27tli, ship William J
Rotcii, Bray. Hakodate,
SAVANNAH—Ar 27th, seh Annie Bliss, from
Baltlmora.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 28th, sch Geo A McFadden, Malcdluison. Philadelphia.
BEAUFORT. NC—Sid 28tli, sch Lucy A Davis, Loriug, Baltimore.
CHARLESTON —Ar 27tli, sch Genevieve,

Godfrey, Pliiladelpliia.

,.

Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.
From Boston every

Maggie Dalliug, Balling, Philadelphia.

From Long Wharf. Boston. 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-lialf the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. B., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

Spoken.
Nov 23, lat
S, Ion 40 W, ship Ivy, Lowell,
from San Francisco for Queenstown.
Dec 4, lat 26 S, Ion 27 W, ship Frank Pendleton. Nichols, from New York for Calcutta.
Jan 1, Iat 8 S, Ion 34 W, ship Florence, Dnncan, from New York for San Francisco.

Trip 818.00.
included.
to
F. P. WING,
For freight or passage apply
Agent, 70 LongWharf, Boston.
and General
Treasurer
E. B. SAMPSON,
Manager, 83 State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
Mass.oct22dtf

46

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.
Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, PullCall on or address E. E.
man sleeping cars.
CTJERIEE. New England Agent Southern Pa192
cific Co.,
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
eod6m

janl9

BLUE

Finest

LINE.

and Safest Trains in the World
—BETWEEN—

New

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 15, 1891.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.30. 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.16. 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00,
Sundays -9.00,
12.15 night.
7.30 p. m..
10.30, 11.30 a. 111., 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 6.00 p.
m.. 12.15

night.

For Baltimore and 'Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.30 with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, din-

ing

car

5.00 p. m., 12.15

night.

Parlor cars on day trains-Sleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
dec22
ISLAND

Casco

commission.
Passage 810.00.
Meals and

dtf

STEAMERS.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER
rlav

and Bar Harbor at1 16 and 11.30

Vauceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and tll.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.16 and 11.30 p. m.j St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
*Runs daily, Sundays included. J.N lght express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or be-

yond Bangor,

on

Sunday mornings.
Quebec

Line.

White Mountains and

For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyans, St. Johnsbury, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; Jeffersou and Lancaster, 8.45 a. m.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 3.30 p. m. train
cific Coast points.
connects at Montreal with trains via “Soo”
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston. 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.; Montreal, Bridgton, etc.. 9.30 a.
m.; Farmington, Skowhegan and Lewiston,
12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor. Rockland,
etc., 12.30 p. m.; Waterville, Bath, Augusta
and Rockland, 5.35 p. m.; Farmington, Skowhegan, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.46 p. m.;
Montreal, Lancaster, Fahyans, Bridgton, 8.00
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
♦Sundays included.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
nov24dtf
Nov.
20,1891.
Portland,

Boston & Maine R. R.
In Effect October

4, 1891.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Sear boro Beacli, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
m., 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.: Old Orchard Beacli,
Saco, Biddeford. 7.00, 8.45.10.15 a. m., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.45
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. m., 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester^ Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. m.t
An

a an

in

WnpcMt.pi'.

(via.

Great

Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a- m.: Manchestei
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
in.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 17.00,
t8.45 a. m., §13.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations, 12.65, 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.: Amesbury, 9.00 a. m., 6.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lvnn, Boston, (t2.00 a. m. daily) t9.00 a.
m.. (§1.00 p. m. daily) te.OO p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.00 a. in.. ({9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. in., (*7.00 p. m. daily,)

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
tComiects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
§Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
{Western Division from North Berwick Sun-

Cl

and after Nov. 2, 1801, steamer MERRYCONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
a. m., for Portland and intermediate landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 2.20 p. in.
ISAIAH DANIELS,

ON

octldtfGeneral Manger.

A Famous
French Chef
“The very soul of
the stock-pot, and
stock-pot is

Liebig Company’s
Extract of Beef.”
Genuine only with signature. Invaluable in
improved and economic cookery. For Soups,
Sauces
Made
a n d
Dishes.
eodlrn

days only.

_

•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station, Congress street, and
at Commercial street station.
JAMES T. FURBER,
Vice Pres, and Gen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. and T. A., Boston
M. D. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.

octSdtf

PORTLAJR & ROCHESTER R. R.

Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F.XISCOMB,
General Agent.
Manager.

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

sep!6_dtf
■

uati

■ s&i

Calling

Outwards and

Homewards

From
From
Portland. Halifax.
Jan. 28. Jan. 30.
Jam 7.
SARNIA,
21.
LABRADOR, Feb. 11. Feb. 13.
27.
25.
Feb. 4.
OREGON,
Mar. 12.
18.
Mar. lo.
SARNIA,
24. |
26.
Mar. 3.
LABRADOR,
9.
17.
Apr. 7. ;Apr.
OREGON,
23,
31.
SARNIA.“ 21. |
Cabin, $40 to $60; Return, $80 to $110; Second Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.
Avonmouth Dock Direct.
From
From
Portland.
Avenmouth.
Steamship.
January 23. I DOMINION, I February 10.
From

Liverpool.

Steamer.

4.
18.

I

TORONTO,

| TEXAS,

1
| March

22.
7.

The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov23dtf
_Agents.

Line

Allan
Koyal

Mail

Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.
From

I

I

From

I

Dee.
14th Jan.

Parisian,
Sardinian,

ttMinniriitin

21st Jan.
4tli Feb.

5.30 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.

23rd Jan.
6th Feb.
20t.h

11th Feb. i Circassian, | 3rd Mar. | 5th Mar.
cattle
will
*S.
S. Numidian
carry
and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60. according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
steam‘
New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $05 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct, via Derry and

Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
dec24dtf
Galway.
SHO.

Maine Steam
For

sliip Company

^EW_YORK.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at G p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38. East River, New York, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, General Agent.
dU
novlO

m.,

12.30,

11.15 p.

m.

For Forest Avenue (Deerlng), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
T7

outn” fnr tho WmL

s*nrl

aL.

ITninn

Stutimi.

Worcester, for Providence aud New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany 11. K. for the West, and with the

New York All Kail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m. ; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35
p. m.

For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. CORD WELL, Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. WIG GIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent,
octo

__dtf.

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
On

and

At'ter MONDAY. Dec. 7,
Trains will run as follows:

1891.

DEPARTURES.

~

STATE lIE{SeiviceoIA“ie

__

a.

For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. in., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.30 and

From

Liverpool I Steamships | Portland. I Halifax.
31st

On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1391, Passentrains will Leave Portland:
Clinton, Ayer Junction,
or
Worcester.
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 *
m.
m. and 12.30 p.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterhoro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and

§er

Royal Mail Steamships.

at Halifax

*•

cooking

m.

TREIOYT AY# FOREST CITY Portland & Worcester Line.

1 ft Ml

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT

Sid 28th, sciis Isaac T Campbell, Wevmouth;
Clytie, Baltimore.
COOSAW, SC—Cld 28th, sch Charles C Dame,
Fisher, Baltimore.
NORFOLK—Sid 28th,schPhineas W Sprague,
Strong. St Lucia.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 28th, brig- Hattie M
once wrote:
Bain, Dumiiilg; Porto Cabello.
BALTIMORE—Cld 28tli, sch J S Hoskins,
is
Bennett, Deme.iara.
Cld 28th, sch Editli ORott,Warren, New York
finest
the
(and sailed.)
Sid 28tli, seh Samuel DUlaway, Boston
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th, schs R F Pettigrew, Morse, Demerara; S p Hitchcock, Blair,
Pensacola.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 28th, schs May
McFarland, Small, Philadelphia for Havana;
MVB Chase, Pinkham, New York for Savanf/
nah; Lois V Chaples, Grace, Amboy for Jack»
sonville.
Sailed, sch M V B Chase.
O
TON-A1STONING
27th, sell Ira E Wight,
Providence for Now York,
i
jamitf

p.

STEAMERS,

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,

TABLE, commencing Mon-

Nnvpnihpr 1

STAUNCH SEAGOING

THE

February

Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 5. 46, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. m.:
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefetlien’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. in.. 2.15. ji.m.
C. IV. T. CODING,
General Manager.
oct30dtf

$1.00.

FARE ORA

HOUSE WHARF.

TIME

Bound

room

Boston Steamers.

Bay Steamboat Company,
CUSTOM

m.

m.

RAILROADS.

ROYAL

p.

Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
a. m., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. m.;
and for Itangeley at 8.80 a. m.
Monmouth, Winthrop lteadfield and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; Via
Augusta, 7.15 a. in., 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30

to

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

T

FRIDAY, Jan 29.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Colby, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sell Cinderella. Fountain, Round Fond.
Sch Mary E, (Br) Ward, Boston for St Andrews, NB.
Sch Agricola, Whitaker, Boston.
Sell Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.
Sch Porter S Roberts, of Gloucester, Georges,
with 20,000 lps fish.
Cleared.
J H
Sch Mary Ellen, Mitchell, Camden
Blake.

m.

Ellsworth
p. m.

Steamship Co.

International

p.

Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. ill., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30

and 11.30 p.m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

STEAMERS.

—

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC, JAN. 30.

S&TMynrm

dec!2_

On and after November 29, 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. in.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and $11.30 p. m.
Dockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00

Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p.m.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. in., *1.15 and $11.30 p. m., ana on
Sundays only at 7 20 a. m.

....

Refined.2y8a2y± Pepper.---18(121
Norway.3%@4 0 Cloves.16@20
8;<gl Ginger.13@16
Cast steel....
German steel.@3%
Starcli._
Shoesteel.V2 Laundry.3V2@o
Gloss.3‘71 .e.712
Sheet Iron—
Tea.
Common.4 @4V2
H. C.4V2@5
Souchong.18@60
do
choice...
.36i@BO
Russia_13Vs@14
Japan.2S@3B
Galv.6 @7
Tobacco.
Ooolong.2St<t85
Best brands... .BOgOO Formoso.SogjBO
Lead.
Medium.30(«40
Common.25g30 Sheet.<3%@7t4
Natural leaf.

For several years I have recommended
*
Castoria,1 and shall always continue to
o so as it has invariably produced beneficial
results.”
Edwin F. Pardee, Id. D.,
The Winthrop,” 125th Street and 7th Ave.,
New York City.

The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New York.

Saleratus
6@5y2
Spices.
Loose.$10@13|
Straw.S BfglO I Cassia, pure.... 15 @ 17
Mace.7 6@80
Iron.
@2Vs Nutmegs.70ia;73
Common 2....

_

PORTLAND, Jan. 28,1892.
The markets are generally steady and firm
Potatoes are about
with a little more doing
5c lower. Maiager grapes 50c better.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
Grain.
Flour.
Superfine &
Corn, car lots.. .56®57
low grades.4 75®5 00 Corn, bag lots. .59®60
&
X Spring
Mea[, bag lots. .58®59
XXTpring.5 00@6 25 Oats,car lots.. .43®45
Oats, bag lots..46:5,47
PatentSprng
Wheat... 5 75@6 00 Cotton Seed,
car lots... ®27@27 50
Mich, str'ght
roller.5 37@5 62
bag lots. $28®29 00
clear do.. 5 15@5 25 Sacked Br’n
car lots.. ®21@22 00
StLouis st’gt
rooler.... 5 50®,5 65
bag lots. S23®24 00
clear do.. 5 25®5 37 Middlings. 822 a 2 00
Wnt’r wlieat
bag lots. ®23®26 00
Provisions.
patents... 5 50 5;5 75
Fish.
Pork, Bks.15 26®16 00
clear.. 15 50@15 25
Cod—I, a r ge
6 25@6 50
short ctsl5 25®15 50
Shore
Small do.. 5 00®5 25 Beef,extra
3 00@4 25
mess... 8 50® 9 00
Pollock
Haddock... 3 25®3 50, plate... 10 00® 10 50
Hake.2 00®2 50
ex-plate.10 50®11 00
Lard, tubs. 6Vj@ 7Va
Herring,box
14@18c tierces... 6U,® 7*
Scaled....
pails.... 6J/2®11
Mackerel, bl
Shore ls..$ 24®S26
pure leaf.loy2@ll
Shore 2s..8 14®S16 Hams-10
®10V3
docov’rd.ll ®liy2
Med. 3s.. .11 60@®13

Large

5 00&7
Blasting.... 3 60@4 50
Rochelle...
2 V2
Sporting.... 4 60sCkb
Rice.
Drop shot,25 lbs. .1 50
Carolina-5Vs@7
Buck, B, BB,
T. TT, F.1 75 Rangoon-5Va@6

Castoria cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea. Eructation,
Kills Y/orms, gives sleep, and promotes digestion,
Without injurious medication.

_

Jan. 29. 1892.—Quotations—
at 7s 10d®7s 10%d; Spring

Winter Wheat
Corn 4s 7Vad.

oz...’.12 Red
i!ur,e ground.7 00@7 50
7
..15
@7Vi
(a 3 Vs
Gunpowder—Shot.00 RngVeuRed3
Am Zinc....
00

8
xo

Pressep.Si 2@13

__Off

je37

r»;

■

a.

STAGE CONNECTIONS DAILV-From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buekfleld for M.
Sunnier and Turner; Can on for Peru, Dixtteld and Mexico; also for Brettun's Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN, Sunt,
Livermore.

3
.1

■

m,

___

....38040
Morphine... BSa2*<> Boiling.
()il heriramot4 00®4
1 1001 35 * alley Ponce
.39040
Cml livtr
Ijpmon
Olive

Effect November 16, 1891.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a.
and 1.30 p. in.
RETURNING-Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30

1

6

LIVERPOOL. Jan. 29, 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull; middling at 4Vsd; sales 6,000
bales; speculation and export 500bales.

LIVERPOOL,

EAILEOAU».

MISCELLANEOUS.

16018

SsetlT!:' 071 Height tide

(By Telegraph.)

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

50
55
50

Coke.G 000:8

I™ s'ets3.:::: •: :l $ K*water

Foreign Markets.

...:

quotations—low

unchanged. Wheat—receipts 00,000 bush; exports 97,785 busli; sales 264,000 bush; unsettled and moderately active, closing easy; No 2
Eedl 02@1 02% store and elev.l 03%@1 04%
afloat; 1 08Vi@l 08 V3 f 0 b; No 3 Ked at 99e;
No 1 Northern at 1 04%@1 04% ; No 1 liard at
1 00% @1 07 ;No 2 Northern 99% ;No 3 Spring
pi 90@90%c. Eye easy ; Western at 93@94ya.
Barley irregular,and quiet; No 2 Mil 09 5.71c,
Corn—receipts i05,400 bush; exports 45,545
bush; sales 112,000 bush; opened stronger;

NEW YORK, Jan. 29,1892.
are

UUIb.

extras at 3 25(8.3 80;
city mills extra 4 90@5 1(>; city mills patents
5 10@5 35; winter wheat low grades at 3 25@
3 85; fair to fancy at 3 90@4 80 ;pateuts at 4 4 >
@5 15; Minnesota clear 4 0084 57; straights
do at 4 35@5 00; do patents 4 50:55 25; do rye
mixtures 4 00@4 75; superfine at 2 85@3 45;
fine at 2 40@i»15. Kotliern flour dull and weak
at 3 9085 15;
Eye flour dull at 4 5084 00.
Buckwlieat flour dull and weak at 1 66@1 75.
Buckwlieat at 53@58c. Cornmeal is dull and

91y«

Jan.

U

Flour

'May.

86%

S3; haddock S4ot(»S4V2; heavy salted pollock
$3, ancl English cured S3 75.
Boneless and prepared fish 6 to 7c ip lb for
hake, haddock and cusk. and 7Vz to 10c for
ib for strips,11
codfish. Smoked Halibut 10c
for chunks; smoked salmon 18c p fb,as to style
at,

—

May,

Closing. 39 Vs
Friday’s quotations.

for large, and 6 50 lor small: name aibw®
7 25for large, and 4 50@5 00 for small; Shore
at 7 25(6; and 5 25 for large and small.
DryBank at $7
; medium $6%.
AA'e quote cured cusk at $5 50 D qtl; hake at

at 13c.

CORN.

Jan.
Opening. 38%

fares.
49,600 174,600
Mackerel—lobbing, small 3s at $S 50 and $9;

8

—

90%
91%

Opening.
Closing..

cs

102,000
6,000

16,000

___

CHICAGO BOAED OF TRADE.

Thursday's quotations.
WHEAT.
j.

c.

ro; eouiury
Hogs—Choice city dressed oyrc
do5V4C.
Butter—Western extra creamery at —*30c;
fancy higher; firsts and extra firsts at 24@29c;
extra imitation creamry
@25e factory choicee
22* 23c; Northern creamery, choice 30*31e;
New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
25 « 27c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
25*2.')c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins f2@l2V2cyfair to good at8*]lv2c;Western Choice ll%e; fair lo goffd 8 y» *llc; sage

CORN.

Opening.
Highest.

5
1

HOO

1,000

Shore,
Banks,
La Have,

Herring,

lbs.
O K00

lbs.

@46

Laid—Choice 7c p lb in tierces and tubs ;10-lb

WHEAT.
Jan.

Montevideo.30
Australian and New Zealand.32

@30
@33
@41

nails in

CORN.

Opening..

Georgia.27

@22
@19
@27
@28

—c; do chickens at

May

Halibut.

Codfish.

30c per bucket,.
Fish scrap §18 per ton;
§6; fish skills 818; waste

Hams at 9Hc; small do 10c; pressed hams

110
98

Feb.
48%
4934
48%
49%

Frozen

Fares.

@20

@21
@20

11 00.

110

.Tulv,
98%
983/4
98i/4
98?4

lows:

Oregon.'.10

Boston Produce Market.

105
112
103
106
105

May.
101%
102%
101%
102Vs

FOR THE WEEK ENDING JAN. 28.
from cold storage $4 ^ cwt.
Last fare sales of Georges Cod $5 00@3 75;
Bank do —.
Last fare sales of Bank halibut 12c and 8^0
D1 lb for white andgray.
Salt herring 2 50 $ obi in bulk.
The receipts the past week have been as fol-

Herring bait

split Shore $4.
AVe quote cod oil at

BOSTON, Jan. 29, 1892.—The following are
to-dav’s quotations of Provisions, Produce, ete.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00@14 75; short cuts at
00 00@14 50; backs at 15 00@00 00; lean lends
at 00 00@15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork

WHEAT.

Jan.
49 %

@23
@27
@23
@22

Market.

Gloucester

@22

Super pulled.35
Cape Good Hope.28

Thursday’s quotations.

Closing.102

@27

Allies pane
lC-inmhor
aniteior...

84c.

Medium Texas and territory.17
Fine medium Texas and territory. 18

California spring.16
California fall.16
Kentucky and Indiana clothing... .26

POLLEN, CROCKER & CO.

Lowest.101%

clothing.25

Ordinary Texas and territory.16

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE*

Highest.102

No 1

Fine unwashed & unmerchantable. 20
Unwashed combing.25
Medium unwashed.3 9
Fine Texas and territory.IS

Quotations.

Jain

on

stock have been increased also; we quote as
follows:
Picklock an d XXX.31 % @33
Ohio and Peunsylv’n XX and above.29 @30
Ohio and Pennsylvania X.28. @29
Michigan and Wis. X and above.. .26 @27
Ohio and Penn. No 1 clothing.34 @35
Michigan No 1 elotliiug.32 @33
Ohio delaine, line.33%@34%
32
@33
Michigan delaine..
Ohio No 1 clothing.33 @38%

Daily
Corrected bv Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
128
126
Bank.100
Canal National
115
117
Casco National Bank.100
42
40
Bank..
40vc
Cumberland National
102
100
First National Bank.100
117
115
75
Bank..
Merchants’National
118
116
National Traders’ Bank....100
105
103
Portland National Bank.... 100
114
116
Portland Trust Co.100
100
Portland Company.100
85
80
Portland Gas Company. 50
120
115
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
115
110
Portland Water Co.100
120
115
Maine Central R R.100
BONDS.
110
Portland City 6s. 1897.108
125
Portland 6s, 1907.123
.102
103
1902—1912
Portland 4s.
Funding.
104
Bangor 6s, 1894, R. R. aid.102
llfl
R
R
aid.108
1899.
Bangor 6s.
Hiimfnr fis
19( i5. Water...120
121
107
Bath 68, 189S, R E. aid.105
104
Bath 6a, 1807, Municipal.102
102
Bath 4%s. 1007, Municipal.100
100
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding..... 98
108
E.
aid.100
Belfast 6s, 1898,E.
100
Belfast 4s, 1892—1922, Municipal.. 98
101
.100
1901—1911.
Calais 4s,
Refunding.
114
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
102
4
1
a
18.
Lewiston s.
Municipal.loo
102
Saco 4s. 1901, Municipal.100
115
Maine CentralK. R. 7s.1898.lst. mtg.113
136
7s, 1912, cons.
mtgl34
'■

Opening.101%

The Wool Market.
T^n 98
1809, —The nuotations

nnsTiw

Press Stock List.

CORRKCTEDBY

00
00
2 00
3 05
3 65
5 "
3 25

Wool for this market are slightly below previous
prices. The amount of trade for the week has
been greater than that of the previous week,hut
the volume has been large of carpet Wool and
other foreign Wool. Still the sales of domestic

Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portland. 77,cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 129'ears.

Grain

„„„

O flonvcraa

Receipts.

Leeds & Farmington K. It. 63,1896.105
Portland & Ken. E. It. 6s. 1895.. .103
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900, 1st mtgl08
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 96

Mining Stocks,

Quicksilver. 4
do pfd.21

PORTLAND, Jan. 29.

1

No 2 Eye 8OM1C. No 2 Barley at, 56@68c. No 1
Provisions closed slightFlaxseed at 95 >4 (a,
at, fa 471/z
ly lower; mess pork 8 50fd8 55. Laid
@6.60. Short rib sides at. 5 7oao 77Va. Dry
shoit
4
,6,
at
salt meats—shoulders
clear sides at 6 00®6 05.
bO.OOO
wheat,
Eecelpts—Flour. 11,000 bids;
bush; corn 93,000 busli; oats, 159,000 bush;
rye, 10,000; barley, 66,000 busli.
Shipments—Flour, 13,000 bbls-.wheat. 35,000
busli; corn, 175.000busli; oats, 187,000 bush;
rye, 8,000 bsli; bailey. 61,000 busli.
ST. LOUIS, Jan. 20, 1892.—The Flour market is quiet and firm; family at 3 15@3 25;
choice 3 30@3 40 ;fancy 3 76@3 85; extra fancy
Wheat closed
4115 n 4 15; patents 4 35@4 55.
** C lower ;No 2 Eed 894. @90c. Corn—Jan and
2 at o7%@
No
Feb closed higher; May lower;
87%c. Oats moderately active; No2at JOe.
is
dull,
unchanged;
live—none ofl'ered. Barley
Minn—c. Provisions strong; pork 9 00@9 60
0 20@6 35.
at
Lard
new.
for old."and 11 75 for
Dry salt, meats—shoulders at 4 65; long and
6
20.
Bacon—shoulders
ribs 5 95; short clear at
at 5 25; longs and ribs G 40; short clear G 5 j.
Hams 9 00(^9 10.
Receipts—Flour. 2,000 bbls: wheat, 39,000
bush ; corn. 289,000 busli: oats, 59,000 bush;
rve. 3,000 bush;barley, 3,000 bush.
‘Shipments—Flou GOOO bbls; wheat, 13,000
bush; corn. 143,000 busli; oats, 22,000 bush;
rye, 2,000 bush; barley, 1,000 bush.
DETROIT, Jan. 29, 3 892.—Wheat—White at
92% e; No 2 Red at 92% c. Corn—No 2 at 40c.
Oats—No 2 at 33c; No 2 White at 33% c. Rye at

Receipts—Flour, 260 bbls; wheat 4524 bush;
corn 4174 bu; oats, 2699 bush.

■

Rates.

gBsel 900. extens’nlio
“§s, 1805—1905 D’b 1.02

72
01 Vs

NEWYOEK. Jan. 20, 1802.—The following
are to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:
Col. Coal
•.37%
Hocking Coal.15 00
Homestake.12 00
Ontario.44 oo

Portland market—cut loaf 5 Yac .confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
5e; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.

103

1514

(By Telegraph.)

fractional declines from first pricess.
Transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 330,900 shares.

"“4% s

30%
845/a
82%

pfd.140

New York

firm at

Portland

48
14

Bell Telephone.209
New York and New England E. 5oy3
do pfd.
Wisconsin Central. 19
Maine Central..

active and firm.
Weakness in the stock market continued
further losses
soipe time after 12 o’clock, but
was a
generally were insignificant. Distillers
feature on large transactions and reachued
543/s against 63% last evening. Trading in the
list fell away to comparatively small proportions, but a firmer temper sprang up and prices
improved ail along the line, while advances
were in
generalflight. Lackawana, which had
sold at 145%, touched 147%, Mich. Central
Toward 2
rose to 108y2 after opening 106ys.
Denver & Rio
o’cioc* the general list halted.
Grande preferred remained strong and active,

Railroad

48%

Mexican Central. 19%
Union Pacific. 48
Boston & Maine E.100 *

At New York money is easy, ranging from
1Y2@2; last loan 1 y2, closing at IV2 per cent.
Prime mercantile paper 4@5y2 per cent. Sterling Exchange is quiet and steady with actual
business in bankers’ bills 4 84 for 60-day hills
and 4 86 for demand; posted rates at 4 85@
Gov4 87. Commercial bills 4 83Y!@4 85y2.
ernment bonds dull and firm. Railroads are

Sugar

12

Boston Stock Market.
The following were to-day's quotations of
stocks in Boston:
Atchison, Topeka & Stanta Fe E. 42Vs
C. B. & Q.109 Va

Firm—Railroads Active

Retail Grocers'

81 Vs
12514
113%
50%
114%

Texas Pacific, new. 12%
Union Pacific. 47%
U. S. Express. 48
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific... 1414
do pfd. 31 Is
Western Union. 85
Sugar Trust. 82
do pfd..
1514
Richmond & West Point.
do pfd. 7214
Nav.00
Oregon

Leading Markets.

Bonds Bull and

pfd.114

92%

Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
in., aud 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. in.. 1.30 aud 5.10 p. in. For
Montreal and Chicago. 7.10 a.m. and 1.30
p. m. For Quebec, 1.30 p. ill. For Bucklield and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.

For Auburn and

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. m.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. ill. From Gorham, N. H„ 8.25 a. 111., 12.10 and 5.50 p. ill.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. ill.,
5.50 p. in. From Quebec, 12.10 p. ill.

TICKET OFFICE
50

Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chiand
cago §2<> and 815.75; Detroit §16.75
812.50; Kansas City §30 and $25.75; St. Paul
831.50 and *27.25; St, Louis via Detroit $23.75
and 819.75; St, Louis via Chicago $26 and
$21.50; San Francisco, California, $90 and
$60.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. bEARGEANT. General Manager,
deed
dtf

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAI.

Much Breaking of Lances Over It
Last Evening,

SON HAVE A TILT.

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will be found under
heir appropiate headings on page <1.
Mr. E. T.

For additional Local News

Act

see

Chase Tells the City Fathers to

Wisely and Not let Messrs. Gou-

dy, Shaw, E. F. Chase
Man Get the Best of the

Page._

cation.

Any Other

Bargain—Capof Mr. 1. B.

Shaw’s Offer—Speech
Dennett—Opinion of Mr. Elias
and Offer of Mr.

The Daily News has suspended publi-

or

tain

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Thomas

John B. Curtis.

The city government committee held a
very interesting hearing in the aldermen’s

Postmaster Small is placing new letter room last evening, relative to the disposboxes about town.
al of the market lot. It was an extremeYesterday was quite mild and partial- ly interesting hearing, ‘developing very
diverse opinions and not a little spirited
ly cloudy with a south wind.
A powerful electric search light is to
controversy.
be put on Mount Washington which can
Mr. L. B. Dennett appeared first in opbe seen from Portland.
position to the proposed sale to a manuBramhall Lodge, No. 3, Knights of facturing syndicate.
He said that the
Pythias, will confer the Knights’ rank on proposed terms of transfer contained no
18 candidates this evening.
guarantee that the people, whoso properA fine crayon portrait of Congressman ty this land is, shall hear within five
Reed has been done by the Phoenix years the hum of wheels.
A few years
Copying Company for the Lincoln Club. ago the city sold valuable property on
The horse of Mr. Bowers of Scarboro the other side of Milk street from the
stepped in a post hole at the West End,
uuc
manteL, wilu me uuucisumuiu"
Thursday, broke his leg and had to be purchasers should not erect markets
killed.
thereon; yet five market stalls are now
A large number of heater cars are in in full
operation there today, thus taking
the Maine Central yard bound for Aroos- tenants away from the city’s own market
took, where they will be loaded with po- stalls.
tatoes for shipment.
Moreover, Mr. Dennett thought the
The Columbia Falls Lumber Company sale of the
property, on the proposed
has gone into insolvency and a meeting terms, that is $5000, with the underof the creditors will be held at Portland standing that manufactures should be inFebruary 2nd, to appoint an agent and troduced, would be “a great sacrifice of
the property without adequate consideraput in their claims.
tion, a sacrifice of 24,363 square feet of
The Maine Life Underwriters’ Asso- land, which cost the city $46,883 in 1866
annual
hold
their
The market
ciation will
meeting or 1867 for the land alone.
and banquet at the Falmouth Hotel building now upon it cost $8000 more as
It was designed origiI am informed.
Monday evening, February 1, at 6 o’clockfor 16 stalls at a rental of $50 each,
nally
of
short
Warden Frisbee seized a barrel
All the
or $800 for the whole building.
lobsters yesterday that came from the Market street side is rented, and two
and arrested the stalls of the other side, making an annusteamer

Merryconeag

steamer’s clerk on the charge of being
interested in them.
C. E. Rogers of Eddington was bound
Rand Thursday
over by Commissioner
for retailing liquor without a United
States license in the sum of $300 to the
February term of the District Court.
At a

meeting

of the

representatives of
Union, Boot and

the Lasters’ Protective

International Union and
New England Cutters’ Union a label
and the Central Labor
was adopted
Union has endorsed it.
The Maine Central track at the bridge
over the Saco at Bartlett was blocked for
Shoemakers’

a time

yesterday morning,

cars

several

night freight being derailed there,
doing considerable injury to the bridge.
A Chestnut street woman with a pair
of partly worn boots in a box under her
arm is looking for No. 3994 Congress
of the

a

few

weeks ago called around with boots
fitted her to a pair, for which she

paid

She says

street.

a

young

man

and

He gave his name as James O. Dobson, No. 399J Congress street, and told
her to call if the boots did not prove to
be good. She cannot find Mr. Dobson.

$4.

Mr. Bellows will begin the second

se-

ries of his “Talks on Modern Literature”
at No. 91 Danforth

street,

on

Monday

evening, February 1, at 7.30 o’clock. The
general subject of the course will be
“Becent Leaders of English Thought.”
Mx-. Frank A. Elwell of the Portland
Wheel Club gave a lecture at the Club
House last evening on “A Trip to the
The lecture was
Bermuda Islands.”
well attended and was very interesting.
A fire in C. A. Weston & Co.’s store
on Union wharf, caused by the explosion
of an oil stove, was put out yesterday before doing much damage.
PERSONAL.

al rental of $525 in its present condition,
which is within $275 of the original exThe
pectation.
original expectation
would have been fully realized but for
of allowing the
blunder
unfortunate
the
continuance of the old Milk street mar-

ket.
“The building needs some modification

of not an expensive nature. The central
walk should be discontinued and entrances to the stalls or stores made on
the Silver street side.
With this change
in the building, it can be rented for $800
and perhaps for more. This

Magnificent

Hot

of land nnoiinvinsr an entire

city yesterday.

Mr. Frank: Webb, son or the late county Treasurer Webb, Daniel D. Chenery,

Capt. Herbert R. Sargent, ancl John True
of Cumberland, are additional candidates
for the county treasury.
A “Welcome Home” party was given
last evening at the residence of Mr. Andrew Cross, No. 39 Casco street, to Mr.
Cross’s mother, who has recently come
from Scotland to make her home here.
Grand Master Nicholas Fessenden of
Augusta, Grand Treasurer Stephen Marsh
of Portland, and Grand Marshal Samuel
Adams of Belfast, went to Springvale to
dedicate Friendship Lodge's new hall
last evening.
Owen, Moore & Co.’s Sale.

The store of Owen, Moore & Co. was
crowded yesterday with bargain seekers,
who were attracted by the announcement
made in our advertising columns of their
great sale. This morning the firm ana

new

list of

bargains,

and

it

will be seen that they have gone deeper
than ever into the discount business. Today they finish the great sale and a year’s
business, and those who are wise will
v isit their store
before it is too late.
Their new list of bargains will be found
on page five.
We endorse all the proprietors have said relaIt is the
tive to the merits of Salvation Oil,
greatest cure on earth for pain.

Infernal

that

a

snuare.

bound-

There

ground.

a

seems

cumberer of the
be an under-

to

Kennedies

that had been skinned out of here to go
into holes down South and out West,

with Mr. Shaw in his
opinion as to the slowness and indiffoience of the people about manufacturing.
Mr. Chase wanted to sec manufactures
here, but lie did not like the indefiniteness about tho offer for the Market lot.
nNeither $5000 nor $7000 was enough
He < id
der the present terms of offer.
not know but what lie would give $10,000
for the lot if he could set it on ship shod
into too
Portland had gone
terms.
many enterprises on ship shod arrange“Go up to the West End where
ments.
“We
we owned acres,” said Mr. Chase.
expected shops to be located there, but
Unless
it slipped out from under us.

agreed

Mr. Ellas Thomas.

applause.]

Mr. Lewis A. Goudy was
He said that when the subject of erecting manufactories on the Market lot was
brought up a party of about 20 gentleAs
men met to consider the question.
they looked at it they at first thought
that if the city should give the land to
them they could hardly afford to invest
the capital needed to establish the manBut after further
ufactories wanted.
consideration it was thought that $5000
was the syndioffered.
This
might be
cate represented by Messrs. Cox, Winslow and himself.

They thought they might
For

©40,000,

up a 2-story wooden building, covered with iron, fit it with power, lights,
etc., and rent it to manufacturing indus-

put

They did not profess to be actuated entirely by philanthropic motives, as
about

get

5 per cent or more
auu

mvut/j

x\ju

ct uuuu

re-

Portland.

Captain H. H. Shaw
was next called upon by Alderman Lewis. Captain Shaw said he had not had a
great interest in the disposal of the Market lot. But he had been solicited by
Councilmen Dam, Bounds and others of
the city government to know whether he
would undertake to de velop the property and offer a price. After considerable
hesitation he decided to make an offer.
He submitted a proposition looking to

of

ti

brick, mill-construction,

cayii/cu

uj.

iiiiu

’j'jkj

em^w-

in the shoe manufacturing business,
ho would make to the company a present
of $2503. If they would take the whole
lot and employ twice as much capital
and help, he wonld give $5000. In other
words, Mr. Shaw would

pie

Pay $5000 for Competition.
that it would

He afterwards explained
be a great deal better for his business if
there were more shoe factories in Portland, since then the city would have a
reputation for the industry that would
help all its shoemakers.

Mr. Isaac C. Atkinson

said he felt a deep interest in the matter.
He did not think the lot a nuisance. And

Alderman Lewis announced that Mr.
John F. Proctor, the real estate dealer,
had submitted the offer of a client who
would give $3500 for the lot.

Mr. Proctor said that the offer was
good only for the evening.
Mr. Dennett said he did not wish to be
considered an enemy of Portland’s industries. He had seen some of our in-

dustries, notably our shoe factories, going out to Deering and Freeport, and the
spectacle had pained him. It seemed to
show that the

Countrymen
were

in

Were Smarter Than We

offering inducements.

Alderman Lewis said that Mr. Dennett’s argument seemed to be in favor of
a sale of the market lot at a very low

price.
Mr. Dennett said that Portland had not
advanced in manufactures because the
instincts of her people were mercantile.

he

sleeves.

condition,
we

A

na'apl hnttnne
gw

IN JbllV

a

a

w w-b

mussed,

or

being thirty-

Gowns alone.

wno uesire extra

any

fullness

Night

we can

good
point

appreciated.

Our stock is large, there
of

a

size, lengm

haye underwear made

to order at short notice.

jobber was overstocked in these goods and we
got them at our first and only offer which enables us to

underwear in

believe that wiU be

r or

—

—

our

not soiled

eight styles

50 Dozen Ladies all woo! Cashmere Ribbed
Jersey Vests at 29c each, never sold by us less
than $1.2© each, finest Astrachan wool silk

put them out at this ridiculous

our

PRICES ARE LOW.

do not claim to undersell
we

do

give

at least

as

We

everybody, but

good

an

article for

the money as can be bought anywhere.
Please consider these facts in re-

gard to
opening

our

underwear and attend

our

on

MONDAY FEBRUARY 1st,

price.

100 with families. He would ask his
friend of the Board of Trade [laughter
if the syndicate erected their building or
the Market lot, how many would be em-

ployed?
Mr. Goudy thought as many as in the
plush mill.
reAt this point Alderman Lewis

marked that there were present a number of gentlemen who had not said much.
He had no doubt

They Were as Wise
those who had talked.
Mr. E. P. Chase—That would not be
saying much.
Mr. Kandall, of the committee, wanted Mr. Atkinson to get Mr. Curtis to
bring to the committee his offer of $15,as

000.
Mr. Atkinson said he would if the committee would agree to accept“it; but the
committee said their duty was to receive
and report offers, not to accept them.
Mr. E. P. Chase said the city must go
into this business carefully and shrewdly, and not let Mr. Shaw, Mr. Goudy, Mr.
Atkinson, Mr. E. P. Chase or anybody
else get the best end of the bargain.
With this wise suggestion the meeting

city certainly should not sell the
advertising it more. Continuing, Mr. Atkinson said, that it was by broke
no means certain that foreign capital
The

lot without

come

in.

As he understood it.the

gentlemen composing

the

Goudy syndi-

them manufacturers
who might only move their own industries into the place. Mr. Atkinson knew
a man who would
give $15,000 for the
lot. When asked who that gentleman
was, he said Mr. John B. Curtis had told
him that he would sivo $15,000.
cate were most of

Mr. Goudy replied to Mr. Atkinson.
He said the Market lot was a nuisance.
Within four years the lot had been used
for a
Horse

If that was not a

Hospital.

nuisance, what

Mr. Atkinson—The Board
have

reported

Goudy—You

of

was?

Trade

it to the

ernment as a nuisance.
Mr.

offer.

We do not carry old stock. Our Night
Gowns, Dresses and Slips all have high

TODAYg

bii

it may interest

1L mu

^

$80,000

year, right in Portland. It had been
drawn from out the city, and had gone
to benefit Portland traders and landlords
—among whom was his friend Thomas,
several of whose rents were occupied by
employes of this industry. As to the
value of the lot, Mr. Goudy said that exMay or Thomas llad said that the land was
not worth over 40 cents a foot. Mr. Goudy
said that the syndicate didjnot expect to
get the lot unconditionally, being willing
to have it nominated in the deed that the
lot shall revert to the city if they did not
come up to their agroement.

ought to

we

Finally

uuu

thought that, if the syndicate’s only
desire was to get manufacturers here, it
was strange that they should be so anxious to get the lot merely for philanthropic purposes—
Mr. Goudy—I did not say we were
anxious to do it only for philanthropy.
We expect to get from 5 to 10 per cent.
Mr. Atkinson—I think the syndicate
the development of a manufacturing are somewhat anxious to get it, though if
plant. His object was to increase the it is only for manufactures that they want
city’s manufactures and afford employ- it, it seems a little strange that they do
not now use the vacant buildings in Portment for the good people of the city
There seemed to be two ways of doing land, good brick buildings, much better
this. One was to give a chance for in- than the wooden, iron-covered building
vestment of some of the money that is which Mr. Goudy’s syndicate proposed to
The other erect. The Market lot is
now going to other places.
plan would be to bring in the capital and
Wortli at Least $15,000 or $30,000.

building

ciaa

cloth, fine embroideries,
even
stitching, broad hems, uniform
tucking, fullness, length,—these are what

or

■l.u-r%nfl

Even if you

Good

goods.

Bargain Extraordinary.

§100,000, counting original cost

business

would

purchasing

in Under-

NOT SHOWINESS BUT WORTH is
what we have considered in selecting our

ED VESTS.

SA3L.E:

styles

than usual.

nm/1

a Am a

are

HIES'

a

market worthy of the name.”
Mr. Dennett thought that at the proper
time a market building might be erected,
the upper part of which would do for armories for the military companies. This
valuable property should not be sold for
the trifling sum of §5000, and he thought
that the offer of such a sum was a case
of ‘‘audacity unparallelled in history,”
unless it was at the time Beau Brummel,
snatched off the apron of a duchess.
If the syndicate succeeded they would be
worthy to be called the Kapoleons of

season

You will find

tries.

to

this

are more new

do not intend

tko

about

called upon.

city

wear

•

*1

*|

IHIDIV w).Kin

and interest, and was costing $1000 a
by business street, and
interest on $100,000. It would
year,—the
located in the heart of the city, well be much better to have industries on the
adapted to the purpose for which it was property, than to have it a nuisance as it
was now.
The value of manufacturing
bought, should be held by the city until to a
city was undoubted. In his own
the city shall grow to require it for a city
in the last
he disbursed
ed on either side

There

red, rough hands, painful finger ends and shapeless naila
prevented and cured by Cuticura Soap, itt*
1
J/ J
comparably the greatest of skin purifiers and beautifiers,
while rivalling in delicacy and surpassing in purity the most expensive of toilet and nursery soaps.
The only medicated toilet soap and the only preventive and cure of inflammation and clogging o£
the pores, the cause of pimples, blackheads, rough, red, and oily skin, and simple humors of infants.
•

Thomas

tutu

humor reme-

300 Diseases, 50 Illustrations, 100 Testimonials. A book of priceless value to every sufferer.
Cuticura Remedies are sold throughout the world. Price, Cuticura. 50c.; Cuticura Soap,
25c.; Cuticura Resolvent, $x. Prepared by Potter Drug & Chemical Corp'n, Boston, U. S. A.

_

they hoped

greatest skin

tated surfaces, cleanses the scalp of crusts and scales, and restores the hair. Cuticura
Soap, the only medicated toilet soap, is indispensable in cleansing diseased surfaces,
Cuticura Resolvent, the new blood and skin purifier and greatest of humor remedies, cleanses the blood of all impurities, and thus removes the cause. Hence, the
Cuticura Remedies cure every humor of the skin, scalp, and blood, with loss of hair.
iSaf-** How to Cure Diseases of the Skin and Bi.ood,” mailed free to any address, 64 pages,

get something definite keep your
property.”
Mr. Shaw wanted to hear from

of

the

stock of LADIES’ COTTON

new

UNDERWEAR, CHILDREN’S DRESSES,
and INFANTS’ SLIPS will toe opened for
gale on Monday, Feto. 1.

CUTICURA, ths great skin cure, instantly allays
the most intense itching, burning, and inflammation, permits rest and sleep, heals raw and irri-

you can

murs

Our

dies of modern tin#S, are absolutely
pure, and agreeable to the most sensitive, and may be used on the youngest
infant and most delicate invalid with
gratifying and unfailing success.

Mr. E. P. Chase

said he did not know
question, but if he
owned that lot he should not sell it for
$6500 to any person on any terms. [Mur-

are

purifiers, and

cures, blood

they would see why Portland industries
do not flourish.”

much

Humors

CUTICURA

cellently situated for manufacturing.
And if people knew the amount of money

Mr.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

And every species of itching, burning, bleeding, scaly, crusted, pimply,
and blotchy skin and scalp diseases are relieved in the majority
of cases by ,a single application, and speedily, permanently and
economically cured by the Cuticura
Remedies when the best physicians,
hospitals, and all other remedies fail.
No language can exaggerate the suffering of those afflicted with these diseases, especially of little babies, whose
tender skins are literally on fire.

tow of sentiment that busy people ought
not to exist here. Now Portland is ex-

said he

NEW

Torturing, Disfiguring Eczemas

Idea

manufacturer is

(juiu vm

Mr. Geo. L. Knight has 'been elected
receiving teller of the First National industries from outside.
But he was
Bank.
not anxious for the property on his own
Lord Chief Justice Coleridge of Eng- account, as it would add greatly to his
land, who was recovering from an attack cares. He wished to see more industries in Portland, however. He thought
of influenza, has had a relapse.
we had too few, and he would be willing
of
Mr. A. M. Winchester, proprietor
to contribute in cash for the sake of seethe new Manchester House, Manchester, ing the property converted from the
N. H., was in town yesterday.
Half Nuisance
Dr. J. J. Linscott, Dr. F. D. Lyford, of it
is now into an industry of benefit to
Farmington, and Mr. J. M. S. Hunter of the city. If any gentlemen wo old take
the Farmington Chronicle, were in the
half the lot and on it build a five-story

nounces

to
richly laden ships that was expected
sail up the harbor. But that fleet never
He always felt a little sensitive
came.
when anyone spoke of moving plants out
had
to Freeport, as that was what he
Ho had
done with one of his plants.
been forced to move because he could
at
not get accommodations in the city
reasonable rates. It made a difference
of $4000 a year to him whether lie moved
the factory to Freeport or kept it here.
“Manufactories are not appreciated in
is
Portland,” said Mr. Shaw. “There
prevalent in this city an
_

SIR KNIGHTS GOUDY AND ATKIN-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Itching Skin

wealthy

great

SECOND PAGE.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
X. John Little & Co.
New Hampshire Eire Ins. Co.
Sheriff sales—2.
FOURTH PAGE.
Merry, the hatter.
FIFTH PAGE
Owen, Moore & Co.
EIGHTH PAGE.
Eines Brothers.
X. John Little—2
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

Fifth

NEW

here
Mr. Shaw said ho did not come up
no
to enter into a discussion, as he had
ot
personal interests, only the interestshad
the city. He said Portland people
to be
expected too long for their cityfleet of
and
made
by a

PRESS.

TELE

were

city gov[Laughter.
a

member of

the Board of Trade, why didn’t you report it? You were never at Board of
Trade meetings until you were a candidate for president.
[Laughter.]
Continuing, Mr. Goudy said the reason
vacant
stores were not
Portland’s
why
lot was because there was neither power,
electric light, nor even daylight in them.
A building with those facilities
Would Ret Readily,
As for Mr. Atkinson’s idea that members of tlia syndicate would move their
businesses onto the Market lot, it was
not correct. If Mr. Atkinson was so
anxious about Portland’s interests, why
did he locate his plush mill, which was
not built yet, at .South Portland?
Mr. Atkinson replied that he had given
80,000 feet of laud for nothing; also the
stone and bricks, and got the town to rebate taxes on the mill, which was to be
located within eight minutes of Portland.
It would do just as much good to Portland with its 150 employes as if they lived
on the Market lot.
Moreover, the plush
mill was surely coming, with 150 men,

committee to

add additional solicitor!

subscriptions.
Messrs. Atkinson, Fletclier and Stan
wood were appointed to confer with th<
selectmen of Cape Elizabeth with refer
for

ence

to abatement of taxes and tlie

struction of a road to the Jose

con

property

Complimentary to Hon. IV. I» Putnam
The Cumberland Bar Association has
passed unanimously these resolutions tc
Hon. Wm. L. Putnam, presented by Hon
H. B. Cleaves:
Resolved, That upon the retirement of the
Hon. William L. Futnam from the vice presi
deucy of this association, we desire to put upoi
its records our appreciation of the great interest

lie has always manifested in behalf of the Bar
and of the uniform courtesy always extended tc
its members.
That while we regret his retirement from oui
ranks as an active practitioner, we recognize the
the distinguished honor conferred upon and the
bar by his appointment as Judge of the Circuil
Court of the United States, and extend' to bin

our cordial co-operatioivas
practitioners am
citizens, and our best wishes for his happiness
and success, confident that the great and responsible trust reposed in him will be ably, honorably and faithfully administered.

$40,000 Suit Against tlie Maine Central,

Lewis H. Kyder and Walter C. Smith,

up.

the two young men who were run over at
the Foxcroft station by the evening train

THE MILE TRACK.

Yesterday’s Meeting of the Directors of tlie
Association.

A directors’ meeting of the Mile Track
Association was hold yesterday afternoon
at the Preble House. There were present Messrs. George Burnham, J. P. Barrett, Alonzo Libby, Isaac C. Atkinson,
George H. Bailey, Isaac W. Dyer, Edward Fletcher, A. L. Dennison and C. M.
Stanwood. The meeting was very harmonious and earnest, and when it broke
up there was a general
faction and confidence.

feeling

of satis-

Clerk Barrett called the meeting to order, and Dr. George H. Bailey was elected temporary chairman.
George Burnham, Esq., was nominated
by Mr. Atkinson for permanent president, and was unanimously elected.
Messrs. Atkinson, Dyer and Farnham
were chosen a committee to confer with
the railroads, with the object of securing
their co-operation in the enterprise.
The matter of the appointment of appraisers for the Jose lot was left to Mr.

Dyer.
The resignation of Mr. F. H. Briggs of
Auburn from the board was accepted
and Mr. George M. Stanwood of Cape
Elizabeth, was elected in his stead.
The form of the track will be definitely decided upon at the next meeting on

February 6th, at 2.30 p. m. It seems to
be a foregone conclusion, however, that
the track will bo the regulation oval
form.

The board

authorized

the

soliciting

over

the Maine Central railroad last No-

vember, have sued the company foi
$20,000 in each case. Mr. Smith lost one
leg and received some injuries on the
other

spine.

leg.

Air.

ityaer

was

injured on

_

give the fourth oi
special addresses to young men at the
Y. M. 0. A. tomorrow at 4.30. All young
men are cordially invited and all will be
welcomed. There .is no admission fee
Rev. Dr. Dalton will

his

charged.

Crip

Has shown by its sudden attacks, its terrible
prostration, and its serious, often fatal results,
For a fully
that it is a disease to he feared.
developed case of the Grip, the care of a skilled
of
physician is necessary. Asa Preventive the
Grip we confidently recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which purifies the blood, keeps the kidneys
and liver in healthy action, gives strength where
it is needed and keeps up the health-tone so that
the system readily throws off attacks of the Grip,
or of Diphtheria. Typhoid Fever. Pneumonia an
other serious diseases. After the Grip Hood’s
for purifying the
Sarsaparilla is unequalled
and restoring the health and strength.

blood

“Six Weeks With The

Grip

Was my sad experience early in 1891, and I was
even then very weak and unable to work over s
few hours. Being urged to take

Hood’s

All customers who wish to take
advantage of the sale of the $17 Suits
we are selling for $12.75 must leave
their order Saturday as none will be
taken at the price after Monday, February 1st.
We cannot promise any Suit to be
done until the first of March.

How-

ever, the orders for Suits

taken

are

me

The Bible and Its Modern Critics.

The

jan30

Sarsaparilla

I did so, and in 10 days I could work, sleep well
had a good appetite, and gained in health and
strength.” Chas. Euswkll, Toledo, Ohio.
HOOD'S PILES act easily, yet promptly ant
efficiently on the liver and bowels, cure headache

before February 1st.
Goods shown in Cloak
Room.

R9NES

Suit

and

BROS.

THE GREATEST ATTRAGTION FOR NNUI SEEKERS
Ever Offered in Portland.
LADIES,

MISSES

AID

€IIH,»REX.

200 Yards Real Scotch Cinghams, every conceivable style
in manufacturers’short lengths. You will grow wild
when you see these goods at 15 cents a yard. Regular
goods worth 33 cents a yard, all perfect and dress pattern

lengths.

Sale Saturday morning.
choicest bargains.
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john

Come early and secure
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